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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

The letters contained in this volume, translated 
into· English from the original Chinese, were 
sent to me in 1913, in the forrn of a bundle 

of MSS., by my dear friend J. A. 1\fakepeace, for 
many years a strenuous worker in one of the I\ fissions 
of Southern China. Accompanying the bundle was 
a letter .to me from which I "will quote two para
graphs:-

'Knowing your taste for exotic literature, also in 
remembrance of our lifelong friendship, I think I now 
cannot send these quaint letters to anyone more likely to 
appreciate the gift than yourself.' (Tilis rc111 Juring my, 
frit,J's ill11tss fiJAicll ltrmi11a1td f•tlllly.) 

'They represent the prevailing thought of the longest· 
lived nation in the history of the world, a nation con
taining one-third of the earth's population, now awaking 
from its many ages of somnolence. The power of such 
a mass of humanity-possessed of indefatigable patience, 
obstinacy, and enduranc~ allied with wonderful physical 
and mental capabilities-their unconcern for death ~d 
their hatred of foreigners, should make us eager to know 
something of them, of their opinion of the white race, 
and of their probable attitude towards us in the future.' 

• 
I now leave the Rev. Jabez Makepeace to give 

further information. 

THEODORE J. TOURRIER, 
140 Barket's Road, Glenfetrie, 

Victoria. 



PREFACE 

The following letters were written by Hwuy
ung, one of the class of /ittrati and a social 
reformer, to his (and my) friend Tseng Ching, 

between the years I 899 and 1912. They came into 
my possession 

1
through Tseng Ching, a scholar, who 

urged me (and helped me) to translate them into 
English, so that the reforms suggested by his enlight
ened countryman might meet with due recognition 
and support from abroad. It was also his intention to 
have the Chinese version published and distributed 
among his countrymen, in order (under God's gracious 
will) that their eyes might be opened to their short
comings, and the race strengthened and rejuvenated. 

On my part, I have been encouraged to assist in the 
arduous task of translation by the' conviction that th~ 
opinions of a cultured man regarding our own not 
always irreproachable mode of life-of a man of a 
race whose characteristics are often the antithesis of 
our o~n-cannot fail t~ be both interesting and 
instructive. • ' · 

Of course, much of the beauty of the author's classic 
style, having no equivalent in our langu'age, has been 
necessarily sacrificed ; while the contrast between the 
modern language description of everyday life and the 
archaic character pictures of Confucius and Mencius 
is also wanting. Translations from them have been 
borrowed from the version of Dr. James Legge. But 
I have endeavoured to preserve in a slight measure 
the ingenuous quaintneSs that pervaded Hwuy-ung's 

'rii 
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original text by a similar association of ideas, when not 
·subversive of lucidity. When at times Hwuy-ung 
('the modest one,' so self-styled in accordance with his -
dassical career) more deeply investigates the problems 
of our social life and his arguments become more 
involved, I have found it impossible to adhere to the 
peculiar terminology of the original, and have there
fore resorted to paraphrase in order to give a clearer 
exposition of his meaning. 

Also I have thought it advisable to omit the con
stantly recurring complimentary phraseology, notably 
of the first letters ; subsequently, under the influence 
of his surroundings, he adopts a less stilted and more 
natural mode of expression. Matters of family con
cern and political intereSt were deemed of small value, 
likely to obscure more important issues, and therefore 

· wereleft out. I have endeavoured in the Glossary and 
in a few notes tQ assist the reader in understanding 
certain expressions and new-coined words, and to ex
plain an occasional historical or geographical allusion. 
Having delivered myself of these preliminary r~marks, 
I shall now proceed to give some information con
cerning our letter-writer personally. 

Hwuy-ung was born some hundred and fifty miles 
to the north of Canton, in the walled village of J en 
Te Chuang, on the Pe-kiang, near Shao-chan, where 

. his father resided as T ao-tai. After a youth passed in 
study, at the age of eighteen he was, in his second 
examination, successful in winning the degree of 
Chu-jin. His studies, however, were interrupted by 
his father's death, .when the property left was divided 
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among the f.1mily, and he had to give his time and 
attention exclusively to a large farm. He became 
one of the headmen of his village, afterwards being 
promoted to the office of sub-prefect, and created a 
lu:un of the blue (founh) button. \Vhile in this 
capacity, Hwuy-ung became acquainted with the 
reformer K'ang Yu \Vci, from whom he absorbed 
many liberal notions of \Vestern origin. The 
Emperor Kuang HsU hearing of K'ang, granted him 
an interview, after which he arrived at the conviction 
that the old-world methods of the' Chinese must .finally 
be relinquished, if the nation and his dynasty were to 
be saved. From that time edicts of reform began to 
be issued. This advance to modernity was unfor
tunately checked by the Emperor's deposition and 
imprisonment, brought about by the unscrupulous 
and reactionary Empress-Dowager, Tsu Hsi, who 
&uppressed reform, and caused those reformers that 
could be apprehended to be decapitated. Hwuy-ung 
escaped to Australia in the beginning of 1899. 

It is probable that he was greatly impressed and 
grieved by the power of foreign arms and the weak
ness of his country, the aggressive action of the 
European nations, and· the threatened partition of 
China. The easy victories of the English and French, 
and later of the Japanese, over his compatriots in 
186o and 1895 had been followed by the general 
shameful scrambl~ for Chinese territory: Germany 
'leasing' Kiao-chao in 1897, Russia following suit 
with Port Arthur, England with \Vei-hai-\Vei, 
France with Kwang-chou-wan in 1898. China, he 
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perceived, if still to exist as a whole, must radically 
reform its social and political organisation, and if 

' desirous of attaining independence must conform to 
modern ways. The cailse of his country's weakness
an invitation to the predatory spirit of other nations 
-must be ascertained, together with the secret of the 
strength of her despoilers. In the fervour of true 
patriotism he determined to study this question and 
make the results known to his countrymen. This 
led him to consider which land offered most induce
_ments for such a study. The comparative proximity 
of Australia with its advanced social conditions, and 
the fact of a cousin of his residing in the capital city 
of Victoria, soon determined his choice ; and before 
many weeks had- passed since the persecution of his 
fellow-reformers, . he escaped to the great island
continent and began the experiences hereinafter set 

-down. 

J. A. MAKEPEACE, M.A., 
Methodist Mission, 

Lao Kua Chen, Canton, 
Cb.ini, 1913. 
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LEn'ER I : LIH CH'UN, FEBRUARY 5, I 899 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

H
onoured elder brother, great is the debt that 
I owe for the noble protection you granted 
to your small younger brother in the perilous 

time of my escape from the land of my wretched birth. 
Like a buried golden hoard, so is my unworthy 
gratitude, that may some day be brought to light and 
expended in your service. Morning'and evening I have 
deplored the misfortune of our beloved country. It 
has been turned back from the path of reform along 
which it was being led by the hope of our party, K'ang 
Yu Wei, with the benevolent sanction of the Son of · 
Heaven. Who but the Old Buddha has turned back 
the chariot of progress from its course, and imprisoned 
and deposed the occupant of the Dragon Seat ? 

'For the moon to be eclipsed 
Is but an ordinary matter. 
Now that the sun has been eclipsed
How bad it is! '-(Tht SAt Ki11g.) 

Ai-ya ! virtuous bond, inform your little brother 
how it has fared with the great reformer K'ang and 
others-like the mean scholar-his disciples. When 
again shall I tread the sacred soil ? But I must let go 
heart. 

I will now give my elder brother teaching of my 
doings, little deserving your gracious attention; but 

A 
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what might be expected from my poor abilities ? I 
got on the fire-ship of the Rising Sun Nation at Hong
kong. I preferred the company of the little bro;.n 
men, who ~esemble us in some ways-for did they not 
learn all from us ?-to that of the white men of the 
West, amid the perils of the vast ocean. These little 
dwarfs have propriety and courteous demeanour. 
They have not the queue, nor do they shave their· 

· heads ; and they wear the sea clothes of the Western 
people. Their skin is brown ; they have not our 
golden colour. How these little men could have 
overcome _our invincible warriors can only be ex
plained popularly by their alliance with the spirits of 
evil. On the ship were some of the strange beings 
who dwell in the land of the New Golden Mountains. 
They resemble the whites I saw in Canton. It is 
said that they conquered the big island ages ago under 
their great General Kuk, who discovered it, the sound 
of whose name was great. These ghastly white
faced people seem half asleep, walking dead men ; 
for though they speak, I can hear nothing, so faint is 
their utterance. This made me turn round on my
self and regret going to their country. How learn 
the language of dumb men ? How can I speak what 
I not hear? 
. One of the black-haired race divided the cabin 
with me, and we ate our rice together. I should not 
have known how to use their peculiar eating imple
m_ents, which are clumsy compared with our chop
sticks, if even I could have swallowed their unsavoury 
messes. 
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I saw two white men meet on the deck and catch 
hold of each other's right hand. I had fear of one 
throwing the other over his head into the angry 
waters, believing them engaged in struggle. It was 
only their form of salutation ; they had friendship. 
The explanation-rule of this is that, their hands being 
free, they have no weapons ; they are peaceful. It 
is well, the custom is good ; for I have heard of a 
tribe of these white-faced people living in tpe land 
of 1\Iei who always carry little guns hidden in their 
sleeves which they pull out and fire when they have 
ch'i. I shall have no buying-selling with that tribe. 

On the third day the sea surface not peaceable, the 
wild spirits of the air, striking at the nature demons 
of the water, beat into dark hollows and white ridges 
the troubled surface. Added to this, the dragon of 
the deep--as our priests would say-offended by 
the weight of our big fire-ship, which it took for some 
unknown monster, turned and twisted below, making 
mountains and valleys dreadful to behold. The black 
clouds above were omens of the floods that poured 
from the heavens. The words of King 1\fuh de
scribed how I felt. 'The trembling anxiety of 
my mind makes me feel as if I were treading on a 
tiger's tail, or walking on spring ice.' I was shaken 
with pallid fear. The lines from the Sht King arose 
in my mind:-

' Oh, Heaven, who gave me birth ! 
How was it at such an inauspicious time l' 

\Vhere were we going ? Some might sayl that as our 
1 Chinuc junk a have an enormous eye painted on the bow. 
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ship had no eye, how could it see which way to go? 
I looked at the ship-lord and his officers, who were as 
calm as Buddhas and as brave as bears and grizzly -
bears. The helm-workman was tied to the wheel. 
The ship family all active ; but why they not seek 
to propitiate the contending spirits with incense burn
ing and offerings, or drive them away with the noise 
of gongs, and the explosions of bombs and crackers, I 
not know. Perhaps their minds have too much clear 
brightness. Ai-ya ! most honourable elder brother, 
I apprehended a tombless end, my spirit unworshipped 
by offspring, myself-a hungry ghost ! The pit of 
my stomach, the seat of all delight, lost its occupant, 
and its throne was as usurped by a malignant demon 
that seemed to struggle violently within me. My 
gall-bladder had shrunk. I concluded there was no 
run-go-out. -Thus did I remain, not eating my· rice, 
like one about to fall into an abyss, until the ship, 
passing through a cleft in the land, left its tormentors 
behind and entered a calm inner sea, and so arrived 
at the mouth of the great city of Mei-li-pang. 

If I had looked in wonderment at the few specimens 
of the foreign devils in Canton and_ on the fire
ship, I was now as one of a flock of sheep, without 
the shepherd, come to cross-roads. Happily my sea 
companion benevolently offered to conduct me to my 
cousin's house. The sight of so many of these un
couth beings, all alike and clad in the same sombre 
and ungainly garments, was not pleasing. They 
appear to be very ugly; and the women, though not 
all ugly, are bold in their manner and unseemly in 
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their dress. But I am not in a condition to give cor
rect judgment; therefore, honourable elder brother, 
take these opinions only as the green unripe fruit -of 
the tree. The efforts to free myself, through the 
mouth as of spirits that had entered into me, have left 
me weak and lazy. I may see differently when my 
eyes are less dazed by the glare of many novelties. 
At present I not know east from 'west. One of the 
first things I noticed was the great waste of land in 
the width of the roads, which might with more profit 
be placed under cultivation. But the cubit points 
of the immense buildings render it necessary for them 
to be far apart; if nearer, the sun's light would not 
penetrate the depths between· the two cliffs. I saw 
so many strange sights, as I came along with my com
panion, who is a resident merchant, that I cannot now 
speak of them for fatigue. This good man helped 
me in passing the interpreter's questions-though I 
had already prepared the answers and the papers, so 
that they admitted me as one long absent who ·had 
forgotten the language. He is a merchant residing in 
1\Iei-li-pang, returning from visiting his family. He 
thinks with me that we can learn much from the5e 
barbarians in some things. We rode in a horseless 
carriage very smoothly along, being pulled forward 
by a rope under the street by some ingenious 
device. 

My guide left me at the door of my cousin's shop. 
He had changed his clothing for the Western garb, 
but I not having that change was the object of very 
disagreeable attention on the part of boys and street 
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pirates, who followed us to my cousin's shop, pushing 
against us ~d soiling the silk of my official robes with _ 
dirty missiles. 

With great relief I entered the shop, after thanking 
my friend and hoping that his returning steps would 
be safe. l was hospitably received by my cousin, 
who lodged me in his house, where, after early rice 
and a troubled sleep, I am writing this poor account 
of my travels, emboldened by the knowledge of my 
honourable elder brother's generosity in overlooking 
his younger brother's many faults. I can write no 
more, having fatigue. May my noble elder brother 
soon send a return-letter to the little scholar who will 
be awaiting, as one who is sleepless wishes for the 

, dawn ; and may the Three Kinds of Abundance be 
his lot for ten thousand years. 



LE'l'l'ER II! MARCH IS, 1899 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

V
enerable brother, my cousin having lived in this 

. city for many years, has not only adopted the 
dress of the country, but also many of the ways. 

He has counselled me do the same if I wish to pass 
unmolested through the streets. Foreign clothes or 
manners seem to excite much curiosity; even a slight 
variation from their own style, the wearing of a long 
beard, or long hair, or change in the dress of woman
which I am informed by my cousin is rather frequent 
-is enough to gather a crowd, which closes round, 
pushes, throws rubbish, and sometimes proceeds to 
violence. With us dislike for foreigners has some 
excuse ; they have made us suffer humiliation and 
foss of territory. But our city bandits generally con
tent themselves with a muttered 'Fan Kwei,' or. 
the ·stopping of their noses as if to show that the 
foreigner stank. 

I am studying the language spoken here, which is 
the same as that of Ying-ka-li, for the residents 
originally came from that country ; my cousin is 
assisting me when there is not much buying-selling. 
He says something in this curious-sounding tongue, 
gives me the explanation-rule, and I repeat after him. 
This is the best way, for we scholars have much 
recording-faculty. What a strange manner they 
have here of fixing their speech on paper!-no pencil 
(brush), no ink slab, none of the variety seen in our . 

7 
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characters. They have slit pieces of metal to hold 
the ink, which is kept liquid in small glass vessels. 
Will my honoured elder brother believe me when I 
say· that there are only twenty-six different signs 1 
and we have twice as many thousand ! These simple 
signs are formed into groups of infinite variety, 
and then they correspond to ideas. But what 
a poor language it must be, with only twenty-six 
signs ! 

Each of these signs has a sound ; yet when they are 
grouped; all the separ.ate sounds go to make only one. 
I have trouble in understanding this; for I give the 
sound of each sign. As our proverb says : 'Every
thing is difficult at first'; so it may come easy in 
the end. At present when I hear this tongue--or, 
I should say, the echo of it-I can grasp at nothing. 
I am like one clutching at the mist, ten parts per
plexed. The people here not open their mouths ; 
they whisper through their lips, which makes it 

. difficult to discover variety in the sounds. And these 
sounds, what are they but as the twittering of distant 
birds and the quacking and hissing of geese ? There 
are no emphases, no tones. When two or three are 
conversing, they do not regard one the other ; you 

. cannot always tell who is speaking, for all are as 
the three Buddhas-motionless ; their heads, their 
hands, and even their lips not moving. For what 
cause they do not rouse themselves I not know. 
My cousin tells me it is because all their strength is 
expended in winning money. I must not have 
impatience, but remember what the Prince of 
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Men advises : ' In learning there should be a 
humble will.' 

Just as their language has the sameness of the desert 
of Gobi, so is their appearance. They all look alike, 
though differing in height, some being very taiL They 
remind me of the water-buffaloes- I have often seen 
in our rice-fields, and could never distinguish one , 
from the other. I have heard, nevertheless, that these 
animals have each a different countenance for the 
farmer who owns them. So it.may be for the inhabi
tants of this country. My present idea of them is 
ugliness and stiff, angular demeanour, perhaps due to 
ungainly garments. Their eyes have a peculiar look 
in them ; they lie on a straight line, and are green and 
blue, sometimes brown. Their cheeks are white and 
hollow, though occasionally purple; their noses like 
sharp beaks, which we consider unfavourable. Some 
of them have thick tufts of hair, red and yellow, on 
their faces, making them look like monkeys. Their 
arms and ears do not reach to the ground as they are 
depicted by us. Though sleepy-looking, I think. they 
have intelligence. Their garments are tight-fitting, 
and very uncomfortable in hot weather, as it is nqw ; 
in the dignity and grace of our flowing drapery they 
are wanting. This I know, having been advised by 
my cousin (who did not desire a vagrant crowd gaping 
into his shop) to adopt their clothing. Though I have 
difficulty in bending my knees, they seem here to have 
overcome that, for they lift their feet like prancing 
1\fanchu ponies : so different from our smooth gliding 
over the ground. Truly a wonderful people ! They 
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do everything in a manner contrary to us. They have 
many devices that make the spirits their servants or 
harmless. If I had been on one of our sailing ocean ·· 
ships in that dreadful storm when all nature's demons 
seemed to be assailing us, my spirit had been handed 
to Heaven and our vessel resting in the sea-dragon's 
palace. It is sd ; we should be better without the 
defects of Keu and Wang, which do not exist here. 

The heat has been great in this city, whereas 
with you it will be still cold. The sudden change 
I found here made your small younger brother weak, 
as one smitten with a paralysis. I have a little ignoble 
disease on the body, but, honourable Tutor, it will 
pass away in the time of a shower of rain. In the 
streets there are fully as many women as men to be 
seen ; not so in our cities. My cousin informs me 
that they nearly all have virtue. Certainly I did not 
think so the first days. My elder brother knows 
what we think of' women who smile in the street'; 
and how it is that few women, and those only of the 
lowest class, walk about-being always carried in 
covered chairs-and even then are never accompanied 
by men. If my aged brother saw men and women 
walking together with arms linked, touching hands 
when meeting-with us so strictly forbidden-look
ing at each other with bold smiles and without 
the sense of shame-what would he think ? That 
he was, like Gautama Buddha, subjected to the temp
tations of voluptuous beauties sent by Ti-tsang for his 
downfall ; or that a bad dream had followed the food 
and cups. Also not according to our rules of propriety 
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is the dress of these women which permits the contour 
of their form to be discernible. The men appear 
to haye all the modesty-strange people I The 
narrow robes that come so close round the lower limbs 
of the w·omen were probably intended to prevent 
them running ah?ut far from their homes 1 as are 
the immense hats also meant to hide their faces from 
the public view. If such was the. first intention, it 
has failed. But I speak as one glutted with un
digested knowledge, and should remember ' to speak 
carefully, and be slow to speak.' 

\Ve are now approaching the vernal equinox of our 
country, which corresponds with the autumn equinox 
here ; so we should expect cool weather. Instead, 
we are oppressed with heat. Heaven9s breath 
changes continually in this country, my cousin tdls 
me ; being often cold in summer and warm in winter 
-truly the land of contradictions. In one day, he 
informed me, you may be moist with perspiration, 
then suddenly a dust-storm will arise, the direction of 
the wind change, and, in a lightning flash, you will be 
shivering with ice9s cold. Now day I would have 
taken my umbrdla and fan on going forth, but my 
cousin begged me not to do so ; carrying them even 
in hot weather not being the custom. These neces
saries are only used by the ·women; though when 
rain falls, all open umbrdlas. I observe no one 
abroad with fans. How do the soldiers keep their 
law when marching in this heat without their fans l 
How does the orator give point and emphasis to his 
discourse without this valuable aid l · 
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Honourable elder brother, grant the simple younger 
brother a view of your hon9urable pencil, giving me 
teaching of my poor fellow-reformers, and filling my 
heart with gladness. May your virtuous fame have 
no end I 



LETTER III: SEAO MWAN, l.U.Y 11, 1899 

r, Tsmg Ching from Htvuy-~mg 

G
reat was my joy on receiving your honourable 
return-letter. Venerable Tutor, how dare l 
Your worthless pupil is not worthy such 

praise. ~~ y stupid letter was tasteless as cold rice, 
containing only vulgar impressions. The teaching 
you send me fills me with sorrow. Ai-ya t the anger 
of Heaven has f.Ulen on the ~fiddle .Kingdom I 
Several of my former companions decapitated ••• 
the rest in hiding ! Let the names of those who are 
now guests in Heaven be written in letters of gold 
on the ancestral tablets ; to be wor:shipped by their 
descendants, and by all those who truly love their 
country. ~fay it happen that '\Vhen men are dis
tressed in mind and perplexed in their thoughts, they 
are aroused to vigorous reformation.' But will the 
I Ho K wan be successfull Can they contend against 
the \V estern barrorians with their powerful devices l 
How can they drive them into the sea l The rising 
is then ever spreading in Shantung l I not trust 
Tsu Hsi. She is not considering the good of the 
Flowery Land, but the preservation of her 1\fanchu 
dynasty. \Vas it not that wicked woman who per
secuted us l \Vas it not that ambitious woman who 
thrust the Son of Heaven from off the Dragon Throne 
and took his place l Had I my share in the government 
of our unhappy country, I should feel as much anxiety 
as if I were driving six horses with rotten reins. 

13 
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· The people in the streets of this city seem to be 
always in a hurry ; they appear to be flying in all 
directions, like hungry ghosts seeking peace and 
rest. When first I noticed this, and the look of 
anxiety on their eager faces, I asked my cousin if any 
public calamity had befallen. For answer, he smiled 
and said: 'No, Hwuy-ung; what is wrong with 
them is not enough to hang upon the teeth ; each one 
fears he may be after the appointed hour to begin 
work; to deliver a message or to despatch a letter, to· 

.conclude some business-in most cases, matters of a 
few taels---or one or more of the Five Hindrances.' 
I replied, ' They should receive in the heart the 
Master's words : " When internal examination dis-

. covers nothing wrong, what is there to be anxious 
about, what is there to fear? "' 'That is so,' replied 
my cousin. 'They treat life so seriously that there 
is little hope of their being joyful.' I then recalled 
to mind the words of our great Sage, Lao-tsz : ' The 
people make light of death, because they seek to live 
in wealth.' They take no delight in contemplating 
what is around them; their eyes being always fixed on 
something far away which they call happiness. They 
have no gladness in the sun's glorious smile, in the 
azure purity of the heavens, the soft charm of a 
peaceful valley, the solemn majesty of the mountains, 
and the tender beauty of blossom and flower ; nor do 
they find delight in acquiring wisdom and virtue. If 
their happiness dwelt in these gifts of Heaven they 
might say with the Master : ' With coarse rice to eat, 
with water to drink, and with my bended arm for 
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a pillow-! have still joy in .the midst of these 
things.' 

As yet I can say only a few words in the language of 
this country, which is a dialect of the Hung-mao. 
Three days before I was as one entering deep waters 
because of this ignorance. As I walked quietly along 
a broad road called Bah-luk-tsli,t a man came along 
by my side. By his hawk's nose I perceived he had 
evil at the marrow of his heart. He was such a one 
as the 1\faster had in his mind when he said : ' The 
mean man walks in dangerous paths, looking for lucky 
occurrences.' He addressed me, saying what I could 
not understand. I bowed with propriety. Then 
two more men, like sniffing wolves, came about me, 
and speaking as in anger bumped and pushed me to 
urge my footsteps down a narrow way. I had fear 
of violence, and was meditating my defence with 
'foot and flst,' after our manner, when my assailants 
vanished, as smoke is dispersed by a gust of wind. 
The cause of this was· a big man who wore a tall 
round hat ; he was a street-surety. He was full .of 
dignity, but his speech was as if addressed to a deaf 
man. I drew out a paper on which was my cousin's 
address. He gravdy pointed out my direction and· 
turned a\\-ay. 1\fy cousin told me when I arrived 
at the shop that I had been stopped by trouble-makers 
and thieves. He counsdled me never to stop to 
listen to people, but simply to say the word ' 0-lai,' 
which is like llaou-shwrJ-very good, it is wdl, you 
are polite-and continue on. This magic word, he 

I Bourke Street, 
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said, makes peace. The little scholar had need to 
use the word yesterday. A person, having politeness, 
essayed to stop me-for what cause I know not ; but 
I only said 0-/ai, with a bow and a smile, and walk~d 
on. A crowd of vagrant boys followed me to my 
cousin's shop, into which were thrown over-ripe 
tomatoes and a dead house-fox. The cause of this 
disturbance was that some evil-minded person had 
hooked to the back of my garment a paper on which 
was printed FoR SALE, which is the same as offering 
to sell me. I lost face as if I had been beaten in the 
market-place. My mind is in doubt concerning the 
use of 0-/ai, as well as concerning the hospitality 
of the people. 

But the rabble of great cities always has many 
caught in the net of crime; it is so everywhere in 
the eighteen provinces, notwithstanding the bamboo 
and the cangue. Though we have generally regarded 
foreigners as guests, with us now there is much hatred 
of them ; being all made to bear the blame of the 
few who merit it-which is the popular weakness. 
It would be a happier life if the New Golden 1\:Ioun
taineer had more politeness ; they are rough and 
hasty, as is· to be expected of those who contend 
against nature demons. I not ask of them a know
ledge of the Three Hundred Rules of Ceremony, nor 
the Three Thousand Rules of Demeanour-not know
ing them all myself; still, I would ask them to be just, 
and say to them : '\Vhat you do not like done to 
yourself, do not do to others.' I have read that their 
Son of Shangti enjoins them even to greater bene-
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valence by telling his followers to love their enemies, 
and to do good to those that hate them. Our great 
Sage, Lao-tsz, who lived five centuries before Jesus, 
said : ' The good I would meet with goodness ; the 
not-good I would also meet with goodness.' Gautama 
Buddha told all men to 'overcome anger with kind
ness ; wickedness with good actions.' Do we 
children of the black-haired race obey t~ese com
mands? Not obeying them ourselves, how therefore 
can we reproach others ? And yet, and yet, if a red
haired man is molested in one of our cities, we soon 
hear of gunboats, indemnities and perhaps grants 
of territory which-to save our faces-are called 
'leases.' But they are strong and we are weak. 

In a manner I can understand the discourtesy paid 
to those of our country living here. They are
excepting a few merchants-of the low class and 
illiterate. All in the eighteen provinces are j}!dged 
to be the same and no better ; therefore are they not . 
respected. Also, because we are patient. With the 
fierce tribes of Ngo-lo-ez, or those of Fa-lan-si, they 
would be more cautious. Most. of us here are culti
vators of green vegetables· on the sides of the little 
stream Y a-lah, washers of cotton clothes, owne(S of 
low eating-houses and keepers of gambling-dens. 

My cousin, who takes a newspaper, teaches me all 
that is happening in Ta Tsing Kwoh. Give me 
further teaching, venerable brother, and exercise 
indulgence for the trivial opinions and uninteresting 
communication of your foolish younger brother. May 
length of days, riches, and honours be your share! 

B 



LEttER IV: SEAO SHU, JULY 7, 1899 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

-The simple younger brother reverently worships 
his noble elder brother, whose goodness is as 
high as the mountains and as vast as the ocean. 

~ight and day I have waited for a letter from you, 
and yesterday my heart leapt for joy; my ignoble 
eyes rested on your graceful pencil. I hasten to obey 
your graciotis commands, and humbly will give replies 
to your wise questions. 

When I came to this country, called by the nati.ves 
0-sei-lia, I was as in a new life, a reincarnation ; ten 
thousand things_ were different. Now only am I 
more composed, and can judge of what I see with 
dear brightness. The change in the . food at first 
was disagreeable. Rice seems to be little used here, 
whereas in our southern provinces it is_ eaten every 
day and often twice. Here large square cakes of 
great corn take its place. Chop-sticks are unknown; 
instead, they ~ke use of a thin-bladed knife with 
ro~nded end, and a three-pointed implement like that 
we use for candied fruit-but larger-which serves 
to hook their meat and thrust it into the mouth. In 
the beginning I wondered how they did not wound 
their lips and tongue with the sharp points. When 
I used this instrument I was careful not to hurt my
self; now I am expert. They have many rules in 
the use of these eating-helps. My cousin informs 
me that it is a sign of ignorance greatly condemned 

18 
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to put the knife into the mouth. The three points 
may be put there as often as desired-for what cause l 
It is more dangerous than the knife. You must not 
cut your bread with your knife, nor may it be used 
with fish. Why this is, he not know. There are 
many ways in custom, as we know, whose origin is 
in ages past, for which we have no explanation, yet 
must observe. The t.ea generally drunk here is from 
India, and is harsh to the taste. I like our tea better. 
I have learnt that our export of tea-once our great 
article of trade-has decreased as that from India has 
increased ; now we send very little. This should 
be. the study of our Government, for our loss is con
siderable. They say the Indian tea is low price. 
Can we not sell at that price l Our tea is better ; 
for my cousin compared ours with the Indian, and 
paid a Government chemist to analyse two similar 
quantities. The good spirit of the tea was in ours 
just a little less than in the other ;, the bad spirit in 
the tea from India was twice as much as in our tea. 
But the good qualities of an article are not so im"..: 
portant as the small price, in the opinion of most 
people. Cold water is not considered harmful here, 
and is often drunk with meals; but tea is constantly 
drunk mixed with milk and sweetened, which I 
cared little for at first, but now am accustomed to. 
A fermented drink called Pia is sometimes drunk 
with food, but more frequently without, and in 
immense quantltles. It is their samshu, and is the 
cause of much misery, through. ruin of health and 
condition. I shall have much to say of this when I 
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have learnt more about it. For the Western poople 
it is as much a curse as 'the deadly drug' is with us
Cow's flesh and sheep's flesh are the principal animal 
foods ; pork, our chief meat, is seldom eaten. The 
flesh of the horse, the dog, the cat, and the goat I have 
not seen anywhere. Nor are rats used for food, 
though they may be seen in the City of the Rams, 
where they are ~onsidered good for strengthening 
the growth o£ hair, just as dog's-flesh enables one to 
withstand the heat of summer. Often have I wished 
for·a dish of shark's fins, stewed lily-roots, or the sprouts 
of the bamboo, or a rich bird's-nest ; but these deli
cacies are here not to be procured. My cousin teaches 
me that among some of the Western tribes the rich 
eat frogs and snails ; with us it is only the poor who 
will use them for food. Many kinds of grasses and 
herbs are also eaten, about which I know nothing. 
The milk of the cow is everywhere drunk; of it 
they make a solid which I have tasted, but it produced 
in me an effect that brought to my mind my ocean 
suffering. · 

My cousin has adopted all the customs of this 
country. His wife, who is of the red-haired race, 
commands him and he must obey. If she has not her 
will, it may be said of her scolding that 'men are 
worn out and horses are exhausted ' ; for she is ' the 
female fowl that announces the morning.' There
fore she occupies the higher seat. Ten parts of his 
former customs have been sacrificed. He is patient, 
little cares, and appears to be happy. His wife and 
his. children eat at the same table with him. Such 
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is the custom here. This must appear indecorous 
to you, venerable brother ; so did it appear to me at 
first. I gave no attention to her, until my cousin 
explained to me, when we were alone, that man an4 
wife in this land were supposed to be equal ! Even 
more-she must receive· greater reverence 1 Can 
heaven and earth endure such iniquity? And the 
girls must be held in higher esteem than the boys, even 
the eldest son J To all this I list·ened with startled 
ears. However, so it is arranged here. The Three 
Obligations-to us the basis of social order, always 
taught by the Sages for countless ages-were to my 
cousin become of no account; all was swept away as 
by a devastating flood J Yet are not these the dis
tinguishing features between man and the brutes ? 
Truly, this is a strange land ! What is the moral 
obligation between husband and wife as established 
by the Perfect Sage, as has been maintained for twenty• 
four centuries among us, the descendants of the gods ? 
It is set forth in his words thus: 'Woman is subject 
to man. She cannot herself direct any affairs. At 
home, before marriage, she must obey her father. 
\Vhen married she -must obey her husband. After 
her husband's death she must obey her son. She may 
not presume to follow her own judgment.' My 
cousin's wife does not observe these injunctions; nor 
does he exact this observance ; he has fear of her 
tongue. Her notion of propriety is different from 
ours also. She passed a cup of tea to me with one 
hand only, instead of with both hands; it was too 
much trouble. For the cloth wrung in warm water, 
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wherewith to wipe face and hands after eating, was 
substituted a folded dry cloth, of little use to me. I 
remarked, on my being presented to her, at our first
meeting, when I clasped iny hands together and 
bowed low, that her hand was extended-! knew not 
for what cause. My cousin assured me afterwards 
that I should have grasped her hand and lifted it up 
and down ! Was there ever such an impropriety l 
Yet such is the custom. Wishing to show respect, 
I rose from my seat when she stood up, or passed any 
dish to me, at the same time making a reverent bow 
--since women are to be so much esteemed; never
theless that did not please her, for my politeness was 
not acknowledged. All the good intentions that I 
had were thrown away ; the children even laughed 
rudely. I deemed them unrighteous-do we not 
know that & Respect for elders is the working of 
righteousness' l Also was it distasteful to me to 
remark that my cousin and his wife glanced affection
ately at each other in my presence, which seemed 
disrespect for me. But, honourable elder brother, 
my unworthy eyes begin to view many things in a 
new light-the light of this country. I have learnt 
to judge of the intention:, that is often hidden ; and 
to value less the outward manner. The coarse husk 
of the pineapple holds within the delicious fruit. May 
the Five Blessings ever accompany you! 



LETTER V: CH'OO SHOO, AUGUST 2.3, 1899 

To Tung Ching from llwuy-ung 

Honoured elder brother, like a man unarmed 
beset by a hungry pack of wolves, so is our 
beloved Middle Kingdom! ••• It amuses me 

to return to the period of my arrival and call back my 
first impressions ; how different the same conditions 
now appear I I shall always remember my first night 
at my cousin's house. It was very hot, and my couch 
was so uncomfortable I could not sleep for hours. 
Unlike our lt'ang, it was soft; much softer than our 
four-posted couch. A thick cushion was placed 
where my head should rest, but into which it sank, so 
that I feared being smothered. Finally I had to seek 
comfort on the floor, where soon I struck sleep. I 
remember that I reproved myself for being so fas· 
tidious, being reminded by the Master that 'The 
superior man thinks of virtue ; the small man thinks 
of comfort.' In the houses here the rooms are 
crowded with peculiar objects and prnaments, p:i.st.' 
which you have to carefully step. My sleeping- · 
had, besides a movable lt'ang, several chairs, xrCH'_~ 
two little tables, and a long box having three ~ 
small boxes sliding in it where. cotton and line 
ments are put, some of them stiffened and polis 
One of these garments is white and shiny in fron, 
and as stiff as a brass plate. Around the neck they 
wear a hard band which took me long time to endure; 
it is most unpleasant in this hot weather, for it is like 

n 
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a small cangue. Other articles worn round the 
wrists like manacles are also of linen, hardened with 
gum, and very shiny. Why they should punish them- .. 
selves with wearing these things I not know, unless 
it may be as a penance for their sins, as is practice 
among some of our Buddhist monks. 
· These remarkable people, contrary to us, like 

clothes that imprison them. Their thick coats fit 
tightly round their arms and bodies, narrow trousers 
restrict the movements of their knees, tough leather 

· pinches their feet, and hats unyielding in shape grip 
their heads. Their movements, nevertheless, are 
quick and abrupt ; what they would be without the 
restraint of their garments~ I not fancy. ·Perhaps 
these cramping clothes are necessary check to their 
fury, instituted by their sages. They have a great 
number of slits in their clothes leading into small 
bags) a most curious device for retaining objects such 
as coin, a cloth for the nose, a watch, papers, tobacco, 
pipe, matches:, and many other things. I counted 
as many as five in my jacket, four in my little under
coat, and three in my trousers, making, in aU, twelve ! 
Surely if they put an object in one of them they may 
have to hunt among all of them to find it. This 
really happened to the white man that is clerk to my 
cousin. When he was required to give up his ticket 
after a long journey with the steam-horse, he could 
find it nowhere; and remained plunging his fingers 
into all the openingS in his clothes many times, in 
great trouble. After an hour he was compelled to
pay again for his journey, which was much loss. 
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Five moons after, in exploring one of the less used 
slits-there was the ticket. But he not receive back 
his money. Our method of placing papers, or fan, in 
our girdle is simpler, though we also lose things that 
way. The women and some few men wear coverings 
for the hands, even in the hot weather, and even in 
their theatres, and at feasts ; for what cause, I not 
know. Not because of the cold, nor the heat. Our 
long sleeves protect hands, and also serve to contain 
articles we carry with us. Now, when I am fully 
prepared in these different garments of the West for 
entering the street-it is a long preparation-! walk 
about like a criminal in chains and cangued, unhappy ; 
but when I am in the house returned, with relief I 
cast off the tight ligaments, again put on the national 
garb, and feel once more reasonable and at ease. 

In the guest-room of my cousin's house there are 
little tables only used for holding ornaments .. Great 
care must be exercised in moving about, not to over· 
turn these useless trifles, that are prized by my cousin's 
wife, though they are not beautiful. She is occupied 
half the day in dispersing dust from these ornaments, 
sweeping the' floor-covering, oiling the furniture, 
cleaning mirrors and windows, and brightening place 
where the fire is made in winter to warm the occu· 
pants. All this to do honour to the guests-when 
they come. Once a week might be enough to 
clean up the room ; the furniture would then last 
for ten thousand years. I saw there a curious instru
ment of music which sounds when you place your 
finger on a movable lever. The sound is soft, but 
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without power. My cousin's eldest daughter, Meh-li, 
who is about ten;, sits at this instrument every day for 

_ the time it would take to eat two meals, and tries to 
make music. I can find nothing in it but a tedious 
rumble, as of a waggon going along a road, without 
harmony. There is none of the tenderness we find 
in the one-stringed fiddle, or the stirring effect of 
our bands with gongs, cymbals, drums, and flutes. 

'(he streets are to me an endless subject of admira
tion and amusement. The centre is intended for 
wheeled traffic, and is often crowded with vehicles 
drawn by horses or by machines like the steam-horse, 
but using oil inStead of steam. These machines 
propel large chariots containing four or six persons ; 
or are fitted to the bicycle, often now seen in the city 
of Canton, and are dangerous because of great 
spe~d. All vehicles moved by oil-machines are 
supplied with noisy trumpets to warn people to keep 
out of the way, for they have no right on the road 
unless the street-surety waves his hand for them 'to 
p~. These trumpets are unluckily of many kinds ; 
whereas they should be all the same, when a person 
would immediately know what the noise was for, 
and so not be in doubt. Some sounds are like those 
from a horn ; some make harmony so pleasing that 
a man may stand entranced in the roadway and be 
crushed, for the owners are proud of their speed ; 
others have piercing whistles which transfix the hearer, 
or produce sounds like a huge grunting hog, or a belch, 
or ten balm crickets. Any one curious enough to 
stop and look in four places for the animal that caused 
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the noise and the fear, may be next moment a guest 
on high. Though the driver can easily escape from 
the law, being rich, he cannot' from his own root
mind ; for he can be little better than a Tao Chih. 
I said to my cousin: 'Why do they allow these 
machines that kill men on t~e public road l ' He 
replied : ' It is only one here and there, and these 
machines are pleasant to ride in : " If you happen to 
choke, must eating be abolished l " ' They have no 
carts drawn by donkeys, no rickshaws, no . carried 
enclosed chairs ; they go very much quicker by 
machinery. We go slowly, but more safely. After 
all, where is the advantage in doing everything twice 
as quick and living only half as long i Are they 
happier than we are l would they reach their des
tination even if they performed all their requirements 
in a fraction ·of the time they now occupy l Man is 
like the miser ; the more he has, the less is he satisfied 
-tormented by the desire for still more. 

The shops, or placeS where they do buying-selling, 
are wonderful indeed. They have immense sb_eets 
of glass in front that protect the contents from the 
wind, dust, and rain; also the thieves, which abound 
here. I have often examined the objects in these 
windows with admiration; but I confess I not 
understand the use of many of them. I must; how
ever, obtain record not to fall into the common error 
of despising what is not understood-a failing peculiar 
to the ignorant. Certainly many surpass our pro
ductions in their qualities of strength and durability. 
When I am better taught I shall speak less· Wu-ki. 
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Between the houses and the road are broad paved 
ways, as wide as some of our streets, reserved for those 
wallcing; this is necessary precaution against danger. 
The houses are touching each other, and as lofty as a 
Buddhist t' ap. I wondered how the dwellers in 
these high houses could support the fatigue of climb
ing up and down ; but my cousin tells me that certain 
ma~inery takes you from top to bottom or from 
bottom to top in a cage, in the time it takes to drink 
a cup of tea. . These huge structures being of unequal 
height" must be the cause of much trouble to their 
neighbours. Perhaps the white race has no Feng
shuy. Great, 0 noble brother, is my happiness in 
tendering to your honoured hands these insignificant 
records of my mean experiences, for which I crave 
benevolent pity. 



LETTER VI: NOVEMBER I, 1899 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung · 

V
enerable brother, the joy that .filled my ·heart 
on receiving your precious return-letter was 
mingled with grief hearing that our cause has 

been put back by the edicts of the Empress-Dowager 
and the disorder arising from her Jie.fiance of the 
Western foreigners. The I Ho K wan. cannot free our . 
sacred soil from them. I have belief that the Old 
Buddha is urging them on to uphold the Ch'ing dynasty 
and retain seat on the Dragon Throne. But the 
Manchus must depart if the Middle Kingdom is to 
rise again.· The dam built nearly quarter of a millen
nium has been crumbling many years. When the 
waves of popular anger have broken it down a great 
devastating flood will come. In the.not-come the silt 
of reform will overspread and fertilise the soil. • • • 

Expect not from your foolish younger broth~r, in 
his ignoble remarks about this country and its inhabi
tants, any more as yet than shallow thought. It is 
the outside only of a new and strange object that 
requires our first examination before we proceed to 
look inside. My knowledge of their pencilled lan
guage is only newborn ; but I am learning many of 
names of things and how to sound short phrases. My 
cousin is tutor; he says I shall soon be able make my 
wants known to those about me. I shall obtain tutor 
to instruct me, one who has both languages ; as the 
Western foreign shepherds do in our country. Now 

. , 29 
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time when I take up one of their books I am but a 
staring blind man. They have a strange way of 
reading-from west to east ! What to feel ? This 
will have same difficulty as learning to walk backward. 

But to speak a language I must mix with people : 
in order to mix with people I assist my cousin in the 
shop, fetching goods, weighing and selling. I know 
my honourable elder· brother will be surprised that 
the simple scholar should descend from .first social 
rank to fourth; thus am I a utensil. However, it 
is with intention of being better able to shine in · 
original rank. 

My cousin sells silken articles for ladies, for the 
nose, or for the neck, tea, ginger in sugar syrup; 
bronze idols and figures, fans, cups and saucers, 
lacquered trays and cabinets, and other things from 
origin earth. • • • Women and girls come into the 
shop. Their manners are sometimes so bold and 
rough, standing and staring into your eyes, that out 
of shame for them I look away. On their faces is 
often a smile of contempt, and on their lips the laugh 
of ignorance. Ai ! I compare with that the gravity 
of our children and reverence for their elders that is 
bred in them from their milk years. How different 
is this demeanour from that accorded me in my own 
district, where it is held an honour to all to possess a 
scholar, even one unworthy as myself! My cousin 
has become accustomed to this disrespect. What 
time shall I be the same? He says that they not 
mean to be insolent more than the ass desires have 
long ears and a badly tuned song; they are as they 
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were made. So I will be sorry for them, as I am for 
the ass. Their fathers should be reproved and warned 
by their headman. But the fathers may be subdued 
by their wives, as my cousin is ; then they what can 
do ? If you yoke a buffalo at the head of a plough 
and one at the tail, and drive them in opposite direc
tiollS) it how can advance ? I believe there is good 
much married pair like these buffaloes. How men 
must manage women, will be difficulty as long as 
world endures. It has time been so; it was the same 
ages before. The !\faster said : ~ Of all people, 
girls and servants are the most difficult to behave to. 
If you are familiar with them, they lose their humility. 
If you maintain a reserve, they are dissatisfied.' 

l\f y cousin has strange no~ons regarding women 
as wives. He maintains that before marriage young 
females should be taught by wise women all duties 
they would have to perform when they became mothers 
themselves ; so they would not depend on advices of 
neighbours or old women who had forgotten the art 
of rearing children. He said that mothers only have 
skill in care of sick children when they cease to bear 
them, or have lost a few. Not having his experience, 
I not can form opinion. 

\Vhile I believe that women and children have too 
much freedom, I think that with us they not have 
enough. In our eighteen provinces a good woman 
not often goes beyond the outer court. · It might be 
allowed them to have view of the outside world in 
closed chair once each moon. This reform I have 
the baseness to suggest to the superior wisdom of my 
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elder brother. A woman in our village said that in 
her next incarnation she hoped to be a dog, so she 
would be free to roam about on four sides. The 
women here have that wish without becoming dogs. 

If the women and girls might be better for more 
modesty, of the boys shall be said what thing? Not 
all : but good many. These walk body about, as 
wolves in a pack, their youth an excuse) with bluster 
of our village bullies ; like them having pride they 
not lao-shin I Old age if weak, poor or peculiar
respected by us-receives their arrows of persecution, 
even the spear-thrusts of violence. If an aged man 
having long beard be seen in the street, and be measured 
a farmer and uncivllised, he is target for insolent 
youths, who laugh at him with the word Zi-feh ; this 
is derision. · What infamy ! The same bad treat
ment befell one of the black-haired race two days 
before. He keeps a food-shop in Li-pak-tsi, where 
a band of youthful demens went to eat, leaving shop 
without return-coin. Angered by one of their 
numberbeing stopped, they fell on the old man and, 
throwin·g him to the ground, kicked him as he Ia y 
half-cold, when they fled. Two of these boys brought 
before the judge were fined about three taels. · This 
was paid by the associates ; and they went out half
laughing. 

If a man of the Ying nation had been so ill-treated 
in the Middle Kingdom,_would be what said? And 
the shepherds of the Jesus sect instruct us that their 
religion is based on precept : ' Do unto others as 
you wish them to do to you.' But the men in this 
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country took the land from the origin owne~ whom 
they drove away or killed. This precept was there
fore only for others to obey. The parents of boys 
should be punished ; for they are responsible, not ? 
So it is customary in some of our provinces to rule-sin 
parents for the misdeeds of their children. Clear in 
my recording-faculty is what happened to the father 
of a young man who when intoxicated struck-die his 
grandfather. The murderer was slowly cut to pieces. 
His father, after forty blows from the bamboo, was 
made to witness execution, afterwards to receive 
another forty blows. The saying is true, that 'as a 
child is reared, so may its parents be known.' In this 
country the father has not absolute power over his 
children ; so they may defy him. This is the case 
with Ah-li, my cousin's eldest son. I was in the 
guest-room behind the shop ; my cousin was occupied 
with his buying-selling books, when Ah-li suddenly 
rushes in and complains that his small mosquito sister 
Meh-Ii has taken plaything from him. His father 
orders him away, but boy stands up body and loudly 
discourses. The father then rises in anger to thrust 
him out, when the son overturns chair in his path, 
so his parent falls .across obstacle and undutiful son 
escapes. The wisest of men and the great tortoise 
would have been weak with doubt regarding what 
should be done. The noise brings the mother, who 
laughs until tears fall down from her eyes. Then 
my cousin, with pain rubbing his knees, becomes more 
irritated. She replies angrily and defends the boy. 
To prevent violence between them, I desire to be 

c 
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peace-maker; for my endeavours, both abuse me, 
and I retire. In truth this not is as was desired by 
the Master, when he said: 'Happy union with wife 
and children is like the music of harps and lutes.' 
My venerable brother also knows the rule of pro
priety that should govern relations between father 
and son as taught by the Prince of Men : ' A son 
should not enter a room unless invited by his father, 
nor retire without permission; neither should he 
speak unless spoken to.' Ah-li is not such a son. 

My cousin no longer follows the precepts of the 
Great Sage, nor the ages-long customs of his origin 
earth. In his house there is no shrine, no tablets, no 
incense-sticks-his-wife not like the perfume-he has 
abandoned ancestor-worship 1 The spirits of his 
ancestors wan~er through the world, forsaken, hungry, 
and desolate. They have avenged themselves by 
making his wife one like ' the roaring lioness of 
Ho-tung.' 

Thus far reverently, though much be left unsaid. 
My spirit ever Hies to your presence. I contemplate 

I 

my wise brother in his delightful abode, where are 
plenty, peace, and joy., Your small younger brother, 
Hwuy-ung, bows before you to earth. 



LETTER VII: TA HAN, JANUARY 21, 1900 

To Tung Ching from Hwuy-ung 

Venerable brother, the instruction you have 
afforded me has filled my heart with terror. 
The proclamation 1 of the I Ho K wan will rouse 

up fierce resentment of the ignorant and turbulent 
among people against foreigners, and will lead to shed
ding of fresh blood. The same of the message of the 
Old Buddha to the Viceroys. In truth the Western 
Nations are having profit from our weakness and con
ceit. Filching away po~ions of our sacred soil-like 
vultures, each must feed off the prostrate body. First 
it was Ying-ka-li, Fa-lan-si; then those of the 
Rising Sun, the Jih-rin-man-jin, the Ngo-lo-ez-jin. 
Now it is the 1-ta-li-jin who want the bay ofSamnoon. 
It is difficult for Heaven and Earth to endure. If 
we endeavour to combat these nations, with all their 
cunning plans in science of destroying human beings, 
shall we not be following a ghost that will lead us over 
the abyss? I have ten parts happiness in learning 
that all is quiet in our village and will so remain. It 
is well that Meh-pi-si has taken refuge at Hong-kong. 
What will happen to the converts makes my heart 
tremble. 

1 The proclamation contained this ~The iron-roads and 
fire-carriages disturb the Earth Dragon and destroy the good 
influences of the soil The red liquid which drips from the 
iron serpent' (the rust from the telegraph wires) 'is nothing 
less than the blood of the outraged spirits of the air. Ills 
beyond remedy overtake us when crimson drops fall near us.' 
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I now study the language of Yin·g with a tutor 
who was born here but whose father was origin of 
Kwang-tung. I shall have better pronunciation from 
him than from my cousin ; it is difficult, . difficult. 
The hope of being able to understand, to speak and 
to write this language will raise heart. Now time 
I am like one deaf, dumb, and blind. I shall labour 
good much, and have thought that he who not ploughs 
in spring not can hope to reap in autumn. I have had 
pleasing discussion with my teacher, Wang-yun, who 
calls himself Mr. (pronounced Mi-sta) Wang. I said 
that as the Western Countries send shepherds to teach 
us, for what reason we not send our satiated scholars, 
like my honourable elder brother, to instruct people 
in this place in some things they are ignorant, as filial 
piety, propriety, and other subjects. 

Wang said : ' They would be derided, pushed about, 
and . finally persecuted with blows and kicks, as was 

. Ah Kow, the eating-house keeper. Their speech 
would strike laughter by its errors, quaint turns, and 
false tones. The translations of the classics would be 
i,n Pidgin, full of false characters ; making them 
ridiculous. People would care little for maxims ; 

. every nation has good supply and all of them perfect.' 
Hwuy-ung said: 'That may be said of foreign 

shepherds in the Flowery Kingdom, who yet are un
molested and, because we believe them sincere, are 
respected. In the words of Meng-tsz : "Never has 
there been one possessed of complete sincerity who 
did not move others. Never has there been one who 
had not sincerity who was able to move others." 
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These shepherds sent here would be grave men_, chosen 
for mildness and courtesy. Able to converse in the 
tongue of these people as well as their own orators. · 
Their translations should be in the purest style. They 
not be listened to, for what cause ? ' , 

Wang said: 'The beautiful laws, "Do to others 
as you wish them to do to you," and " Love one 
another," all nations have.; they admire them, but 
they not practise them. They are as fine statues, 
without life. To preach these laws is easy; to apply 
them is difficult.' 

H wuy-ung said : ' Good ; that is true ; never
theless the earnest preaching of worthy men will move 
some hearers to change words into acts. If a bell · 
I not strike, it not ring. I 'would h~ve the parents 
exhorted to train children in virtuous work, ways, 
and deeds, and in filial piety.' 

Wang said: 'For what good? The example of· 
others would with myriad voices render unh~rd the 
father's whisper. No, the Western Nations es~f:?em 
themselves superior to the black-haired race. With 
their soldier-ships and big guns they can send all our 
ocean ships to the dragon's palace. They can sweep 
away myriad enemies as a flood will wash away a 
village.' 

H wuy-ung said : ' Destruction is not ideal of 
humanity. Men are superior only when they create ; 
not when they destroy. He that makes others good 
and happy obeys the mandate of Heaven.' 
. Thus we discoursed, with little profit ; in truth, it 
was like climbing a tree to seek fish. 
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Every day I find things to admire 'in this strange 
land ; one thing vertex good--cleanliness. Every
thing is clean. Houses and the ground where they 
are built must be kept clean, or the owner be punished ; · 
public health depends on this. The people are clean ; 
they wash every day, some more often. They even 
wash animals-horses, oxen, dogs, and cats ; this 
must occupy much time. I now time have a bath 
morning-head early. In this hot weather it is ten 
parts refreshing; not only body, but mind is in
vigorated. This habit I will impart to our country
men when I return. But arrangement of the bath 
will first be necessary. A room being set apart for it. 

· Water is conveyed in leaden tubes, and it can be 
warmed by .ingenious plan. How different with us, 
whe~e are many ol<J men who could count on one 
hand the times in their lives they had washed their 
bodies. In this top heat their company not be sought. 

The building boards of the rooms are washed every 
Polite Worship or half-moon by my cousin's wife and 
small Meh-li. This is too often, not is ?-when they 
not dirty, it is like washing body after a bath. The 
cloths under foot are brushed each day with a hard 
sweep bundle. This is equal to wear of five guests. 
The furniture is worn out with cleaning, and brittle 
objects and ornaments cracked and broken only by 
moving and scattering dust. This is beyond the 

, mean. Even the side-walks and roadways of the 
city are cleaned and swept every day. In dry sky-air, 
as we have now, .carts go about sprinkling water to 
lay dust ; but not alwayi. The order to go out often 
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arrives late to the cartmen, so when finally they go, 
the fickle wind-malicious spirit here-has changed 
from north ~o west, and it falls rain while carts are 
sprinkling. But the men continue dutifully until 
order comes to stop. At that time perhaps the sun is 
shining brightly and drying up roads again to make 
more dust-the chief trouble in this place. The 
roadway always clean. You could eat your rice on 
it as on table-face. You see no heaps of lay a month 
old, nor rotting dogs, fish, nor Besh bones. There 
you see no holes deep as the waist, nor great stones ; 
obstacles to smooth travelling, frequent iri our cities. 

Our headmen should come note these things, and 
have our village roads kept in same order. In truth, 
we greatly require good roads to communicate with 
the four quarters ; as well as the iron-road ; then we 
not hear of myriads of the black-haired race perishing 
of hunger in times of famine. Roads in a country 
are like veins and arteries in body of a man ; they 
carry food. \Ve have neglected material wants of 
civilisation in giving all attention to 'moral perfection; 
it is as east to west in this new land. 0 f this I had 
example a week before. With my cousin I was 

invited to a wine at a large hall His wife's sister had 
been knotted that day, and a reception was held at 
eight period clock to honour event. When I entered 
the hall, I was as one blinded by lightning ; for the 
illumination, in truth, is of same nature as lightning, 
being from electric fire. 1\1 y ear heard that in 
Peking this new ligh~ has been introduced. When 
I was able to discern clearly I perceived more than 
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eight tens guests present, half of them women. Ai-ya ! 
what manner of propriety was in their garments? 
Near to me was a red-coloured girl, who caused me 
to shame when I looked. upon her. Never before 

· had I seen female form so exposed I Her neck, her 
back, her arms and breast-all uncovered. I thought 
I was dreaming, and that no woman would be guilty 
of thus selling ·her head in public. I looked away, 
and saw that most of the o~er women were just as 
little· clothed. My heart became sour. I now for 
first time understood the virtue of Gautama when he 
successfully resisted the temptations of voluptuous 
beauties sent by the Evil One to overcome him. My 
cousin then approached with his wife; I not know 
her, she looked so changed from her usual appearance 
of uncombed hair, untidy dress, and dirty face. She . 
also was selling her head, looking at me in the eyes 
and laughing. I regarded my cousin ; he was quite 
contented. He has been in the New Golden Moun
tains ten five years, and has forgotten he was ever son 
of T'ang. He was amused at my confusion, and bid 
me not have alarm: At this moment I heard sounds 
of music produced by fiddles-small and big-flutes 
and trumpets. All for a moment was confusion. 
I was not prepared for what came after-shall I erase 
it from my mind ? How can ? Young men rushed 
towards the women and, embracing them, hopped and 
glided about, keeping time with the music I If the 
spirit of Meng-tsz had witnessed this scene-· it would 
have been how outraged ! Also that of S~un-yu 
K'wan, who once asked of the Sage: 'Is it the rule 
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that males and females shall not allow their hands to 
touch in giving or receiving anything?' To wMch 
the Sage replied : 'It is the rule.' Then K'wan 
asked: 'If a man's sister-in-law be drowning, shall 
he rescue her with his hand?', ~nd the answer, 'He 
who would not so rescue a drowning woman is a wolf.' 
This has reason-but these women, they were drown
ing in what manner ? Here were the two sexes 
linked together, who had before seen each other alto
gether not. One-half of this impropriety in other 
places would be against law ; but in a hall it was con
sidered right. I know not the explanation-rule. 
Custom alone can explain it. Can explain custom 
what man ? He who travels sees extraordinary 
things. When heart more composed, I went to 
the door. Seeing me retire, my cousin with a smile 
bid me select a young woman and hop and glide with 
her. I turned away and went out into fresh night 
air, and could then breathe freely. 

Pray, venerable brother, pardon my light and 
frivolous letter, and may the good fortune following 
your footsteps continue and preserve you in these times · 
of peril and disaster. Walk slowly. 



LETTER VIII : MARCH I 3, I 900 

To Ts!ng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

H onoured elder brother, with assistance of my 
cousin I obtain teaching of my beloved origin 
earth in the new-hear papers. To measure 

by them, the heated passions of the people are as the 
bubbling of boiling water ; they ~r~ roused to fierce 
anger against all foreigners. May Heaven watch over 
you and my humble litde brothers! I learn that many 
of the converts-some perhaps only rice Christians
have been cruelly killed by the Boxers; being looked 
upon as foreigners. The Western Nations are sending 

· myriads of soldiers against us. The Boxers declare 
they have no fear of them. Being protected by the 
spirfts of the air, who will turn away white men's 
missiles, so that none perish ! This is how vain and 
foolish' I If they proceed along this dangerous path, 
there will not be half a man left ! ' Does a man 
unarmed attack a tiger ? '-' There is no calamity 
greater than making light of the enemy. By making 
light of the enemy we are almost sure to lose treasure.' 

The foreigner has ingenious devices that cannot be 
· p~sed. By the aid of these, extraordinary deeds are 
performed. My venerable Tutor knows what the 
Sages of antiquity thought of strange things of this 
kind. That 'The subjects on which the Master did 
not talk were-extraordinary things, feats of strength, 
disorder, and spiritual beings.' And again: 'It was 
considered among many wicked things done by Show, 

42 
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the king of Shen, that " he made contrivances of 
wonderful device and extraordinary cunning.". ' Lao-

. tsz also declared that : ~As works of cunning are 
more displayed, thieves multiply.' Probably these 
wise and holy men had in mind the imposture of what 
is called magic, making men believe what is not, by 
assuming powers more than human. This is trickery. 
The pretended powers of the Boxers would have 
brought upon them the Master's wrath, for deceiving 
others to their undoing. It is only the ignorant, the 
envious, and the vainglorious that.condemn unproved 
new contrivances and discoveries in science. These 
pass the deeds of fabled genii or magicians. If my 
honourable elder brother read that a man's voice could 
be heard from Canton to Amoy, he would marvel at 
the power of his lungs; yet a feeble old man could 
be so heard with an iristrumen,t connected with the 
iron electric-serpent. Any person who said he could 
see a city in the moon, if there were one as large 
as Canton, would be counted either a liar or one 
gifted with very piercing sight; yet with the lat~t 
·telescope the moon can be brought within a hundred 
li. Messages can be sent ten thousand li through 
mountains and across oceans, borne on mysterious 
air-waves. A man may speak into a trumpet and his 
voice be preserved for generations, and be made to 
repeat what he spoke as often as desired. ·I hear-say 
that in the approaching not-come it wlll be possible 
for one man to see another speaking to him, and hear 
his voice from the opposite side of the earth. A 
picture can be made, representing a wedding feast, 
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or a procession, or the meeting of great men in public, 
with all their movements and actions, as really hap
pened. This picture may be; ·made to reappear at any 
time, ten thousand generations after. So if this device 
had existed at the time of K'ung, we might now see 
the Great Sage discoursing as he did when surrounded 
by his eighty disciples. 

Boats have been constructed to swim as well be
neath the waves as on them-full of water-hand-men • 
. A con.trivance like a bird, g~verned by a man, can rise 
from the earth or the water, and fly more quickly and 
higher. than the eagle. Thus have men acquire~ the 
power we attribute to the spirits of the air, the sea, 
and the earth I For these marvellous powers, refuse 
admiration who can ? Our achievements in the same 
field, when we compare them, are what thing ? The 
wonderful things of this country and the Western 
Nations are, most of them, unknown to us, and appear 
incredible. You stand before a good big machine, a 
maze of wheels, large, very small, moving slowly, 
very quickly ; a complication of levers, screws, and 
shifting bands-doing all the thinking and dexterous 
manipulation. At one end is a huge roll of paper, and 
at the other is a. pile of printed, cut, and folded new
hear papers-thousands within one period bell. At 
end of another machine is a great pile of tobacco; at· 
other end, neatly made cigarettes drop out as quickly 
as eye can follow. Boxes are made, filled with fire
wood, made into packets containing each a dozen 
boxes, wrapped up, labelled; and ready to be sold in 
the shops. There is no end to these wonders. These 
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machines are controlled by one man, a woman, or a 
boy ; they not make mistakes but do the work of 
twenty, and better than man could do. But the 
wonders performed by the electric fire are vertex 
amazing. You press. a button and a ~hole city is 
illuminated ; a mighty soldier-ship slides majestically 
into the waters ; a huge bridge connects the sides of 
a wide river; a mountain of rock is torn away. This 
mysterious power has superseded steam in many ser-
vices; it is in truth the Great Spirit of the earth 
that we have feared and worshipped, now the servant 
of puny man I These are doings of men we have in 
our conceit called harharians, and have pictured in 
our country as monsters, having ears reaching down 
to the ground, and with short legs and long arms like 
monkeys! 

Venerable elder brother, your superior mind will 
no doubt admit the surprising ingenuity of the_W estern 
Nations, and still ask the question: 'Do all these 
wonders make people happier?' It is difficult Jo 
answer such a question ; many ask it. All are in a 
mist of doubt. Of one thing I have not doubt
with machinery and science men can do in their lives 
the deeds of twenty lives, so he be said to live twenty 
times longer. What before time was journey of one 
Polite Worship may be accomplished in one period 
bell. People can be spoken to in a few minutes, when 
before time they must be visited._ Instead of waiting 
for return-letter from a distant land, two, three moons, 
now time reply come as you eat a bowl of rice. Time 
not walk. Ships in peril send through the air call for 
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aid to others distant a thousand li, and are saved from 
the dragon of the deep. -

But my honourable elder brother will again ask : 
• Will a man be happier when his days are lengthened 
twentyfold ? Is he not, seeking the Hindrances by 
making life so complicated? Ten nine men what 
do when a machine. with one m~n perform their 
work?' To that I will say, I not know. It is cer
tain the human race advances in knowledge. Those 
who not keep with the foremost nations fall behind, . 
and are the victims of those nations, as we have been. 
This is what happiness? Not happiness to be sub
jected to will of foreigners and despoiled of territory. 
Not so! to b~ happy we must be strong, to be strong 
we must have riches. With riches we can be armed 
for· defence and be respected. Therefore we must 
employ those Western requirements, machinery, and 
the aid of science, that create wealth and power. 
Our methods not have foreseen progress. For ages 
we measured that we had arrived at the vertex ideal 
state. Yet we suffered misery and loss of life through 
famines and Hoods. We based social life on the in
dividual. If he had enough to support life, it was 
well ; sq we liked not what could economise labour. 
We have been slow to learn ; pride and conceit the 
cause. Those who know the words of our Sages 
should remember -that. ' He who is self-praising has 
no merit. He who is self-approving is not held in 
esteem.' We thought we had wisdom ; but 'There 
is no wise man who is not also stupid.' We 
had pride in our shallow knowledge ; but ~ 'The 
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best part of knowledge is being aware of one's 
ignorance.' 

We of the Middle Kingdom have some excuse for 
ignorance of the Western Nations, having had no 
experience of them nor read about them ; but what 
shall be said of one of our learned men, who was sent 
to Ying-ka-li a few years before as our representative, 
who speaks· of the people thus : ' The English are a 
hard-working race; they have millions of ~evices for 
getting money. If one man invents a machine and 
makes a fortune, his neighbours immediately set to 
work to make another that shall excel it and carry 
off the coveted gains. When there is a possibility 
of making money, no ·inquiry is too insignificant or 
too laborious for an Englishman to make, no journey 
too long or too dangerous. • • • Thus mechanical 
contrivance is what Englishmen call true knowledge, 
and in their view our holy doctrine is mere useless and 
empty talk. But this "true knowledge" of theirs 
simply consists of various feats of deft manipulation ; 
knowledge that can turn out a machine, nothing 
more. • • • The Doctrine handed down to us from 
Holy Men of old may be summed up in two words
Humanity and Justice .••• A man who follows 
the precepts of humanity and justice is beautiful in his 
speech and admirable in his actions. The one object 
of those two great virtues is conformity to the principles 
which should rule the relations betwee~ prince and 
officer, father and son, older and younger brothers, 
husband and wife, friend and friend. If Europeans, 
in truth, understood the duties arising from these 
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five great relationships, we should certainly discern 
the effect. in their lives ••• peace and order would · 
reign supreme ; there would b~ no angry rivalry, or 
unrestrained greed, nor making use of deadly weapons 
to bring destruction on mankind. But do we see 
these results in Western lands ? No, indeed ! Their 
whole energy is centred in the manufacture of different 
kinds of machines ; steam vessels and locomotives to 
bring rapid returns of profit, and guns and rifles to 
slay their fellow-men ••.• Property is wealth to· 
the foreigner ; moderation. in his desires to the 
Chinese. Material power is might to the foreigner; 
to live and let live is might to the Chinese.' 

To this half-blind view are due our present woes. 
We .. have time-time lived in the clouds, worshipping 
theQries. Is it true that we are governed by the rule 
'live and let live' l I have doubts of the sincerity 
of the representative if he was an official. I have 
experience in that class7 His vision of the Western 
Nations was dimmed by prejudice. 'When the mind 
is not present, we look and do not see ; we hear and 
do not understand, we eat and do not know the taste 
of what we eat.' In one aspect he is right, in con
demning the fierce struggle for wealth and power. 
But we are forced to take part in the struggle. We 
must proceed with caution, not hurriedly wish to 
change ten thousand things like our neighbours of 
the Isles of t.he Seas. ' Desire to have things done 
fi{Uickly prevents their being done thoroughly.' Since 
those islanders have adopted the civilisation of the 
West they have had dreadful war ; and, though vic-
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torious, are now weighed down with taxes, and find 
it harder to live than before time. Civilisation has 
made them strong, but also aggressive. It will 
arouse resentment in those they defeat, thus ' nourish
ing a tiger to their future sorrow.' 

Pray assure beloved comrades of my affection and 
devotion to the cause. The bright sun of liberty 
will disperse the darkness of tyranny and be manifest 
in the establishment of Ming Ch'uen by our men of . 
T'ang, before many moons. I send you books with 
designs of machines. • • : · 

Honoured elder brother, you tell me that you will 
soon raise body for Nanking, and desire me to await 
teaching of your back-coming before again handing in 
my pencil. I shall do so, praying Heaven that you 
arrive safely at your destina~on and soon bestow again 
on your small younger brother the gift of your boun
teous friendship. May the Five Blessings accom
pany you through myriads of years ! 

D 



LETTER IX: TA SHOO, JULY 23, 1900 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

H 
onoured elder brother, your benevolent com
munication from Nanking, where you tell me 
to address you, extended my gall. I was as a 

hungry guest seated on the left side of his host at the 
banquet table. But, ai-ya! Heaven has sent down great 
calamities on us, and my heart is all consumed. When 
with my teacher I read the new-hear papers, I am filled 
with apprehension. Disorder has come upon us like 
the night. I hear of dreadful massacres, of our defeat 
at Taku; and now are the barbarian eyes prisoners 
with their families and officers in their dens at Peking. 
l\1uch of this comes from the greed of the foreigners, 
who have wrested territory from us place-place, and 
divide our sacred soil between them. The blind fury 
of the Boxers has spread to the people, who have ex
pended their rage against the shepherds and their 
converts--on everything that is foreign. So are we 
dragged down to the lowest depths of misfortune ! 
Against hordes of well-armed and soldier-lawed 
bands, we can what do ? \Ve are like P'wan Shing 
Kwoh, of whom l\1eng-tsz said: 'He was just 
qualified to bring death upon himself, but for nothing 
more.' ... I will turn away from these disasters. 
Judgment will come to those who have profited by 
our weakness. \V e are told that : ' If the good or 
the evil done by a man has not met with reward or 
punishment, it is because the time has not yet arrived.' 
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I have visited the kay gardens of our countrymen 
on the sloping sides of the Ya-lah, a poor little stream 
of which the people have much pride. Most of these 
cultivators are from our province of Kwang-tung, so 
we understand each other very well. At first they_ 
had suspicions, believing I was a spy of the Govern- · 
ment looking for concealed opium. When they. 
learnt I had not been long in the country, they asked 
in what manner I succeeded in entering, not speaking 
the Ying language. I answered : & When you meet 
a brother, do you ask him how he came into the 
world? · It is enough that he is in it, not?' They 
said nothing, but laughed without noise. I added : 
' Listen to the words of the Sage Ho-nan-tsz : " The 
inordinate desire for knowledge caused the downfall 
of the human race."' At this they knew I was a , 
scholar and bowed respectfully. The reason they 
gave for the black-haired race being kept out of this 
country was fear of our working longer for less coin 
than their workmen not so frugal and sober. But 
this not could be the reason ; for in each trade hours 
of work and coin paid for it are fixed by laws, and· 
those who disobey them are punished. The true 
cause why other races than Western people are kept 
out is, the Government has fear this rich unoccupied 
land would soon be overrun by myriads from the 
Middle Kingdom and other crowded countries and the 
occupants be drowned in the inundation. 

The Government at here favours the Class of the . · 
Artisan ; some of the ministers were once labourers. 
So now they make Ia ws for their class and against 
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their enemies the employers, which is the custom. 
Years before, the rich employers governed and were 
tyrants; making the artisan work: for only enough 
to keep body alive. Now the labourers class have 
power, and they will have as little mercy with the 
employers as the employers had with them. There 
will always be two divisions of men in ten thousand 
square. The rich and powerful and the poor and 
weak ; as in the sea there are big and little fish. Big 
fish eat up little fish ; but sometimes little fish in 
myriads attack big fish and strike it die. This con
stant fight to live goes on in the four quarters. Old 
time we had little experience ; we were like the gold 
and silver fish in a marble basin-big fish all not could 
come near us. We must become big fish or we be 
swallowed up.· If one is strong, it is well; if one is 
weak, it Is in ten parts not good. I have learnt that 
lesson in this place. More I yielded, more was de
manded. That while time I yielded less, and less 
waS demanded of me. Now I not yield, but try to 
make others yield, and they have respect. So must 
we act towards the Nations; but we not can if we 
have no bone. 

· Like most virtues-beautiful to discourse~ on, but 
of rare practice-Justice at here favours the rich~ 
Some, lower men with small power, can be bought if 
enough money given. In the Flower Flag country 
the vertex rich combine together and capture a trade, 
and, when masters, make the public pay good price coin. 
One trade after another they capture, and now time 
their teeth are snapping for the trades in four places. 
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All efforts to stop them plunder the people are of no 
avail; they are rich and strong. My cousin sum
moned a wealthy merchant to return clear coin for 
a consignment of tea. The judgment was against 
my cousin. What to· feel? He wanted justice, so 
appealed to superior court ; this time he had success. 
But the rich man went to High ·court, where my 
cousin not follow him. He already shoot-out 
scatter much money for lawyers. Now time he loses 
also value of his tea. In the courts each day you see 
men fined for breaking law; if offender has good big 
money he pays with smile and out goes; if poor and 
cannot pay, he must go to prison. This is what 
justice? Is one justice for the rich and another for 
the poor? I not have seen statue or image of their 
God of Wealth ; though they have this worship, they 
deny it, as we deride our idols, but secretly ·kow-tow to 
them. We represent the God of Wealth by a prayer 
inscription on red paper, before which we burn 
incense-stick. But there are some at here, would 
consume their conscience before a banknote of fifty 
tatls. This teaches what lesson ? That coin must 
be obtained, at ten parts risk. So criminals are made. 
Before this law case, my cousin always said this was 
favoured land of Justice and Liberty ; at now bespeaks 
only of Liberty. Discuss principle we have good 
measure of Liberty in our eighteen provinces, where 
each village is governed by headmen, each ·dan by 
elders, and each family by the father. We have no 
police ; for if a man throws off enchaining custom of 
ancestor-worship and filial piety, which grow with his 
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growth, and breaks the law, his father, his clanmen, 
the village headmen with the Ti-pao, in turn may 
punish him. He has liberty to work long as he likes. 
He has free speech, he may speak ill of the Emperor. 
He may assemble with associates and measure Govern
ment. Or the sub-prefect, Fu-t'ai or Chi-t'ai, and 
beg the Son of Heaven to remove either one. Even 
the right of rebellion under harsh treatment is granted. 
There is in truth good big liberty in this great land. 

· More than is granted in Ying-ka-Ii, where they boast 
of never being slaves. There are restrictions, neces
sary, when you think-think of the combative nature 
of·the people. If allowed the ten parts they would 
prey on each other, and only a few of the most cunning 
and the strongest be left. Thus they are protected 
against each other ; also, against themselves by the 
fixing of their labour .hours. These are only twenty
four. If not thus they would speedily die of over
work, so s.trenuous are they, and the population melt 
away like snow before the sun's rays. All shops 
must be closed midway in Yew, except on one day 
when goods may be sold up to the middle of Seo, and 
on another day only till the end of Sze. 

Some shops are permitted to keep open every day 
but Sing Ch'i, Polite. Worshi.p day, until nearly half 
night. These places having this privilege, my vener
able brother will consider good for the people. Not 
so ; in them are sold poisonous cold drinks. So a 
man may be hungry but not can buy food, the bread 
shops being closed. Yet he can enter samshu-shops 
and drink what will make him mad and commit 
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crimes. Those who keep these shops and those who 
supply the poisons have riches and voice in the Govern
ment. As the Government obtains good revenue by 
the tax on this trade, we must be not severe in measur
ing them, for we in Chung Kwoh act the same with 
the deadly drug. Both these curses, alcohol-that 
enslaved us old time-and opium produce good big 
revenue. Thus vice upholds Government; and 
Government upholds vice. Such is not true civili
sation. My cousin, however, has opinion that the 
Governments are wise ; as it is well for a nation 
to be freed of its weak members. By this means 
they are quickly sent to the Yellow Springs, and 
the nation is purified. So it is well t• lop off 
the blighted branches of a plum-tree to obtain better 
fruit. 

On Polite Worship day no one is permitted work. ' 
The ten factories must be closed. All who claim to 
have virtue are that day seen in the temples. Those 
who not go there are known to be bad. This is very 
serviceable distinction ; for knowing this, one ~ y 
choose company with discretion. It is sad day ; as 
tasteless as cold rice. Ten thousand things are dead, 
and ten thousand people are as if struck by a paralysis. 
As many of these laborious people must do something, 
they go by back door into the samshu-shops. , These 
trade better on the Worship day than on others. 
Some of the watch-street men turn face away and 
have reward. Each trade has regular holidays, when 
the workmen go with their families by the steam
horse to the sea or the hills. Lazy people, who not 
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ta~e count·of these days, have to fas.t if they not have 
before bought food supply. 

To a stranger there is good much variety· in the 
rules, regulations, and general laws that keep order. 
To me the memory of these people must in truth 
be amazing, exceeding that of our greatest scholars 
of the Hanlin. There are men who have d~ty 
to explain these laws. All the laws have excep
tions, are contradicted by other laws, or have dif
ferent explanation-rules. You must engage accuse
instructor to supply a plan. My cousin engaged two 
for his case against the merchant. Law-men have 
fame if they rescue a guilty man from justice, or 
bring rul~in to an innocent man on the opposite side. 
They are rewarded, being made judges. The laws 
are constantly changed, added to, cast out, and new 
lawS established. This is done that the people not 
be foolish, trying to know them and deprive law-men 
of their rice. Nine parts of these laws are what 
good l We have a proverb that says: 'Propriety 
restrains the good man ; the law restrains the worth
less man.' There must then be many worthless men 
in this civilised country. In this city these regula
tions are to me as the perils in skirting a precipice. 
Without moving from house I may be fined for not 
paying a tax or rate-for property, for water, for in
come, or for keeping a dog. I may be fined for wast
ing water, allowing house to catch fire. For keeping 
mountain sheep, or rabbits. For manure-heaps or 
dirt on the premises, or causing stinks. If the trees 
in the garden are diseased and not doctored or destroyed, 
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a penalty must be paid. If you go out you must be 
mindful of your dress ; one of our coolies would soon 
find himself in hands of the street-surety inen if in 
heat of day he walk the streets bare to the waist, or 
bathed in the river. A Polite Worship before I was 
in Pak-tsi eating an orange, and without care dropped 
the skin on the footpath. A surety-man stopped me, 
pointed to skin, and out pulled notebook· asking 
name and address. I had this ready, and showed it. 
That while time he went away and crowd dispersed. 
My heart was sour as I walked along, and one of the 
orange seeds slipped into throat and three parts choked 
me. I coughed and spat up offending seed-on 
footpath. Suddenly another man of the street-surety 
stood before me, pointed to place where I spat, and 
drawing out notebook, wrote my name and address. 
This I had ready when I before saw him. 'Ai-ya ! ' 
I exclaimed, when he left me, 'is not the cup of my 
misery full to overflowing ? True it is that : " In 
governing men and in serving Heaven, there . is 
nothing like moderation." ' 

Like one who fears his next step will carry him 
over the edge of an abyss, I turned round to back go 
to my cousin's shop, but go not far, when I stop, 
having in doubt of my way. Next moment I am 
pushed roughly forward. Yet another of these per
secuting street-guardians who not permit one stand 
still on footpath. I have seen thicker crowds in 
Ka-ling-tsli.t But the character of people there is 
supenor. Many of the men being sheep-breeders, 

l Collins Streel 
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which is their highest class. They are not pushed 
on, but allowed to stand; obstruct, and converse about · 
their sheep. · I am now time-time in fear I am doing 
something I not should do, or not doing the thing I 
should do. I have big much to learn, but in my 
mind is our saying : 'The best' Government is that 
least seen '-the explanation-rule is that each one 
must govern himself. Our Sixteen Sacred M:ixims 
help do that. If they were taught in every school 
at here as in the Middle Kingdom, they not require 
so many of those men with helmets. I have chosen 
some, and shall have my teacher put them into elegant 
Ying language. Notably this one: 'Describe and 
explain the laws, in order to warn the ignorant a~d 
obstinate.' 

Speaking of this with my teacher I said : ' I am sur
prised that the inhabitants of this city are so prosperous.' 
He replied : ' You are surprised ~or what reason ? ' 
I said : ' Because Lao-tsz taught : " When the world 
has many prohibitory enactments, the people become 
more and more poor." ' 

Now, honoured elder brother, that I am removed 
from light of your countenance, pleasing to me as the 
unclouded sky, bestow on your unworthy younger 
brother blessings of your counsels to supply my wants. 
Morning and evening, may you enjoy felicity; may 
you this year rise to the golden button! · Your younger 
brother worships. 



LETTER X: PIH LOO, SEPTEMBER 8, 1900 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

Before born, ~very day I praise your virtue. I am 
a poor, distressed, and miserable creature, un
settled as a leaf in the wind. Our wretched 

country has indeed fallen from its high state! It is 
not long before that the injuri,?US expressions given to 
foreigners-' barbarians ' and ' foreign devils '-were 
banished from our lips. But now ••• they deserve · 
those terms, not? I 86o ! and I 900 ! Plunder, Fire, 
Fresh Blood ! . . . I am destitute of a fraction of re
corded merit, and know not what to feel now. Like one 
who seeks comfort in the soothing times of music, when 

' The bells and drums sound in harmony i 
The sounding stones and flutes blend their notes.' 

I will back turn my thoughts to my now time sur
roundings when peace is on four sides. The longer I 
live here, more have I surety that these people have 
different propriety from ours. You, my venerable 
brother, know how we measure· a woman : that she , 
must neither be seen nor mentioned by strangers. 
Here first question asked of a person of repute is, 
'How are your wife and family?' No special men
tion made of eldest son; none of the mother-in-law, 
who is often little regarded. No inquiry made of his 
happy age, with us usual complimentary question. 
They not congratulate a person on looking old, not so ; 
but think it polite remark to say he looks ten parts 
young. When people meet in public, notice is first 

69 
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taken of the women-thus making them overestimate 
themselves-by taking off the hat, a thing we consider 
uncivil. We think it not propriety to fix eyes on a 
person of distinction ; but to contemplate second 
button of his jacket, only occasionally to glance at his 
face. In this land I have seen women and even small 
female children-often the boldest-staring at men so 
that they feel shame. Looking round after passing 
them in the street. He would measure them in what 
manner? Women here act as men do with us; ·the 
men, as our women. My elder brother would be like 
one lost in a desert. Women are freeing themselves 
from the rule of men and, like liberated slaves, become 
tyrants, or like starved wretches whQ when at table 
gorge themselves beyond prudence. It is the custom ; 
not considered impropriety nor immodesty. 

I gain knowledge of the Ying language by repeating 
phrases told me by my tutor. Thinking to say some
thing pleasing to my cousin's wife, I asked : ' How old 
are you ? '-one of our customary forms of greeting. 
For unknown cause her face turned red with anger, 
and she gave some sharp reply, I not could understand. 
My cousin laughed long and loudly, adding to my con
fusion. He spoke t~ her, but she not appeased. Then 
he told me that women in this country not like their 
age to be asked or known ; and if they must declare it, 
always took good many years off. Strange people ! 
Age is honourable, not honourable? 

My revered elder brother has asked me several things 
which I shall endeavour to explain. My poor ability 
extends not far. There is nothing at here can com-
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pare in beauty of form and colour with our porcelain 
vases, bowls, figures, and cups-all in this place level 
price and ugly. In other things of art they are in
ferior. What I have seen of their carving in ivory, 
wood, or stone, wants intricacy and grace. You see 
the beautiful designs of our inlaid bronze-work in what , 
place ? All is for use, for sale in quantities, for profit, 
or cheapness of production. Beauty and quality not 
important. The pictures in the palace set apart for 
them not please cultured mind of ·my venerable 
brother. The feinale form is represented, nude or 
half nude. This would obtain fault from our pro
priety. One fraction of this indecency would in the 
streets gather a crowd and watch-street men, and 
occasion a scene of disorder ; in the palace anything 
may be depicted, and girls and children contemplate it. 
As I have said of dancing, so of this. Morality with 
these strange people is not fixed thing, but question of 
time and place. They have statues of plaster, and 
some of marble, in public gardens and in this palace, 
most of them naked. In the winter's ice it makes me 
want to cover them. The artists not know attraction 
of rich flowing drapery. These statues show human 
form in top miserable condition. They represent thin, 
starved wretches, as if body to be beautiful must be 
emaciated I There is what good ? They should 
see our famous wrestlers. 

\Vhen it is falling rain every person unfolds um
brella-there are no raincoats of palm-leaves as with 
us-which shows that the p~ple can scatter out coin. 
These umbrellas when folded not· are thicker than 
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sticks. It is curious sight, a large crowd of people 
standing in the rain, like forest of mushrooms. 

These re9-haired people are strenuous in all that 
concerns the gaining of money. In other matters 
they .relax. They make amusement out of subjects 
with us serious. They take pleasure in sar,ing opposite 
to what they in truth mean ; either to impart greater 
force or in a spirit of joyfulness. Thus, if it strike 
cold and storp1y, or hot, dusty, and not pleasant, one 
may say to another • This is nice weather ! ',and the 
answer is ' Lovely ! ' Or if one person be more than 
ordinarily rude to another, the latter will say, 'You 

-are very polite, I am sure!' There is this love of 
contradiction...:.One side of the race-character--even 
in the prophecies of the official appointed to divine 
changes in sky-air. I asked my cousin if I could rely 
on these prophecies, which are published in new-hear 
papers. He said that I in truth could, for they were 
infallible as the words of the Chief of the Lord of 
Heaven sect ; but that I must interpret his divinations 

. according to custom. It might offend the spirits of 
the air if their intentions were clearly exposed. I not 
know if the prophet consults the milfoil and the tor
toise to attain to such accuracy. Perhaps not, but he 
is time-time correct. So when the Official Diviner 
proclaims for day below . that it will. be 'Fine and 
settled,' knowing his meaning, I away go with um
brella. Thus he is always right, and friendly guide to 
me in this land where is summer and winter same one 
day. He is a great sage favoured by the spirits of the 
air and the local deity. Is deserving his rich pay. 
This top bottom style used by people, who have pride 
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in speaking truth at risk of wounding heart, shows 
want of sincerity. We are not alone in having deceit
ful politeness. My cousin received letter from a 
creditor who threatened to call him before a magis
trate if he not return clear coin before three days. 
Letter began with 'Dear Sir,' which in our tongue is 
'Cherished elder brother,' and ended with 'Yours 
truly,' meaning' In truth at your disposition.' , Yet 
a person how could cherish another he so persecuted 
and so little trusted l Could he be how truly at the 
disposition of one he menaced with judge's rigour? 
When I am presented to a person he will say, 'I am 
very pleased to meet you,' but his countenance and 
manner are serious and show he not has pleasure. He 
feel pleasure how can l when he not a fraction knows 
me, and not speaks more before moving away b?dy? 

My cousin and I were invited a few days before by 
one of our merchants to a wine at a large food-inn. It 
was to celebrate his partnership with a resident mer
chant. Nine parts of the guests were natives of 
0-sei-lia. My cousin sat by my side and explained 
nature of the dishes. These, though dry, very frag
rant. There was fish boiled and fried, fowl meat, and 
big lumps of meat roasted ; but I missed the succulent 
dishes of our country. I would have had middle
mind for shark's fin, or some stewed lily-roots. I ate 
heartily, like all present, but I not eat their cow-milk 
cake. There were wines of different kinds, dru'nk 
cold out of glasses of red colour and green colour, 
larger than our little cups. They make good win~ in 
this country, but it contains much fire-spirit added after 
wine is made, to preserve it. They have foolish prac-
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tice to give all their wines names taken from the wines 
of Fa-lan-si, Si-pan-ya, and other countries. In this 
manner they not can be known, nor qualities appreci
ated. With these laige glasses some of the guests, · 
and myself, became lively and stupid. The Western 
race have the habit of strong drink for more than a 
thousand years; we have abstained from it for two 
millenni urns. But before the age of the Great Master 
in the vertex of our civilisation, we were slaves to 
spirits and wine as theW estern Nations are now. In 
the Book of Odes we are warned that : 

'With three cups you lose your memories
How dare you_ go on to morel' 

Our immoderation was severely punished, often by 
· death; so our wine measure is narrow. I showed 
appreciation of the host's bounty by customary polite 
eructations. These excited envy of others not ~o pro
ficient, and led--so my cousin after time told me-to 
angry talk I not understood. Their wine I hear-say 
is mixed with cheap spirits, extracted from potatoes. 
Morning after I had pain in the head like one beaten a 
hundred boards. My cousin informed me that eruc
tation in this country not is considered compliment to 
host ; nor propriety to take off upper garments, to sur
feit oneself, as polite guest may do. In truth, now 
time I believe that ' Drinking is good institution only 
when there is good deportment in it.' 

Receive, honoured elder brother, these insignificant 
observations from your mean younger brother with in
dulgence of superior mind. May the Three Kinds of 
Abundance ever be your lot I Walk slowly. 



LETTER XI: TUNG CHI, DECEMBER 2.2., 1900 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

B
efore born, the cup of our misfortunes has been 
filled and has overflowed. Heaven has sent 
down great humiliation upon us. The cour

age of our soldiers unavailing against devices and cun
ning of theW est •. We have now peace--the peace of 
helpless traveller set upon by armed robbers, lying 
wounded, half-cold, and prisoner, to be ransomed for a 
huge sum. If I had returned to Kwang-tung help · 
associates of origin earth, that what good ? 

Ignorant of warfare as we have been taught, we not 
know the strength of Western enemies, and our own 
weakness. In the not-come it will be different. Our 
eyes have opened, and we look-see around us. As our 
SageMengsays: • Ifmedicinedonotraisecommotion 
in the patient, his disease will not be cured by it.' Our 
disease has been conceit ; which soothed us with vain
glory into torpor of self-satisfaction. Ai-ya I many 
of our associates now guests in Heaven ! . . . Our 
Sages were idealists ; but the world is not so, not so. 
It is practical. Ideal if a man leave a jewel on his 
outer wall, and find it again there morning after. 
The door must be locked and the jewel kept within. 
Those in the dwelling must be prepared to defend it if 
thieves break in. When prowl about many thieves, 
man must be well armed. If he refuses to take arms, 
he is foolish, for he thinks only of before days, when 
thieves not about. We were guided by counsels 

E 
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suited to different conditions. Our classics are full of 
them. Meng wrote: 'There are men who say," I 
am skilful at marshalling troops, I am skilful at con--

. ducting a battle J " They are great criminals.' 
Good, that has truth if their purpose is to massacre 
quiet villagers. But better for us if we had many of 
those criminals in second half of old century. Though 
the saJile Sage declares that ' There are no righteous 
wars,' defending one's origin earth I consider is 
righteous. This possibility he not could think up. 
Lao-tsz said: 'Arms, however beautiful, are instru
ments of eviJ omen; hateful, it may be said, to all 
creatures.' It was not having these arms and not 
knowing their power that brought us to our now time 
ten parts bad state. Our wise men taught us to con
quer by giving example of social order and happiness, 
that other communities might desire to imitate and 
enjoy our peaceful existence. This was possible in 
conditions of those times. We not had knowledge of 
other people ; they not know us. Seas, mountains, 
and deserts were as high walls around us. No one 
came for good much century. After long ages one 
man name Mah-ko-po came. After, no more until 
the foreign shepherds. Western Nations lived in 
caves, had covering of skins. They were few, always 
killing each other. Thus with our peaceful civili
sation we called them 'barbarians.' We satisfied and 
happy thus, not disturbed. Other nations in modern 
times come in fire-boats and see we not have arms, but 
have good much people, they want to do trade. The 
men of Ying force the deadly drug upon us. Then 
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begins trouble. These men brought the Holy Book .. 
in one hand and opium in the other. Millions of our 
people are slaves to the drug. Y ~t the foreign shep
herds tell us that their Son of God taught them to 
'overcome evil with good,' and ' unto him that 
smiteth thee on the one cheek (to) offer al~o the 
other.' Gautama Buddha, whom many of our 
countrymen follow; also said, ' Overcome anger with 
kindness ; wickedness with good ·actions.' These 
are all you thoughts. I middle-believe that some who 
look solemn and repeat precept for others to practise 
are laughing within themselves. But those who first 
spread the doctrine had sincerity. There are many 
with the countenance of a Buddha have the heart of 
a snake. 

We have neglected our defence, and so have.invited 
attack. There is one law for the weak and another 
Ia w for. the strong. The Master said : ' Do not be 
ashamed of mistakes, and thus make them crimes.' 
This we must remember. 
. It has been ten parts hot during Polite Worship 

before. The people not strike sleep in the heat of 
day. Not so ; like ants, they . more lively. On 
Polite Worship day six, my cousin took me with him 
below noon to see two ten two men pia ying game on a 
grass ground surrounded by buildings with rows of 
seats ; from them one obtains good view. This game 
called Kli-kei. It was warm sitting body in the shade, 
but what for the players I not know. They struck 
fiercely with heavy flat clubs at a hard ball, and some-. 
times hit. Then ran past each other· between sticks 
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stuc~ in the earth, as if hunted by ox-headed tormentors. 
One face other .men pursue the ball they flung back .. 
with the speed of the wind. The people, usually 
quiet, had much excitement at times, and ten thousand 
voices roared like the noise of a thunder-clap. I asked 
my cousin what made them so furious, and he said 
because one man caught the ball. There was more 
serious cause, not? for men having reason not can be 
stirred by that small thing. I began to think up that 
there were thr~e sticks standing together each end 
of the running space.' The number of three indicated 
a symbol For in many lands that is a sacred and 
religious number. There are Three Lights, Three 
Powers of Nature, Three Auspicious Stars, also Three 
Kinds of Dependence for Women, Three Kinds of 
Abundance, Three Sins, and others. We have 
Three Religions, the Buddhists have a Trinity, and 
the Christians have Three .Gods in One. Thus I 
have belief that the origin of this national game, of 
great antiquity, was a religious ceremony or rite. The 
three sticks are symbol of the Trinity in Unity-the 
firm principle of Good. The ball is the active prin
ciple of Evil. If the virtue of man-the flat club-
.overcame evil by driving ball away, then would the 
principle of good triumph. But if the virtue of man 
failed to resist the attack, and his gods were overthrown, 
then would he be undone and evil triumph. So all 
had clear explanation-rule, and I could share in the. 
feelings of spectators by clapping my hands that time 
the ball-the evil principle-was defeated. I ex
plained to my cousin my measure of this game ; but he 
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not appear convinced. Some people not like be told 
simple things their minds not understand. 'He laughed 
to cover annoyance. It is top good game, teaching to 
aim at what is right, and fight against assaults of wrong
doing. No other desire could have urged to endure 
the prolonged exertion in that great heat. For the 
men must have suffered torments of the Buddhist hell. 
In truth, some of them with fiery red faces looked like 
demons. I had sorrow for them, and would have 
middle-mind see a game that had more pleasure and less 
body pain. There was much repetition in the game, 
so that I had fatigue and struck sleep. But people 
roared with delight and excitement. Was wonderful; 
having other times the calm of sheep. I was awaked 
by the noise as of myriads of roaring lions, when the 
game ended and people departed. If they thus readily 
have pleasure;, they what think of our theatrical per
formances? 

The dwellers in the New Golden Mountains have 
number of different games, often violent. For what 
cause they employ themselves in· this manner is they 
have so much idle time. The class of Artisans, at time 
in power, not allow men to work more than four hours 
three number of the full day. •Three number for sleep, 
and the rest for food and amusement. No hours set 
apart for study of their classics. These games are en
couraged by thei~ mandarins, as they take attention off 
grievances. Champions of towns contest with those 
of other towns ; province against province~ If cham
pions of one town or province defeat those of another 
town or province, the first are held in same veneration 
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as reincarnations of K'ung or Meng ; the others dis
regarded. Hitting ball or missing ball is only 
difference. -

My cousin told me when our Emperor was driven 
from the Dragon Throne and imprisoned by Old 
Buddha, the reform of the Middle Kingdom arrested, . 
there were onJy two three lines in the day ~et new-hear 
paper, while for account of a game of Kli-kei half a 
page was filled. Yet the doings of the black-haired 
race-number three population of the earth-will have 
top importance for these people in the not-come. The 
game I have explained is for the summer. In the 
winter they have very violent game played with a 
large ball of goose-egg pattern, filled with air, and 
kicked with the foot. It is not like our children's 
game· where the ball is struck with the heel. This 
game, my cousin says, is more brutal, for it happens 
that players are wounded;and in the confusion revenge 
is sometimes obtained. I will give description of it to 
my honoured elder brother when winter comes. 
·Now time there is another game much in favour 

with old men and old-minded young men. It is played 
like the others below noon Polite Worship day six. It 
is slow and tedious, to suit aged men, and consists of 
gr~vely rolling wooden balls, large as cannon-balls, 
along a level grass-covered piece of ground. Each 
one endeavours to get nearest to a smal. white ball. 
That is all. But the players have opportunity of dis
playing beautiful jackets of many colours, some richly 
striped. On no other occasion I see the men at here 
so brightly clothed. The old men sacrifice much 
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natural dignity by hoping to appear youthful in this 
manner. There is much seriousness observed. I 
believe they engage in this game not for pleasure, for 
they look sad, but by recommendation' of their doctors, 
for health, and to use their smoke-pipes. It must be 
game of importance. There are prepared areas of 
grass-land around the city enclosed, having small 
buildings where players retire to partake of samshu. 
Wives not with them. These areas are found in 
public parks and gardens, but the people not can enter. 
Public for what not enter? Much in this country I 
not understand. 

Great rejoicing in the four quarters. For what 
thing? The racing of horses. Not for pleasure of 
seeing these beautiful animals flying along like the 
wind, but to make money by gambling. No doubt of 
winning, until afterwards. Those who have this vice 
are on the road to Earth's Prison. But they not can 
leave it and turn to honest work. They should learn 
that: 'To persuade a man not to gamble is to win for 
him.' Are races place-place each day. Especially en 
the half-day that is free from work; as people then 
have pay for their labour. Some men who h3:.ve wives 
leave small part of labour m5mey with them, so are 
ready to make bets on the horse they expect number 
one come. I went to one of these places on fringe of 
the city. To judge of character of a man by face and 
expression, then I not have surety my coin back come 
to me if I have luck. .For some men had eyebrows 
thick and unruly, which denotes unworthiness. Many 
had a hawk's nose, proving he had evil at the marrow 
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of his heart. Some had mouth l~ke a mouse, sign of 
envious disposition. Others, with mouths like horses, 
would undoubtedly die of hunger arid in next incar- -
nation be racing ponies, doomed to exhaust their 
strength under the cruel whip. Those with the 
hawk's nose are the emissaries of the demon-god of 
gambling. They are bloated with excess of rich food 
and strong spirits, and they have the heavy greedy eye 
of the vulture gorged with carrion. They live on 
money of their victims, sucking biood. They not 
wor~ yet they dwell in fine houses and wear jewels. 
There are swarms of these leeches, and the simple
minded keep them. The simple~minded think that 
a horse having speed must win the race. Not so. 
The owner of the horse, the rider, and one or more 
of these hawk-nosed demons have arranged before 
that a slower horse shall come in first. So that they 
may profit exceedingly. Honesty not dwell among 
this class. The horse-rider may betray the owner of 
the horse. The owner may order rider to keep horse 
from winning, and thus cheat the public. The hawk
nose may bribe owner and rider. There is in gam
bling what· good i Corruption spreads among the 
people, and the rule of cunning and fraud is established. 
This is another instance of wrongdoing permitted by 
authorities in one place ; in any other place would 
be punished. Is a strange country ! Some of our 
countrymen oflowest kind have gambling shops where 
fan-tan is played: They have no trickery, yet the 
keeper of the shop is sure of profit. Keepers of these ' 
dens are called to the Officer Yamen. Swindling and 
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gambling at horse-racing is known, and not suppressed. 
The rich and powerful like it. The fury for betting 
on horses is in the character of the people ; sometimes, 
in truth, it is ridiculous, if evil can be thus called. 
Boys and youths who with us would still bear milk
names seriously discuss chances of certain horses and . 
ponies, and, so my cousin tells me, discourse about their 
racing quality, in language special to subject but by 
him not understood. They speak of progenitors of 
certain horses up to third generation with knowleage 
superior to our knowledge of the tablets of our an
cestors; and with as much reverence. They !cnow 
exactly the number of seconds taken by any horse men
tioned to win a race ; first not first, second not second, 
or third not third. Name of rider, owner, and trainer; 
this year, old year. What weight it carried, the 
chanceS for win-lose, the before deeds, and other end
less details. All this I learn from my cousin. The 
good big knowledge stored by these youths on this sub
ject, if attained in literature in our country, would in 
truth ensure admittance into the College of the For.est 
of Pencils, and render them eligible for the highest 
office. Their talents are thus on the wrong road walk 
go. Thus far, honoured elder brother, have I dared 
to ask generous attention. I pause, to pray Heaven 
may give you all earthly happiness and length of days. 

·Good walk. · · 



LETTER XII: FEBRUARY 16, 1901 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

Venerable brother, the sight of your elegant 
pencil composed heart of your younger brother. 
You ask when I back go to my origin country 

and. family. . My humble reply is that though peace 
with the foreigner has improved the condition of the 
Middle Kingdom, those who persecuted the reformers 
still have authority. K'ang and his followers-your 
unworthy younger brother one of them-are called re
volutionaries, and thus in peril if found there. Other 
reasons I have ; top one my desire to learn from the 
people in this place the secret of their progress and 
strength, that on return I be utensil for our race. The 
decree of the Empress-Dowager, forced from her by 
the sons ofT'ang, expresses my own desire ; but I not 
believe in her sincerity-she has fear for her dynasty, 
the Ta Tsing, falsely thus so called ! It speaks of 
'the necessity of adopting the good qualities of foreign 
nations, so that the shortcomings of China may be cor
rected, and experiences of the past serve as lesson for 
the future. ••• ' 

A good much quantity of food of all kinds is pro· 
duced in this favoured land ; more, in proportion to 
small population, than other countries. This should 
fulfil requirement of the Great Sage, who said~ 'Let 
the producers be many and the consumers few. • • • 
Then the wealth will always be· sufficient.' The 
people should be able to buy their food very cheap, but 

'l4 
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they how can ? Price coin at here is more than in 
the great city of Lan-tan, the capital of the Ying King
dom, which is supplied from lands distant tens of thou
sands of li. This you have difficulty to understand, 
not? It is soon explained. Good much quantity of 
produce of the soil, as wheat, cow-milk oil, and meat, 
they send away; yet plenty remains for local people. 
But big price is demanded for produce not is sent away, 
as fruit, fish, pig meat, vegetables, and other things. 
Nevertheless, the men who grow fruit and vegetables, 
those who breed pigs or catch fish, obtain very small 
price. · The explanation-rule is this : between the 
producers--plough-farm-man, fisherman, cattleman 
-and the consumers, there is a class called middlemen, 
because they stand in the middle between producers 
and consumers. For the simple passing from one to 
the other, these middlemen get more than those who 
originate produce. Middlemen may be of use some
times. If you want up take tiles go to roof of a house, 
a man half-way on a ladder may receive them from 
hand of one on the ground and pass them to man on 
the roof, thus sparing him on the ground from niany 
journeys up-go down-come ladder. You not require 
three four men on ladder, each one to carry tiles space 
of a cubit. Thus you will find four five useless middle
men between producer and consumer. Each middle
man has good big bite of article passing through his 
hands. The producer not have much coin for his 
rice ; the consumer not have much rice for his coin. 
So is in all trades at here. There is what good ? Poor 
man, who can buy only in small quantity, must pay 
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good much more than rich man who can buy in large 
quantity. This is unjust tax on the poor, and is top 
cause of their remaining poor. Lao-tsz says with .. 
truth : ' Man tak:es from those who have not enough 
to serve those who have too much.' 

Fine fish is caught in abundance in the four seas ; 
but too dear for all except rich people. The poor 
fisherman who risks life to obtain it earns small coin. 
To raise price, much good fish is k:ept back: by those 
who have trade in their hands, that time it smells not 
good and is thro_wn away. This thing permitted, not 
permitted ? When. these middlemen grow rich and 
have authority, or influence, poor men to prevent this 
wrong how can ? We not want four or· five men on 
the ladder. All food is brought to house in horse carts. 
It is great convenience, for which you must pay. If 
you trouble visit the shops you must pay same price. 
This·is foolish; not foolish ? A seller of meat or bread 
saves expense that time he not use horse cart. He 
sh~uld sell at cheaper rate, not ? , and many would go 
to him. My cousin not think so. He says that 
bakers or butchers, in truth all of same trade in a town, 
conspire to rob the public. I not can believe him ; it 
would be act of brigands. Best plan would be to have 
markets in different parts of Mei-li-pang, open at 
morning-head early, where the farm-man could bring 
his meat and grain, the fisherman his fish, the gardener 
his vegetables, the orchardist his fruit, the dairyman 
his cow-milk: oil, and each one sell in small quantity 
to the four people. In three period bells the crowd 
should all away go and the place of the market be swept 
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dry clean. This would confer benefit to the poor, 
who not object to early rising, and make idle army 
of greedy middlemen work usefully. in the market 
cleaning up. To this my cousin observed that id~ 
was good but nQt original, and would be opposed by 
shopmen and middlemen combined. They would 
influence law-makers, and prevent adoption of this 
public advantage. What to feel? Not is run
go out. 

Another cause is for dearness of products of the soil 
to the dwellers at here ; this is the big price coin de
manded by railway officers for carrying goods. If 
price one half, quantity carried would be four times 
more. That would· be gain to both farmers and 
officers. Like in our own country distances here are 
great, and the cost of carriage at a certain distance not 
yield profit to send goods to market. In a book I read 
with my teacher, free travelling and transport on the 
iron-roads is propose~. The author's argument is : 
'The railways belong to the people; for what reason 
they pay for use of their own property ? ' That the9ry 
is dream of the class called ' Socialists.' The farms in 
this nation are too large for owners to cultivate pro
perly; for their yield is poor. They not use manures 
as we do, but have chemicals costing much money. 
Myriads of mows have only grass. Grain farms are 
from half a /i to three li square. So great expanse of 
country is occupied by only small population-about 
one family to a· square li. Thus is not much farm pro
duce to carry unless long distance is traversed ; there
fore carriage price is big. These large farms should 
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be divided in halves or quarters, and so the population 
would be denser. 

In the eastern parts of this State are extensive forests 
of magnificent trees, ten parts big ; some of them three 
hundred feet high low. For more than two genera
tion past larg~ tracts o{ these forests, full of noble giants 
centuries in age, have been cut down or burnt to clear 
ground for meagre cultivation. Three days before I 
went to these wild hilly regions, where I saw these im
mense trees rising like arrows far above. Around one 
giant it required ten two men holding hands to en
circle! To attack that one with an axe, how dare 1 
Yet tens of thousands of these have been destroyed. 
The top good wood of these trees, tens of millions of 
piculs in light-heavy, burnt as of no use! Value of 
this timber for building, for mines, for the iron-roads, 
for f1:1rniture and for fuel, must be- many millions of 
taels-all gone up to the heavens in smoke, incense to 
the God of Destruction ! And in this city, at distance 
of only three, four hundred li, people must pay 8oo cash 
the picu/ of wood for fuel. They not know in what 
manner we in our villages have want of fuel for warmth 
in the winter. For what reason they not pile it in 
great stacks on their land, while awaiting the making 
of roads. One day in the not-come will be a scarcity, 
and they will think-think with sorrow of this waste. I 
remember that when a child my daily duty' was to look
look for tufts of grass and little twigs to roast water for 
tea and give heat to the k' an g. In this land the wants 
of now time are of top importance. But this contempt 
for the gifts of Heaven not goes unpunished, as we 
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know place-place in the eighteen provinces. We read 
in our ancient classics in what manner our mountains 
old time were richly clothed with trees. They served 
to drink up the rainfall, protect the loose face soil, and 
protect the land from disastrous floods. ·Those moun
tains have been shorn of their adorning locks. No 
hospitality given to the beneficent visitor, that there
fore hastens to down go the bare steeps. In ·anger 
tearing up soil, carrying it away. In more level course, 
weary of its burden, deposits soil in the river roads. 
There unduly delayed as before unduly hurried. The 
river roads thus raised not can carry off big rush of 
water. Ever increasing the flood that time bursts its 
banks. Lost hope of reaching destination, the sea
the waters wander far and wide, spreading destruction 
and causing famine. Meng says : 'Man wishes thus, 
thus; Heaven's government not so, not so.' I hear 
say that efforts are at now made to again plant trees in . 
places where they were burnt. The injury done has 
opened the eyes of the King's Family. Yet, for each 
tree planted, ten are destroyed. • 

May abundant prosperity increase and flourish with 
you! 



LETTER XIII: T'SENG-MING, APRIL j, 1901 

To Tseng 'Ching from Hwuy-ung 

H 
onoured elder brother, may your virtuous fame 
have no end I Great is your benevolence to 
my poor mean brothers in the time of trouble. 

You tdl me that K'ang, my revered leader, and his 
foliowers are called revolutionaries, not reformers, by 
the Empress. Not so. Heaven grant them protec
tion and success in the not-come ! . . . I have read 
with satisfaction that in our temples men of clear 
brightness are destroying the foolish idols. • • • You 

·ask me several things about this country. In all 
humility· I hasten to return teaching as far as my 
insignificant ability permits, knowing that your 
indulgence is as va.St as' the ocean. 

No one in the land has habit of long finger-nails. 
For a moon after arrival I allowed number three ofleft 
hand to have nail length of three iQches. My cousin 
told me thus not the custom, and begged me to clip it. 
I had foolish sorrow in doing so. For I had pride of 
this sign of the scholar and the proof of not doing hard 
work. In this city are rich persons who have same 
pride. This they show by whiteness and softness of 
hands~ To have strong, hard, and red hands is ac
counted among them as shameful. This class is a 
fraction of the population, chiefly women. They 
pass their lives in amusement, and not merit length of 
days; they are useless and consume food of worthy 
men. Nine parts of the people not have care for the 

80 
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whiteness of their hands, but have pride in their rough
ness caused by building fine cities in the deserts and 
forests. If I had thus laboured I should have same 
pride. Work is honourable, that time it makes men 
happier. Dishonourable is to live in idleness, and the 
sign of idleness not has honour. Women have care of 
their hands: much may be forgiven in them; they 
have different laws. They are like our women, with 
natures difficult for men to understand. Our females 
daub faces with red paint and use white powder to make· 
them seem beautiful. The same in this city. For 
what reason I not know. I think to please other 
women. So must they imagine it pleases men. It 
not pleases men, for I can perceive the artifice which 
is to deceive, and I not like deceit. ' He ~ho deceives 
others deceives himself.' Deceit in one thing is deceit 
in ten things. The skin beneath the fair mask rna y be 
that of a leper. Women not have our reasoning; or 
they would know they confess by this to not have the 
attractions they imitate. Sincerity in words, and in 
deeds, gives time-time most pleasure. Women should 
remember the words of Meng-tsz : 'There is no 
greater delight than to be conscious of sincerity on 
self-examination.' Ai! the doctrines of the Sages not 
affect therri. 

The Western Nations have cried shame on us · 
because our women cramp their feet to make them 
small. This has been custom with us for a thousand 
years. One while past I considered that distortion of 
Nature sign of superiority ; at now, not so. Ten 
thousand persons having reason must condemn practice 

F 
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that makes cripples of women. But women not can 
have reason if willing to suffer because of vanity, or 
the desire to appear. superior •. Those in this country
who have ambition to be leaders in society wear small 
shoes with high heels, which affect proper carriage of 
the body, and cause pain and inconvenience. But they 
not cramp their feet like our women of high class that 
they be called golden lilies. Yet five ten years before, 
the women of theW est had a custom even more foolish 
and harmf';ll to health. ; this was the wearing of a stiff 
casing with steel laths like armour under' their gar
ments. This with cords behind so squeezed the body 
below the ribs that two hands could span around. A 
woman more resembled an ant erect than human being. 
The organs of the 'body and the seats of righteousness 
and benevolence1 were thus pressed and pushed out of 
their places. Ill-health and early death awaited these 
victims of vanity and custom. Was it to make them
selves more pleasing to men ? ' The men of the West 
have extraordinary opinion to admire skeletons. The 
females I see .in the streets are one two handsome fat 
ones ; the others thin and appear half-starved. The 

· women in Mei-li-pang imitate superiors in wealth and 
importance with guidance of their garment-makers
whose interest is thus served. They alter shapes and 
colours of garments continually. One year is sign of 
superiority for them to wear wide-spreading dresses 
and small hats. The year below if these were worn 
would be proof of inferiority, poverty, or stupidity to 
wear them. For style of dress changed, and narrow 

1 The lungs and the liver. 
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dress~ that made walking difficult, and big feathered 
hats, were Fa-shun •.. Men not often change shapes of 
hats and clothes. Now time they imitate style of the 
Flower Flag people. We of the black-haired race not 
change thus. Our clothing not has changed in shape· 
for thousands of years; and is nearly the same for 
men and women. We not imitate, like monkeys, 
grimaces of other monkeys. I blame our Manchu 
dynasty for corrupting officials; and through them the 
nation. But they not encourage the cramping of feet. 
I blame that dynasty for the queue., They made us 
wear it as sign of subjection. That while time I came 
to 0-sei-lia I went to shave-head shop of one from our . 
country, and told him to off cu.t it.. As there is con
tinual change in the shape, texture, and colour of their 
garments1 so is there a constant change in other matters 
with these people. They altogether not seem to obtain 
their desire or satisfaction. Like children who get 
tired of their toys and want new ones. Laws are con
stantly amended or abolished, and new ones-soon to 
be swept away-adopted. There are too many laws, 
not ? Where people's root-mind is law, few other 
laws are required. They not be required if all men 
were good. A~teration of the laws shows that new 
ways are found by the cunning to slip through its · 
meshes. 

Among the Western Nations there is continual 
change, not in a few things, but in ten thousand things. 
1his is called progress. They say we are stationary 
and not advance because we not have these changes. 
With extremes there is what good? Our misfortunes 
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are due to our rigid veneration for the things of ages 
before that give no help in the present. But now time 
we also slowly change. When science proves that the· 
old methods have faults and of no use we must try new 
methods. This applies to sanitation, therapeutics, 
surgery, alimentation) domestic architecture, education, 
intercommunication, defence, and other vital require
ments. But unworthy is the apish adoption of new 
modes of dress. Discarding still useful garments, 
because other people do so, is frivolity and V!J.nity. 
The manners of these people are less polite thaiJ they 
were, being brusque and often inconsiderate. . Their 
morality is different, according to condition in society. 
Even their religion has been modified during several 
tens of years. Once they used to pray to their God 
for rain; now it is thought wrong to do so. Before 
time it was believed that Earth's Prison was a dreadful 
fiery place destined for the wicked after death ; at 
time this- is not believed. Many in centuries before 
were ready to die in torment to prove their faith that 
Jesus was the son of their God. Now time most 
people hold that Jesus was a holy man, but no more of 
divine nature than other men. There must be good 

, much fickleness in people so changeable in,their faith. 
In the not-come they will believe no thing. 

Venerable brother, forgive-sin in my poor mean 
opinions and extend your noble indulgence to me. 
May the Three Kinds of Abundance be yours for 
myriads of years ! 



LETI'ER XIV: LIH TS'IU, AUGUST 7,-1901 

'To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

H 
onoured elder brother, my heart was filled 
with joy when I again beheld your g'raceful 
pencil. I needed some means of renovating 

my virtue and extending my gall. ' For I, the cheap 
scholar, during the last moon have suffered from an 
ignoble little disease in the stomach with fever. For 
three five days I lay in bed, refusing dreaded aid of a 
doctor. Number one sign of my stupid sickness was 
after visit to a food-shop. Some fish that I ate there 
was origin cause, as I was told. I was in trouble as 
one about to cross deep water. I had fear of the 
doctor with his remedies worse than the disease. For 
I thought of the one who old time treated me in our 
country •••• A man who being presented with the 
three corners of my malady, yet not could discover the 
fourth. I pictured him in my recording-faculty with 
his horn spectacles and grave countenance, and the big 
book of prescriptions of his father-also a doctor-· 
under his arm. He should have had ability; but the 
ivory shavings, herbs, and ground oyster-shells-even 
the gold leaf.-not improving me, other six doctors 
quickly followed, one of them using the needles. 
When they a~l left me-as one passing beyond-I 
became better and quickly regained health. I then 
understood the popular bclief.-that doctors in their 
reincarnation were changed to asses for having killed 
their patients by their ignorance. Thus my enlight-

Sii 
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ened Tutor will allow for my mean fear of doctors • 
. But the treatment I received one moon before, how 
different I This Western doctor_ placed a small glass
tube in my mouth and felt my wrist pulse. He then 
wrote on one piece paper with his steel-pointed pencil, 
and paper was taken to neighbouring chemist. In the 
time it would take to eat a bowl of rice he mixed the 
drugs and handed over medicine.. I was informed that 
the fish I ate _had been tou~hed with rottenness ; thus 
\Yas I poisoned. Now, your simple younger brother has 
returned to health, but is weak. I still eat medicine. 

I speak of my foolish short-time disease to show that 
in the cure of human maladies these people are far 
beyond us in learning. They have to pass difficult 
examinations and attend at hospitals for long time, 
before allowed to be called doctors. They not use 
ridiculous medicaments that have superstitious origin 
in~ented by ignorance. They have minutely studied 
the anatomy and functions of different organs of the 
body. They have registered and acquired learning 
and experience of countless doctors that went before, 
and have themselves watched ~£feet of accepted treat
ment by the bedside. Thus, they use few drugs, and 
those sparingly. They trust to the sick person's vital 
power and the passing of time ; for that they have 
credit. In the Middle Kingdom theW estern doctors, 
as my honoured elder brother knows, receive great 
respect and affection ; notably for surgical operations. 
Though· many have doubt in the merits of the foreign 
shepherds' efforts, the four neighbours praise the 
foreign doctor. 
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There are several of our countrymen here who call 
themselves doctors and are visited by many people who 
go to them when their own doctors not can do good. 
One of these black-haired doctors lives in a village 
about twenty li from the city, and he has many visitors. 
Have time there are fifty persons waiting to see him. 
Men must give their names moons before they have 
audience with him. In truth, during the millenniums 
of our civilisation good much experience has been ac
quired in the use of herbs for certain disorders.. These 
remedies may have thus been imparted to following 
generations. I have heard say that some old women 
among the Western race also possess remedies trans
mitted from mother to daughter for ages. When the 
science has enlightened us, our doctors will no longer 
be false sages with heads full of Wu-ki and imposture. 

But the coin demanded by doctors here in my mean 
opinion is above level price. My venerable brother 
may measure when I say that it is about three taels, 
have times even six taels, for each visit. Thus only 
those who possess much money can pay for repeated 
VISits. In cases that require surgical operations it is 
top price, and not can be paid except by the rich. So, 
many must beg a plan of the hospital doctors, and wait 
~heir turn for weary. hours. They may be denied 
admission because of want of accommodation, which 
is injustice to the poor, for whom hospitals were in
stituted. It often happens that sick people not call 
a doctor because of great exi>ense. But getting worse, 
they are forced to ask his aid. This is greater loss to 
the afflicted one, but advantage to the doctor. At 
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here doctors have pay that while ti~e a man is ill ; 
thus it is profit for them for man to remain ilJ. In 
some parts of the Middle Kingdom doctors have pay · 
that while time a man has health. · Thus it is no 
profit for them if man is ill ; but profit to them to 
make him well. This has reason. These doctors 
live in fine houses, in the best positions, and go about 
in carriages having no hors~. 

The dwellers in Mei-li-pang not choose the site of 
their graves. They must all be buried in places set 
apart. · They not have Feng-shuy as we understand it 
regarding burial-places. After much thinking-up I 
have now small belief in earth-divination. With 
reverence to the opinions of my honoured elder 
brother, one like my mean self in the college gate, I not 
have faith in the extraordinary things of the Taoists. 
I th~nk absurd that a spot must be fixed upon to bring 
good fortune. For what reason? Because a priest 
says that there meet the magnetic currents-the azure 
dragon and the whit~ tiger. Once I thought that 
much depended on the priest's compass, on lie of the 
ground, nature of the soil, effect of overspreading trees, 
and other things. More time I stay in this country, 
more I am sure that common-sense is chief merit of 
the people, which we might take as guide with advan
tage. In truth, there are many at here who are want
ing in this ; as I will submit to my venerable brother's 
learned consideration. If we had more of this reason 
·we should disregard the trickery of the priests with 
their consultations of the tortoise, the milfoil, and the 
stars. We should understand their long delay in 
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choosing a burial-site when we think a think that they 
are being paid all the time. Those who believe in 
them are the ignorant. With the promise of good 
things in hereafter, they yield up the good things in 
this world. It is grasping at a shadow and letting fall· 
the substance. For what eye can pierce the veil that 
conceals the Unknown ? 

There is another large class who not believe in pre
dictions of rewards and punishments after death. They 
declare openly that they so believe for the sake of peace 
and to follow the custom, that nothing may be said 
against them. · 

The Western race consider they are in ten things 
our superiors, and wish to teach us how to live. They 
have infirmities like all men, and a Feng-shuy of their 
own. As Meng-tsz said : 'That whereby man 
differs from the lower animals is but small. The mass 
of people cast it away, while superior men preserve it.' 
What is cast away is the power of reason; even the 
superior man not at all times can preserve it. Every 
one has a secret resemble-belief in good and bad in
fluences, which we call spirits, sending good or b~d 
fortune. We that follow the precepts of the Great 
Sage will on occasions of births, marriages, and deaths 
not refuse ministrations of both Buddhist and Taoist 
priests. \Ve think it possible they confer benefits ; 
if not, no harm has been done. So we respect-despise 
them ; a strange contradiction. The greatest men 
have credulity; though, being detected in this sub
jection, would laugh away the accusation. We find 
our best arranged plans so often thwarted that we 
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have notion ill hick accompanies us. We believe , 
that spirits sent by the god of chance, giving or 
refusing good fortune, surround us 'and must be -
appealed to. 

By the Ying people Polite Worship day six is 
~ought to be an unlucky day. Many not know for 
what reason. It is because 1 esus, whom they call the 
Son of Shangti, was crucified on that day. It is 
believed in their religion that this death was to appease 
their God, and so save the human race from endless 
punish.ment in Earth's Prison. If they had reason, 
Friday should be the top lucky day. But they declare 
Friday not lucky, all the same. However, if they have 
to commence big enterprise, or raise body for a distant 
land, or decide for war, or be knotted, nine parts choose 
some other day. Ill luck is also supposed linked with 
ten three. This was the number represented by 1 esus 
and His disciples that time they sat at supper and the 
one who betrayed him to the authorities was present. 
So it is thought of ill omen for thirteen to assemble 
together at a wine. Thus it is custom not that one 
should leave, but to invite another guest. For, if mis
fortune happen to one of that number, blame is given to 
that number. Still, some who desire to partake of the 
banquet will risk being of the thirteen. Some trades
people for a dozen articles, as cakes or fruit, will add 
another one in a spirit of liberality. No ill luck is 
attached to that by the person so benefited. We also 
have ~ur weakness regarding numbers, calling the 
days of the moon that have uneven numbers, as 1, 3, 
5, hard days, when it is good to do business abroad ; 
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the other even numbered being called soft days and not 
favourable. 

I went a moon before with my instructor to see the 
game they call Foo-poh. This game has even more 
fame than Kli-kei, described in my letter old year. Is 
played in winter heaven, for it requires top endurance 
and activity. Before arrived at place, same where 
they played Kli-kei, I heard roar of voices two three li 
distant. I not know what to fed. Going near, a 
deaf man could hear again and one with hearing be 
made deaf. Within edge were three ten _thousand 
men and women. They came from what place ? 
Sitting body we look-see the game. It was same aS a 
battle ; two groups of men in struggling contention. 
These young, strong, quick men what do ? Men one 
side try to kick goose-egg pattern ball between two 
poles that represent a gate or entrance. They run like 
hares, charge each other like bulls, knock down one 
the other rushing in pursuit of the ball to send it 
through the enemy's poles. When ball is kicked good 
and caught with quickness, then voices of the people 
burst. forth like sound of mountain wave daShing 
against a cliff. Men and women mad with excite
ment yell and scream at the players. Some common 
men full of Pia call out jeering advice or abuse in loud, 
hoarse voice. This they do for foolish display, yet not 
have courage nor ability to do a fraction themselves. 
We would call such creatures mudlegs. It is violent 
game, and men often eat inju;f'y. But to make them 
bold and hardy it passes ten thousand games, for it is 
like fighting. Men thus brave will make top goo~ 
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soldiers. We must adopt this game in the eighteen 
provinces. The explanation-rule of Foo-poh is to my 
thinking almost same as Kli-kei. The ball is the 
God of Evil; the rival bands strive to reject-return it 
go to Earth's Prison through the gates. That side 
more times driving demon ball to opposite prison has 
victory. We sons of T'ang not like violent things. 
But on earth more parts are obtained by force. So we 
must learn some violence. The people in this land 
have mad liking for Foo-poh, and think of it from 
morn~ng-head early to half-night. The new-hear 
papers have pages filled with its description. Falling 
rain, we put off body and leave the park. That time 
we turn to serious affairs in the Middle Kingdom. 
We think up with sorrow of our old-time humiliation. 
We speak of our shameful peace and great big indem
nity forced from us by the Western Nations. My il)
structor at last return-goes to his house. I see a man 
come quickly to me with excitement. . He says : 
'You from where come?' I reply: 'From Chai-nah.' 
He answers with irritation : . ' That is what good ? 
Tell me the winning side.' . I say : ' The men of the 
West, in truth.' With face red with anger, he cried, 
'You four-square block! I speak of Foo-poh. You 
not know.' He say words of abuse and turn away to 
another' man. Ai-ya! The fate of ten parts ~f the 
black-haired race was for him no importance ; Foo-poh 
of vertex importance. Our poor origin earth's down
fali, he what care? So with heart heavy _I return-go 
to.my cousin's house. 

That I may not lose the opportunity of the iron-
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ship's departure. and delay humble homage to the 
honoured elder brother, I cease my tedious communi
cation. I pray Heaven may rain down upon you 
myriads of blessings, and the Three Auspicious Stars 
watch over you by night. 



LET'I'ER XV: NOVEMBER 2.7, 1901 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

V enerable brother, greatly am I honoured by 
your questions about my unworthy health, 
which now happily is good. Regarding your 

unmerited praise-how dare? 
You will find on separate piece paper address of 

house where I shall live next moon. I leave my 
cousin's· house because his wife wishes to govern all 
near her like a. tyrant. To save my face I said I 
desired live in centre of the city. I still preserye 
the relation of friendship. 

In my last poor letter I finish not subject I was dis:_ 
cussing. It was about the good resemble-belief 
com~on to all men, as Feng-shuy with us. This half
belief each one ridicules in another, yet possesses him
self; so for all defects. A man has difficulty to see 
his own eyelashes. Among these people it is thought 
unlucky to walk beneath a ladder, even when no one 
is on it carrying bricks ; but it is not counted unlucky 
to glance down barrel of a gun. Of a ladder, I am re.: 
minded of what I saw yesterday below noon. In the 
street a big man walking quickly, caught his foot 
against a ladder set up at house face. In anger he 
stopped steps, and gave ladder a vigorous kick. Hurt
ing his foot, he in fury kicked it again with the other 
foot and, somewhat appeased, went on his way. 
Surely the man must have given personality to the 
wooden ladder, by thus taking revenge. Yet con-

s. 
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stantly we see that to dead substance is given quality of 
active living. Some famous men have believed in 
charmed rings and amulets. In truth, 'There is no 
wise man who is not also foolish.' They of the Lord 
of Heaven sect wear round their necks near the skin 
a medal or piece of doth blessed by' a priest they 
believe preserves them from harm. They would 
make invincible warriors. Perhaps in battle they 
would be undeceived, as were our Boxers, who had 
same belief. However, I not have heard that members 
of this sect are free from accidents or sickness. 

Some gems are thought to have good or bad in
fluence. Opals are unlucky; perhaps those say so 
who not own them. I have read of a famous diamond, 
bringing death and misfortune come to all possessing 
it. This I not all believe, for many would dare being 
its owner. Women here often wear four-pointed 
Indian cross of gold, or its imitation; emblem of the 
four winds bringing 'uck. Soldier-ships and regi
ments also have favourite animals, sometimes a dog, 
a goat, or even that strange animal only found in this 
part of the world, the kang-ah-/()(). This animal has 
small head like a sheep, and a heavy body broader at 
the end. It leaps forward two, three ten feet on its 
powerful hind legs and broad tail ; a wonderful 
creature. These favourites are supposed to embo~y 
fortune of the ship or regiment they accompany. 
Good many people gain money by taking advantage 
of the feeble reason of others. They pretend they can 
tell the past and divine the future by examining th~ 
palm of the hand, or the formation of the skull. For 
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small sum these clever rogues wil~ give written docu
ment stating the numerous qualities and few defects of 
persons paying them, so the course of his future life 
may be properly guided. These are like our Ming
yen who foretell all events, as they say. They must 
forget their own fortune, if in knowing the future they 

. not take note of the winning number of a lottery to 
come or the name of the horse who will arrive first in 
their grand horse-race. There are women also who 
call themselves ' clear seers.' By staring into a glass 
globe they pretend to fall into a trance and see things 
happening at the ends of the earth. But not can see 
their own folly; or if they do, others cannot. Not 

' folly if they are well rewarded. 
· Other vain things men believe, a5 a drowning man 
will clutch at seaweed--dreams, omens, and such like. 
I ha:ve seen a sinal! book that interprets all kinds of 
dreams. In some countries such as 1-ta-li-kwoh and 
Ta Lu-sung, where are public lotteries, the choice of 
numbers is much regulated by dreams. One of my 
cousin's friends of the Western race dreamt that his 
mother was dead. He consulted small book, and 
chose number for a lottery. In great fear he wrote 
to village where she lived and was informed, to his sur
prise, that she was alive ; at this his heart was relieved. 
He won small sum. I .have also read, with my 
teacher's assistance, of the popular belief among the . 
1-ta-li-jin that some persons have what is called the 
'evil eye.' They have power to injure others they 
look-see. The only means of defeating the evil in
fluence being the extension of two fingers-behind the 
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back, not to give offence-these representing the two 
horns of their Ti-tsang, showing he is discovered and . 
baffied. It was because of these foolish n~tions that 
King K'ang warned Duke Deih that 'there should 
not be the love of what is extraordinary.' He not 
know of iron-roads, airships, and air mes5ages. Break
ing face glass, thereby destroying the reflection of 
some one who had used it, is thought of bad omen. 
Spilling salt at table may bring evil consequences if a 
pinch of it not is cast over left shoulder. Crossing 
knives foretells dissension. A howling dog at night 
warns of approaching death; but as in a large city 
some one rna y be called on high each hour in the 
twelve, this belief may have reason. For good luck a 
horseshoe is often nailed over a door. Gamblers turn 
round their chairs thrice to improve luck, and many 
other foolish things are done for same purpose accord
ing to local fancy. Thus let neither red- nor black
haired race deride each other ; for ten thousand men 
have weakness and ignorance occasio.nally. 

Often I go to the big building in the city where 
myriads of books are stored, and where a person may 
enter and choose book' to read. I feel on entering 
there the reverence of one in the hall of his ancestors ; 
indeed, more reverence still, for I no longer regard my 
ancestors-whom I never knew, and who may not all 
have been worthy men-as one time I did. My 
honoured elder brother will perhaps condemn me for 
confessing this. He will regard me as one unwilling 
to follow them in all things. Since I have exarr{ined 
the thoughts and actions of people of other na~ions, 

G 
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reason has pointed out the weakness of some of our 
precepts. Should I be sincere if I not admit this ? In 
the Doctrine of the Mean we read : ' It is only he .. 
who is possessed of the most complete sincerity that can 
exist under Heaven, who can give its full development 
to his nature.' Though I think of my father and my 
mother, now guestS on high, with deepest reverence 
and love, and hope to be worthy of them, I not can 
sincerely extend same reverence and love to their 

·parents whom I have never known. Now time I not 
believe that their spirits require offerings of food they 
not can eat, nor incense serving no purpose, nor mock 
paper money they cannot spend. ·May your noble 
friendship for my unworthy self not suffer by my sip.
cerity ! I return-come to big Book Palace. Amongst 
these books of infinite variety I am in communion with . 
the spirits of the great men of all ages and countries, as 
they thought and spoke when alive ! These great 

· men in truth are the spirits of our ancestors. We not 
see them, but they hover around us. If we wish to 
hear their voices, they will speak to us. In what 
manner? To worship the minds ofK'ung and Meng 
and the minds of countless other Sages of different lands 
is good and has reason. We not offer food ; they give 
food to us. What august assembly! We must feel 
in our heart that, the company of the gr~test and the 
wisest in the court of a powerful monarch would possess 
but a fraction of the greatness and wisdom found in this 
meeting-place of all the Sages recorded in the world's 
history ! Nor must I await an audience of one of 
them of high name. I reach out my hand, and he 
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speaks to me. More truly would Li Han have spoken 
of these books than of the T'ung Records, of which he 
said : · ' If a man acquaints himself with them, he will 
know all about the world without leaving his own 
door.' Learning is far more precious than gold ; in 
it there is daily renovation of virtue. I am so far ad
vanced in knowledge of the Ying language that with 
aid of a dictionary I understand much. But as yet I 
am famished from inability to swallow Without my 
dictionary I not could have explanation. I should be 
like one lost in a forest; like K'wang,ofwhom Meng 
says: 'The acute ear of the music-master K'wang, 
without the pitch-tubes, could not determine correctly 
the five notes.' 

For long time I have been as one lost in dense fog; 
perplexed by the constant hearing from the ·common 
people of a 'word that sounds like 'Pla-ti.' My in
structor tells me it is not used by men of culture ,This 
word, often repeated in a phrase, refers to the life
stream in our vein channels. Every object is then 
painted red and gory. This is untrue and horrible. 
Thus they will say in ordinary converse: 'I went to 
see the pla-ti man in his pla-ti house ; but he was at 
his pla-ti little meal. So I could not have a pla-ti talk 
with him about our p/a-ti business.' This does not 
show clear brightness on the part of such people. For 
the man, his house, his little meal, a talk and a business 
not can all be gory. My tutor gives me the explana
tion-rule for this curious habit of speech. Those y.rho . 
have it are of low class whose gall is small, but who 
desire to appear as b~ave as grizzly bears. These poor 
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beings art: found in the samshu-shops. They have the 
faces of foxes but try to look like wolves. 

Thus .far at present. May your virtuous fame 
have no end, and your happiness endure for myriads 

. ofyears! 



LETTER XVI: CH'UN FUN, MARCH 2.0, 1902. 

'ro Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

H onoured elder brother, I read in a new-hear 
paper that the Old Buddha Empress has re
turned-come to Peking. Now time she has 

changed manner towards the Western people, and has 
friendship with their high-class women. This after 
our defeat and loss of face ! She desires this time re
form in many things. She proclaims that we must 
adopt Western methods like our neighbours of the 
Kingdom of the Rising Sun. She sincere, not sincere, 
what man knows ? Perhaps she has fear oflosing the 
Dragon Seat and ending her dynasty. Humbly I bow 
the head in submission to your worthy admonitions. 
In your exalted circumstances I might have been 
even more severe. I beg to announce defence of 
my new-poor opinions, and claim your gracious 
consideration. · 

In discussing religions with a learned gendeman 
here, he assured me that he has difficulty" to yield up 
belief in the God nature of Jesus. This from child
hood had been interwoven with the texture of his 
youth. But he not could reconcile it with his mid
life reason. He admitted that at times a pang of fear 
made his heart sour when he asked himself : ' If he be 
the Son of Shangti ? ' What to think ? With the 
same feelings I regard ancestral worship. ' Honour 
your ancestors that you may prosper' is a frequent say
ing with us. The Jesus sect in their religion have the 

101 
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law : ' Honour thy father and thy mother that thy 
days be long in the land.' Meng also says: 'Filial 
affection for parents is the working of benevolence.'
Having intelligence, will doubt this what man ? But 
beyond this, to say that 'filial piety is seen in the skilful 
carrying-out' of the wishes of our forefathers, and the 
skilful carrying-forward of their undertakings,' one 
must turn round upon oneself and ask if that has 
reason. There . is an island near the land of the 
1-ta-li-jin, where revenge by murder is custom from 
father to son for_ generations. If this is filial piety, 
then I not uphold it ; yet it is obeying the wishes of 
their forefathers. Are justice, benevolence, and man's 
liberty in what place ? The wishes and undertakings 
of our forefathers not are always righteous ; therefore 
they are obeyed for what cause ? He who dwells in 
his native village in the valley, all his years, has less 
knowledge of the extent of the valley than one away on 
a neighbouring hill-top. So with the manners and 
customs of a country. Familiarity and the habit of 
daily life not make them noticed and questioned. By 
living in another country with different manners and 
opinions one can compare, and so judge correctly. By 
travel one discovers that there is much good to be 
found in other lands. 

Ancestral worship was with me-and is with nearly 
all of the black-haired race who have not left the 
Flowery Land-a sacred obligation. Thus to argue 
against it may seem impiety. But I reply to those who 
will reproach me as a traitor to our ancient doctrines : 
'I love life and I love justice. But if I not can pre-
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serve both, I would rather yield up life and cling to 
justice.' 

It seems a short time past-so clear in my recording
faculty are those days-I stood in the hall of ancestors 
in my father's house, dressed, like other members of 
our family, in holiday attire. Plainly I see the altar 
at the end of the hall-a long, varnished table. On 
the steps in front, the tablets inscribed with the names 
of our ancestors, torches and incense-sticks burning. 
The square table bearing the family records, at a little 
distance, with seats around. Again I see my revered 
father and mother, as was custom each ~alf-moon, ap
proach the altar. I resemble-hear the invocation to 
Heaven asking for guidance and protection. The 
singing of the ancestral hymn, accompanied by calling 
on the spirits of the dead. Even at that milk age I was 
impressed by the solemnity of the rites. I believed 
that the departed spirits were summoned from the 
Great Unknown to receive our homage. Each spirit 
for the time dwelling in the tablet to his honour. Hav
ing fear, I looked to see them, and prayed to Heaven 
for their peace and goodwill. \Vith pity I thought of 
these unseen spirits wandering in spac~ comforted 
and appeased by our worship. The words of the 
1\faster would be repeated by my father, and I would 
be shaken with pallid terror: 'How abundantly do 
spiritual beings display the powers that belong to them ! 
\Ve look for them, but do not see them ; we li~ten to, 
but do not hear them ; yet they enter into all things, 
and there is nothing without them. They cause all 
the people in the empire to fast and purify themselves, 
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and array themselves in their richest dresses, in order 
to attend at their sacrifices. Then, like overflowing 
water, they seem to be over the heads, and on the right 
and left of ·their worshippers.' Thi~ I believed. 
Years below I accepted the opinion of Emperor K'ang 
Hi : ' We know their souls cannot come to inhabit 
the tablets ; but we try to persuade ourselves that we 
are in their presence.' This has more reason. Offer
ings were brought-rice, grain, and wine. The voice 
of my father, now time in my .ears, addressing all 
present, recounted the good actions of each ancestor 
back to several generations. And, as he were a re
incarnation of each one, spoke in his name. He 
bade us be worthy of them and be renovated in virtue. 
At that time my mind was how greatly impressed! 
In trembling apprehension I thought I heard the 
voices of the dead, long silenced, once again speaking 
from· emptiness ! Then we sat at small table--my 
father, my mother; I, their first-born, and my brothers ; 
reverent and subdued. My father spoke again, as a 
judge, of our obligations to each other. He counselled 
us to forgiveness for wrong done us. He reproved us 
for any shortcoming, and urged us to uphold righteous
ness and benevolence. Not revere and honour thus a 
father, who could ? If every father had in his heart 
so to improve his children, humanity would be how 
much better ? But something not was there. Love 
and sympathy that draws heart to heart-that was 

wanting. The relation between father and son was 
respectful fear only; a carriage without wheels. Less 
good the relation between father and daughter. Men 
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have fear that affection may diminish reverence, not i 
Fathers with us hide sentiment behind the wall of 
dignity and ceremony, as we conceal our homes from 
public view. The words of Meng, how true : 'The 
great man is he who does not lose his child's h~.' 
This meaning that he is simple and natural in all. his 
dealings. In ancestral worship, for what cause do we 
in the eighteen provinces believe that the spirits of the 
dead hover always around us i For what cause do we 
believe that they must be flattered with praise, prayer, 
and emblematic offerings ? For what cause, if their 
deeds were good, should they be restless and vindictive? 
Has this reason ? I pray you to forgive-sin in me if I 
say that it has not reason, and I not can uphold it. Yet 
this cult has endured for millenniums, and is honoured 
by the followers of K 'ung ,Lao-tsz, and Buddha in the 
1\fiddle Kingdom. There are other spirits neglected 
by their progeny. We call them Hungry Ghosts 
doomed to wander uncared for. In fear, we hope to 
appease them by offering the sm~ of feasts ; _we after-. 
wards partaking of the substance. Is this not Wu-ki ? 
Ai-ya ! We have thus fear of spirits that our lives 
are passed in apprehension. We are told that : ' The 
approaches of the spirits you cannot s~e--and can 
you treat them with indifference ? ' Thus are we 
foolish and by other nations thought to have small gall. 
Now time we must cast from us children's trembling 
fancies, sick dreams of horrible and ridiculous things. 
It is for this purpose I write; for this purpose I came 
here to learn the strength of the red-haired men and 
our own weakness. £It is hard to take bitter medi-
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cine; but it is wise when it restores us to health.' If 
we wish to be strong and avoid dismemberment, we 
must cease to put faith in the existence of spirits, of 
which there is no fraction of proof. 

I not say that we not honour our ancestors, if 
honoUrable, for this sentiment urges their descendants 
to be worthy of them. In some fine dwellings in the 
Ying Kingdom, e~:nd other lands of the West, are seen 
pictures of the owners' ancestors, in which they have 
great pride. Yet for this pride they have sometimes 
little reason. For many of these ancestors obtained 
titles and larid by cruelty and oppression, or by servi-ng 
the Icing's vices. When noble deeds were so rewarded 
their memory might justly be· honoured. In such 
estimation also might our tablets be held ; as examples 
in right-doing, and as warnings against wrong-doing. 
I pause and can say no more. May your virtue be 
rewarded with great happiness and endless life! 



LETTER XVII : JUNE 19, 190.2. 

'To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

R
espected brother, in your last valuable letter 
you ask me things regarding Filial Piety in this 
country. The difference in the relations 

between father and ·son in the Middle Kingdom and 
. the same relations in this land of the New Golden 
Mountains is only to be compared to the difference 
there is between light and darkness; or between the 
summit of the highest peak in Thibet and the lowest 

· depth of the ocean. With us filial piety is servility and 
awe, with them it is independence and indifference. 
After long comparison I have measured that they 
would each be better by drawing nearer from opposite 
poles and seeking more genial climate in the temperate 
zone ; for ~armth of affection is lacking in both. 

With us a father is a god ; his children his slaves. 
But have they not individuality ? have they not the 
responsibility of their future l To be taught only to 
look backwards to their progenitors, rather than·for
wards to their own lives and their posterity, for what 
good? A river, with occasional backwash along· 
its banks, will not flow towards its source, but down
ward. Our doctrines of filial piety and ancestor
worship have arrested the onward current and made 
waters stagnate. This exaggerated reverence for the 
past has dammed back the spirit of innovation and pro
gress. The subservience of youth to old age has 
hampered enterprise. It is barbarous that a father has 

107. 
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power over the life of his child ; against nature and 
the rights of the State. The Master admitted that : 
'A youth is to be regarded with respect. How do we 
know that his future will not be equal to our present ? ' 
It might be greater. The obedience required of a son 
with us should not be that of a slave, but of one who 
freely yields it in a sense of justice and a feeling of 
affection. This is what Meng understood when he 
said : ' Filial affection for parents is the working of 
·benevolence.' 

Iri this land, instead of filial piety, there is hardly 
respect. Neglect of control by the parents is the cause. 
Because of the hard struggle against nature in the 
wilds. This promotes in the young spirit of inde
pendence and mere toleration of relationship. In the 
country districts this may be observed. Many hard 
men have desperate task clearing the dense forest where 
are found the biggest trees. In cultivating ·each year 
a little mote .of the land so wrested from wild growth, 
they, their wives, and their children must all help con
tinually to the limit of their strength. Boys and girls 
ride horses, slaughter animals, milk cows, and cut away 
sprouting bushes. Girls help the mother in house 
duties. · Boys help the father in ploughing, sowing, 
felling trees, and making fences. Having the re
sponsibilities of men, they are treated as equals. Some
times the children are more efficient than the parents, 
who must then defer to them. So their relative 
positions change together with their respect. As in 
two scales, one, having at first all the weights, by their 
transference to the other becomes the lighter. I 
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have seen where a son, owner of a shop, gave orders to 
his father, who was in his employment receiving wages. 
You can imagine this, not ? In this case the son had 
mastery over the father-a painful sight. 

The loss of control over one's children is occasion
ally due to the neglect of them for attraction of the 
samshu-shop. Sometimes this loss of control happens 
through granting too much liberty to the young. 
They yield to vicious companions' urging and example. 
Boys and youths will then band together in a ' Push.' 
This word means shoving, or forcing a way in a crowd, 
a thing they do, with other viol~nce.. There they 
learn all kinds of evil-doing. Girls are allowed too 
much freedom; or take it. Many in this city are 
employed in factories, in shops, and in offices. · They 
go to work in the morning by the sa:me-houred steam- -
horse, and return by another at a fixed hour below 
noon. They often travel with same people. They 
come to know them and to speak to them. Some of 
those they speak to are bad characters ; so they are 
led astray. Their language and their manners become 
sour. They will not patiently bear reprimands of 
their parents. For as they earn money they judge 
themselves independent. 

It is here constant experience for parents to struggle 
to hold their children ; and for children to struggle 
for ind~pendence--continual warfare. Even at early 
age children fight to obtain some indulgence or con
cession which shall serve as for more conquests. The 
weakness ofboth parents at last not can contend against 
the vigour and pretended t:ights of their young. With 
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us control is never relaxed ; pretensions of children 
are never sanctioned. This is the excellent feature in 
our ancestral worship. With us the father has the 
functions of the priest and magistrate combined. 
Something of this would be great advantage here. 

The demeanour of many youths in this country 
shows want of respect for their parents and their elders. 
They stare boldly, and openly laugh at them ; sit when 
they stand ; not wait to be addressed before speaking ; 
their voices are loud, they interrupt others, and lead 
the conversation. All without rebuke, which they 
would resent with insolence if parents showed dissatis-: 
faction. . We have always been taught that : ' Respect 
for elders is the work of righteousness.' I have heard 
youths contradict fathers, and be pleased in showing 
them in error. I have seen girls reading foolish books 
while mothers ar.e preparing food or washing clothes. 
Fathers and mothers frequently complain--sometimes 
before a magistrate-and say that their children are 
beyond their control. This is confession that carries 
with it shame. I not say that all families are devoid 
of filial piety; but many of them. Our great Sage, 
Meng, taught that : ' If each man would love his 
parents and show due respect to his elders, the whole 
empire would enjoy tranquillity.' And the Prince of 
Men had already said same before his time: 'From 
the living example of one family, a whole State becomes 
loving ; and from its courtesies, a whole State becomes 
courteous.' 

What is respected in this land is Power, in all forms 
-l\1oney, Authority, Bodily Strength, Skill, Endur-
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ance. If you not have one of these you not find much 
respect or consideration. 

But in justice to the dwellers here, I say that to 
strangers who not know their ways they appear worse 
than they in truth are. They like not to give proofs 
of affection and respect, though deep in their hearts 
they may have those sentiments. This because they 
have fear of ridicule for being like women. They not 
like to show signs of soft emotions ; they consider 
them weakness. So it is difficult to know how some 
feel within their hearts, their sentiments being hidden. 
To them would apply the saying: 'The miser, 
though possessed of a great hoard, is nevertheless poor ; 
for he makes no use of it.' If affection and respect are 
not shown, it is same as if they not exist. Some will 
argue : ' It is not by words, which all may use, but by 
deeds, that men are to be judged.' This is well ; if 
there be deeds whereby to judge them. Meanwhile 
we judge them by their words and.demeanour, ·which 
should harmonise with their possible.deeds. 

I learn in your valued letter that the Empress Tsu 
Hsi has advised general abolition of that ancient 
absurdity-foot-binding. She now time knows it 
is of no use swimming against the current of reform. 
There are many other things that we demand and 
must obtain. Inform my beloved associates of my 
faith in our cause and the nature of my studies. • • • 

I pray the reverend Tutor to exercise his virtuous 
patience and benevolence in glancing over the little 
scholar's mean opinions. May ten thousand bless
ings rain down fro.m Heaven upon you I 



LETTER XVIII 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

Honoured brother, my humble eyes viewed your 
elegant penCil with great happiness, and my 

· heart is composed in learning that the spirit of 
· reform is' viewed favourably. 

We of the black-haired race are in this place 
measured 'harshly ; in same way we are unjust to the 
Western people who settled· in this country. I have 
found good men and women in this land, whose virtue 
I shall praise. And those who have lived with us 
many years speak well of us. We have thieves ; they 
have them here also. My teacher has relations a hun
dred /i north of this city who are farmers. They send 
him presents of fruit and kay in bags or in boxes. In 
five years he has received from them many of these 
presents. But every time, these bags and boxes have 
been opened and closed, one and two parts taken. He 
spoke to railway officials, who said : 'It is the carters.' 
He spoke to the carter officials, who said : 'It is the 
iron-road men.' N e~t time a box of apples arrived 
three parts were taken. My teacher smiles ; for the 
apples had the disease of the boring worm, and were 
not sent as a present. The relation had put medicine 
into the apples for the thieves to eat. The fruit was 
buried in my teacher's garden. Two days below he 
showed me in a new-hear paper, with great laughing, 
that an iron-road man was suddenly attacked with 
vomiting and was taken to the hospital. No mention 
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of apples. In another part of the paper he read of a 
carter seized with fits of vomiting. He was taken to 
the same hospital, where he brought up pieces of.apple. 
My teacher,.on the public visiting day, walked through 
the hospital and spoke to some of the patients ; and· 
to the railway man and the carter. The first said he 
was poisoned by bad fish, and the second said that he 
had a disordered liver. My teacher kindly asked if 
he could bring them some dainties. They wished to 
know what dainties. 'I have some nice apples from the 
country,' he replied. They gave same answer-they 
not care for apples. The next box of apples was teri 
parts full; in the not-come, I think, apples not be stolen. 

In the Flowery Land we are the same with money ; 
not with apples. Our corruption was begun and in
creased by the invasion of the Eastern Tartar savages 1 

who established present dynasty-theTa Tsing •• ·. 
named how falsely ! The officials civil and military 
they imposed on us were proud, indolent) and rapacious. 
They received small pay~ They were expected, dur
ing three years of office, to find income by extortion, 
accepting bribes and selling justice. A few left office 
not rich. In the ancient times-the golden age, as 
told by our Sages-we read in the Book of Odes -that 
even then the people were how discontented : 

'Large rats J Large rats! 
Do not eat our millet. 
Three years have we had to do with you, 
And you have not been willing to show any regard 

for us.' 

t The Manchus. 

H 
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. The corruption of our officials during this dynasty 
has spread through all classes. Those in high rank 
squeezing subordinates, and these the people. In
self-defence, the people made use of the arts of the 
oppressed~ishonesty, untruthfulness, and servility. 
The oppression of the Western Nations sowed seed 
for the same harvest. In the eighteen provinces to 
deceive and rob foreigners was a reyenge for their pre
tended friendship, but actual aggression and plunder
outside nations not have true knowledge of our char
acter, except a few who have lived many years in 
our land. General Kol-dong knew us. Moh-li
song spoke well of us. I also, despised and hated th~ 
Western Nations. They forced themselv~ upon us 
and our long ages of peacefulness were ended. Yet 
now, living with them for three and half years, I have 
affection for many and top admiration for their attain-

, nients. Much that I learn from them I shall impart 
to my people. That while time different races know 
each other better there be less war amongst them. We 
see our defects in the qualities of others ; also in their 
imperfections. We want supervision and control over 
capable, well-paid officials-men of affairs, not philo
sophers, Dishonesty and indolence must be punished 
by dismissal. The revenue from the grain tax would 
have been good many times more, and officials have 
been satisfied. If is corruption amongst us, it is sur
prising there is not more ; for the precepts of our 
Sages have been during this dynasty disregarded. 

Moral principles are like the strong piles driven into 
the river-bed, on which a dwelling is built. Let them 
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be driven deep, no floating wreckage will move them. 
If sunk to little depth they will be easily shaken. They 
will sway and the building above fall to pieces, the 
occupants precipitated into rushing waters. In same 
manner, if the temptation to cheat is unresisted, the 
principle of honesty will be shaken. If the temp
tation to lie is unresisted, the principle of truth will be 
shaken. The character of a man, of a nation, built 
on these principles, depends on their firmness, their 
firmness on their depth. So in youth good principles 
be firm! y rooted ; if not, then the character how can 
it be maintained ? 

I have observed here that for a boy to steal fruit 
from a neighbour's garden' is considered of little im
portance. I was once asked : ' When you were a 
boy, you never steal fruit ? ' This is one of the jolts 
that shake principle of honesty. It is but short step 
for that boy to borrow a tael from the drawer in his 
employer's counter. He may lose it at a horse-race 
and be not able to replace. He may again take from 
the drawer and his theft be discovered. His employer 
will perhaps pardon or dismiss him. Having escaped 
punishment, because of youth or his mother's en
treaties, he may reform. More likely he will be 
encouraged to rob next employer, until finally caught 
in the meshes of the law. 

It is common here for a man who has. eaten loss 
through the cunning wiles of another, to tell friends of 
it for their amusement. He has no thought of saving 
his face. This must seem strange to one of us. That 
man not can have sense of shame. We know what 
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the l\1aster said on this subject : 'Know what shame 
is, and you will not be far from heroism.' We, 
the black-haired, not could laugh at our own humilia
tion, but seek to conceal it. Such a man must have 
forgiving disposition, which is good, and small esteem 
for honesty, which is bad. One might suspect that at 
any time he change from the cheated to the cheat. 
This toleration of dishonesty may be derived from the 
greed and treachery found in horse-racing gambling. 
Vice not is subject for laughter, but for reproof. 

Truthfulness is greatly esteemed among the people 
in Mei-li-pang. But if they discourse about racing 
horses, every species of lie is expected. In other con
cerns one may believe in men's words. Not always 
in the words of women, that time they speak of other 
women. This is perhaps failing common to women 
of every race. We also are to be condemned for un
truthfulness. We should learn to be ashamed of big
talk, and confess the truth, even when we lose face ; 
and to lose face, what is it? To confess fault is big 
gall, not dishonour. He that never do wrong, what 
man? Lao-tsz; whose precepts we admire, though 
not his degenerate priests, said : ' He that humbles 
himself shall be preserved entire.' In truth, he who 
declares what is true, and reaps disadvantage, has 
courage and high character. He who affirms a lie to 
shield himself has cowardice and mean character. 

The dwellers in this city are more precise than we 
are. They are observant of exact time fixed for their 
buying-selling duties, and for meeting each other. 
'\Vhen hour and place are decided they not fail in 
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abiding by them. This is form of truthfulness ; for 
promise broken is a lie. The reason for this exacti
tude is that the day's work is all planned out with 
schemes for making money. Their doctrine is : 
' Time is money ' ; so if they lose time, they lose 
money. This to them is greatest grievance. If you 
keep them waiting, they are angry and away go. 
There is not this precision with women, and still less 
with a red-coloured woman who arranged to meet a 
young man. She thinks she be considered too eager 
if she arrives at place hour appointed. Also his im
patience will make her presence more desirable. 
Therefore she gives him a fourth or a half of an hour 
to walk-come walk-go before she appears. 

We must learn from these Western people to be 
exact in the time fixed for meeting. Having made 
promise, we no_t free to break it without proving our
selves not reliable and not truthful. 

We, as a nation, have had unbroken existence re
corded for five millenniums. Time with us has been 
regarded little value. We not have been in hurry, not 
having to outstrip other nations. So have we becQme 
like sleeping bears in ice's winter. The Western 
Nations have come upon us in this condition, and have 
roughly awakened us. Perhaps in the days not-come 
they will regret they not allow us to sleep and dream. 
Thus reverently, honoured brother. May Heaven 
accord you the Five Blessings through ten thousand 
years ! 



LETTER XIX: SEANG K.EANG, OCTOBER 23, 1902 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

Excellent brother,· for sdling my farm and pro
perty in Shao-chan ,so profitably, and sending 
me draft on bank at here for amount, how 

thank? bf other small properties I enclose parti
culars. I desire to give them to my associates~ I 
shall write to them .•.• A week before I visited my 
cousin. I not see face for several moons. He and 
his wife were surprised at improvement in my speaking 
Ying language. ·In truth, I can now express thoughts 
as well as he ; he says I speak better. The arduous 
learning of our cl~ics has made easier the conquest of 
this tongue. We laughed much in obtaining record 
of my ceremonious conduct ~hen first arrived here. 
I now know it was how insincere ? We discoursed 
long on this subject. Conclusion is that true polite
ness consists in sparing others unpleasantness to mind 
and body. Our politeness has how often contrary 
result ? It has the pretence, but not the reality. 

With those who look and wait among us, host and 
guest are continually bowing low, their backs hori
zontal-which has fatigue. They say they long 
desired to look upon each other's honoured counten
ance. Pe~haps this is first time thus they think. One 
apologises for the other abasing himsdf by bowing
they do so for what reason ? While conversing, one 
proclaims the other to be elder brother ; in truth, this 

. not possible. One speaks of himself and belongings as 
118 
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ignoble, worthless, cheap, and small ; of the other and 
belongings as honourable, precious, happy, and noble~ 
Thus contradicting each other, and declaring that 
which is false and foolish. This I have constantly 
done.' Now time not so. The host invites visitor 
into guest-hall, and there is argument about the one 
that shall first pass through door. Though, as it may 
be open-square and convenient, both might go through 
together. This is tedious and not necessary, for it is 
known that the guest must pass first. Then when it 
is question to sit body down, another debate who shall 
be last; and the weary visitor will stand and argue, 
knowing he must sit body first. If one seat is higher 
than another, or seat of honour on the dais is offered, 
neither will take it without remonstrance ;md self
depreciation. Yet both have heard the saying: 'To 
stick to a little ceremony will offend justice.' When 
finally seated, conversation for several tens of minutes 
is confined to inquiries about each other's honourable 
noble one, or honourable loving one,l or good son, or 
virtuous wife, or precious ones. Each speaker refers 
to his relations humbly, as his cold thorn, his little.dog, , 
and his stupid little pigs.2 One praises the other's 
noble mansion above ; the other calls it chilly hovel 
below. One extols the other's illustrious degree ; the 
other contemptuously alluding to it as his coarse, grass 
title. One speaks of the other's great age, and the 
other corrects him by terming it his stupid youth. All 
of these visitor's words accompanied by r~peated bows 
and smiles. This is devoid of truth, of sincerity, and 

1 Father and mother. II Wife, son and children. 
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of dignity, n,ot ? Of politeness what kind ? A 
Western critic laughs at us and_ supposes the foilowing 
conversation : ' As I entered your honourable dwell
ing, I frightened your honourable rat; while it was 
trying to escape, it upset your honourable jar of oil over 
my poor and il)significant clothing .. This explains 
the contemptible condition in which I find myself in 
your honour;tble presence.' 

Our ancient doctrine of propriety not teach non
sense, as practised by our officials and scholars. It 
was thought only just to acknowledge superiority in 
character, in wisdom, and in rank; nothing more, 
for :. ' Without the rules of propriety and distinctions 
of right, the high and low will be thrown into con
fusion.' Also, that the manner of speaking must be 
courteous; hence the injunction: 'Bring your 
mouths under the rule of propriety, lest punishment 
fall ~pon you, when repentance wiltbe of no avail.' 
In truth, the Master made much of courtly propriety 
and etiquette, being counsellor of kings ; but rules he 
observed had significance. In modern times, the 
Ninth Sacred Maxim of the Emperor K'ang Hi simply 
says : 'Exhibit clearly propriety and yielding courtesy, 
In order that manners and customs may be perfected.' 
This time, our formalities are beyond the mean ; result 
of servility under the tyranny of the Ma~chus. The 
Master's opinion of polite intercourse is expressed 
when he tells us that : ' The superior man is affable, 
but not adulatory ; the mean man is adulatory, but not 
1ffable.' We are too adulatory and not always affable, 
:herefore not following teaching of the ancient Sages. 
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Though the Master counselled propriety and respect 
for superiors, he taught that they should observe same 
with subordinates ; as we read : 'What a man dis
likes in his superiors, let him not display in the treat
ment of his inferiors.' As a general rule he set down 
the maxim : ' He who is ingratiating can treat with 
anybody ; but he who is overbearing will find an 
enemy in every one he addresses.' 

Our too-much politeness would offend people here as 
much as their too-little politeness would offend us. We 
are at opposite poles, in this as in other matters. Both 
be better for approach to the mean between extremes. 

The dwellers in this land see little politeneSs-less 
than the white people of the West. Because they not 
much care for opinion of others, but much for their 
own. We care too much for what others think of us, 
and too little for our own opinion. So they are proud 
and selfish ; we are vain and servile. Both are wrong : 
pride is excess of dignity; vanity the excessive desire 
for approbation. In the true spirit of reform we must 
examine ourselves, our customs, and our beliefs. What 
not has reason and truth must be discarded. One I.ong 
while past we have been satisfied that our ways were 
top good. A man must feel shame when he turns 
round upon himself in his bowing and smiling, that 
time he recalls the words of Meng: 'There is no 
greater delight than to be conscious of sincerity on self
examination.' We not are sincere when we wish a 
man to live for ten thousand years. At a hundred he 
would be irksome burden to himself and his relatives. 
We not are sincere when we say we desire to spare 
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another trouble, yet keep him standing and bowing, 
when he longs to sit body down. We not are sincere 
when we speak of a person as illustrious, whei.l we 
know he is but commonplace. Or of ourselves as 
worthless, when within the marrow of our heart we 
esteem ourselves more than him. Let us therefore be 
practically polite, and so be sincere. Yet even in sin
cerity there is proper limit. Certain things said ·with 
sincerity offend. They not need be said. It may be· 
sincere and true to say a. man's nose is purple, yet not 
necessary ; s~ better not said. Purpose of politeness 
is to spare pain. It serves like thin oil in machinery, 
lessening friction. Our social machinery is clogged 
with thick oil. Social machinery here not has enough 
oil. 

In the public offices, at railway stations; in eating
houses, in shops, on street cars, might be more polite
ness~ You make inquiry, harsh reply. is given. You 
not understand and are left standing. You buy rail
way ticket ; it is tossed to you, almost with contempt. 
You enter a food-shop; waiter with cold look seems 
aggrieved at humiliating duty of serving you. You , 
ask for object in a shop, it is sold to you as a favour ; or 
shopman looks 'away like one wearied and disgusted. 
On street car, if is new regulation you not know, col
lector of tickets stares at you for a half-witted man, 
not knowing the one thing he knows, and speaks 
sharply. The Great Sage might have asked such a 
one : 'What is the good of being ready with the 
tongue ? They who meet men with smartness of 
speech, for the most part procure themselves hatred.' 
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In truth, there is little politeness here; often indeed 
disrespect, even insolence. I speak perhaps too 
severely ; but the black-haired race not is much 
respected at here. The reason for this because our 
country is weak. We have always been peaceable and 
victims of other nations ; and so not respected. Those 
of our race in this land not are good representatives of 
the great empire. For these reasons we are treated 
with less consideration than other nationalities. I 
should judge them more justly and .favourably if I 
examined their behaviour towards each other. 

The mode of salutation among theW estern Nations 
is to take off the hat. But here, when men meet in 
the s~eets as acquaintances, they not lift up hats-· -this 
is only done for women of good class. They give 
head a quick jerk from north-east to south-west, which 
is peculiar. One while past when I saw this action I 
thought that the person was troubled with a nervous .· 
affection. It is the remaining fragment of ages-past 
bow, gradually shortened, to save time, to a half-bow; 
later a head inclination, and now time a jerk. Salu- · 
tation one day will all disappear. Everybody~ too 
much hurry to make money to have time for politeness. 
Competition being too important for formalities. The 
fewest words possible are used. Terms of compli
ment are loss of time. If you visit a buy-seii man in· 
the city, during first few tens of minutes you not pas~ 
the time in inquiries after his health, his age, his family, 
and such particulars, usual preliminaries with us. He 
becomes impatient, and roughly demands what for 
you come. He is content to ask you, as introductory 
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speech, how you are, and not expect answer. He will 
then abruptly declare that it is fine day, though sky-air 
be dark with clouds. This said, he expects you to 
immediately disclose object of visit. Thus his ways 
differ from ours. 

All politeness is reserved for the women. In walking 
along the streets, a young woman takes that part of the 
footway away from the road. A man accompanying 
her must continually move from one side of her to the 
other, if they traverse many streets. Old time, women 
were treated with exaggerated politeness, something 
like ours. Since their struggle for equality with men, 
many women not like extreme attention. In a letter 
to Daily Mail I read : 'Men used always to be fussing 
over. women, trying to anticipate their wants, treating 
them with an exaggerated deference, all assumed, which 
was really a veiled insult, since it suggested that women 
were .entirely dependent on men and unable to look 
after themselves. Now they behave to them as they 
behave to other men:, politely, courteously, but without 
that plethora of attentions which used to be called good 
manners. • • • Men who are continually jumping 

·up to open doors, or who at meals keep on passing salt 
or mustard when we do not want them, are positive 
nuisances. Why should we, because we are women, 
be treated as if we could not turn a handle or ask for 
what we want ? ' 

To be treated courteously, one must be courteous, 
and some women called 'ladies' here not always 
merit deference paid to them. Three days past I was 
going to cross railway line, and seeing a lady behind 
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me, I opened square convenient side-gate for her to 
pass. She proudly walked through without regarding. 
or thanking me. So I let her open gate on other side 
herself, and passed through after her, thanking, smiling, 
and lifting hat for opening gate for me. In the train 
night before I saw in next compartment two women 
standing not having seat. Young men were sitting 
and reading.· I asked my cousin in what manner this 
was. He said : ' Each one pays for seat ; if there not 
is one vacant, he is willing to stan4. Some women 
will do same. But often a woman will enter carriage 
which is full, and she thinks it duty of someone to 
raise body and offer his seat. Many men do that. 
But when she not give sign of thanks for courtesy, the 
man sitting will not yield up seat next time. That 
explains women standing.' Yet the people in this 
country, if rough, are honest and truthful. It is the 
. intention we must regard, more than words and 
manner. We look less at intention than at' Bowery 
language. You what prefer : a hot roast fowl in an 
earthenware pot, or cold rice in a silver bowl ? What 
these people say, they mean; this I ·have many times 
proved in the way taught by Meng : 'Listen to a· 
man's words, and lo~k at the pupil of his eye. How 
can a man conceal his character ? ' But we of the 
l\1iddle Kingdom not always mean what we say; that 
not sincere. So I am learning from those in this land 
to mean what I say and put away false politeness and 
exaggeration. I have therefore decided to use correct 
and truthful expression of my thoughts. So I beg Y.OU 

not be offended if, instead of the untruthful term 
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'elder brother,' I .call you 'my dear friend' ; for 
such you are in truth. . Think not that by changing 
from our old style I hold you in less respect 
than before, Tseng Ching. More indeed, for I 
'know you love truth and not will be .displeased with 
my sincerity. 



LETTER XX : JUNE 2, I 90 3 

To Tseng Ching from Hwu.v-ung 

D
ear friend, my heart is composed and filled with 
joy to know that you have approved of what I 
said in my last letter. I feel within same as 

you, regret for ab~ndoning ancient style and customs. 
In truth, is difficult to change habits of before life. 
It be more difficult to continue doing that thing one 
knows not right. That gives no peace-soothe. 

That time when heart expands big with joy, is relief 
confide in true friend the secret cause. One rich mer
chant I know in Mei-li-pang has daughter origin of 
this city ; five parts Ying, five parts our race. She 
has qualities of both lands--5incerity, swe~t temper, 
pure as the lotus-flower, beautiful as the qewy opening 
rose. \Ve have had friendship one year; I have had 
love one year; for one number time I look-see her, I 
am in perplexity-! know not what to feel Some 
piece thing like mirage in a desert I resemble-remember . 
with blue colour lake, spreading trees and palaces in 
sun's golden light. Thus perfection I not see before ; 
thus vertex prize I believe exist altogether not. Ai ! 
dear Tseng Ching, this I whisper in your ear,. not in 
other ears ; you not have smile of scorn. You if ask 
she love me, I say, how dare i Yet I dare have hope, 
I dare believe she may have thought of me. More of 
this in the not-come. 

I altogether bclieve I have made discovery of secret 
cause for the Ying peoP,le's greatness. Is to give-say 
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in one word, 'SPORT,' as written in their language. 
The measure of this word not is easy. It includes all 
exercises required for increase ofbody-strength, agility, 
skill, endurance, and other valuable qualities. Ten 
parts having body efficiency for aim. This purpose, 
continued for centuries, has made the men of Ying
ka-li stronger and more stubborn than men of other 
races that not have 'Sport.' Two, three ten years 
before other nations have copied the Ying people. 
Now time in friends' rivalry they try to defeat them. 
This in the games of Foo-poh, Peis-poh, Kli-kei, Teh-ni, 
Pi-lia, and others. They also engage in competitions 
among the Western Nations in running short and long 
distance, jumping, throwing weights, boxing, wrestling, 
shooting, rowing, swimming, and good many other 
exercises I not know. Even the women take part in 
some games. Winners in competitions have great 
fame and reward, their country having much pride 
in them. 

This 'Sport' we must introduce in the Middle 
Kingdom. Will make us more capable as individuals, 
more powerful as nation. An army of men wise in 
these games how defeat ? 

Animals in same manner are trained to race quickly, 
and to jump high-low. Horses occupy much time 
and care, and big money is prize of the most speedy. 
Dogs are bred to chase the hare. This I not like. 
Pigeons are taught to fly to places distant a thousand li. 
The top desire of ten thousand persons is to do more 
than was done before. So, exact time is recorded for 
all performances. He who can do a thing in less time, 
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jump higher, throw further, shoot straighter, hit or 
kick ball better, makes a record, and the sound of his 
name is great. 

l\1any foolish things are done to go beyond the record 
and obtain fame and money. One man will go with .. 
out food, as some believe, for four tens whole days. 
One while longer he acquire habit, and food not cost 
him anything. Another man will at one meal eat as 
much as six. He not find mariy to employ him. He 
do this for what reason? To make record. Another 
stupid man will continue striking with fingers the 
ivory levers of the Pia-non for three nights and days ; 
when two three minutes quite enough. He do this 
what for l To make record and be taken to hospital 
for mad people. Another man will swing clubs round 
his head until heart stops and he falls die. Better if 
he knock head with club and become only half-cold. 
Another man without money may declare that he is 
raising body to walk round the world. For what 
good l To make record. Can he walk. over the 
seas l That in truth would be good record. He 
better employed as plough-farm-man. ~hus the one
ruling desire of the men at here is to exceed the record 
in ten thousand things. If they not do it themselves 
they make animals do it. ' Sport ' is top good in 
moderation, but in extreme is foolish. When money 
and betting are joined with it, then cheating comes in. 
Thus the racing of horses is temptation to many men 
and women, old and young, poor and rich in this city. 
They hope to win big coin without work. If eat loss, 
is bad; if win, is worse, for they have encourage-

I 
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ment to risk larger sum, often borrowed or stolen. 
We of the black-haired race have enough gambling ; 
not want more. Other kinds of ' Sport ' not please. 
As chasing to death the timid hare with fleet dogs; 
shooting at innocent pigeons, or hunting the fox with 
savage hounds. This is favourite pas,time for rich 
people having fine horses. The fox not is useful 
animal, it kills fowls ; but can he shot or poisoned, not 
tormented. You, my dear friend, if you see big caval
cade of men and women In costume, accompanied by 
troop of five ten eager dogs, what you think ? They 
go to attack wolves, a bear, or a tiger? Not so ; they 
go to pursue a small fox, to follow it in its panting 
flight until savage dogs worry it;, and would tear it to 
pieces. This is. great victory, not ? The hunters 
have much pleasure in their success. Where is feeling 
of tenderness you expect in women ? Is lost in satis-

. faction of displaying skill, riding at top speed, and leap
ing fences. The bear and the tiger can have defence ; 

·' but the weak fox, it can what do ? Yet some of these 
hunters not are bad; for they other time have much 
pity for animals and give money to society that protects 
them from cruelty. 

Other manners of pastime or amusement not have 
cruelty. Music, theatres, lightnmg-shadow pictures, 
ice's skating, dance-halls, and so. The people of Mei
li-pang have much middle-mind for all these. The 
number of these places passes belief. This, proof they 
desire amusing things as also serious things. That they 
have same liver for making· pleasure as for making 
money. Music-tune at here is in form of good many 
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combined instruments. Fiddles, large and small, 
brass trumpets of strange shapes, pipes, and flutes. 
Have time are singers male· and female ; they pitch 
voice high and low, words not arrive at ear. I not 
know what is the ·story; so it not please me. Are 
female bright singers who throw voice so high I have 
fear they burst vein and eject fresh blood. Th~e 

singers have more big pay than governor of a province. 
For what reason ? I not see pleasure there. I hear
say that nine parts of hearers are same, but ·dare not 
declare it; for superior class would measure them not 
know east from west, so beat hands for approval. In 
dance-halls is different kinds of music called 'Jazz.' 
It resembles our music tune with metal horns that split 
.the ear or moan dismally; twanging lutes, gongs, 
drums, bells, and pieces of wood they beat fiercely, 
making sound like skeleton bones rattling together in 
the high wind. The sound loud enough to wake up 
dead man. The players throw body about like ape~ 
in a forest's fire. In truth, this is top good music to 
rouse men to heroic de~ds. To my recording-faculty 
came the words of the Sage: 'It is from music that 
the finish is received.' Hearing this' Jazz,' I think a 
think: 'Truly is this the finish ! ' and I beat hand 
together, thus my satisfaction ! This ten parts better 
than old-style music making one strike sleep. The 
middle-mind of people in this place in truth shows 
clear brightness. For: 'There is no man that not 
eats and drinks ; but they are few who can distinguish 
flavours.'. This new style was brought from the land 
of the Flower Flag, as many things ten parts good. 
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Theatres now time languish under competition of 
Tien-ying, the lightning-shadow pictures. One has 
qualities the other not has. At theatre, ear hears talk ; -
eye only. can see three five. persons and house inside 
edge. At pictures, eye sees lakes, mountains, and 
nature's beauty, place-place ; men, women, and 
animals all moving. Theatres are for the ear, pictures 
for the eye ; both for think-thin~ One while before 
plays at theatres in ' Fashion ' ; now time actors eat 
injury, they not find employment. This not because 
regarded as low class as in the Middle Kingdom, where 
they no better considered than courtesans, gaolers, and 
executioners. Though with us is contempt for actors, 
they .cause of much excitement and delight in town 
where they perform. They proclaim their character 
and goings in high-pitched voices. As you know, this 
occasion for happiness-business and visiting among 
relations. Actors in the Great Western Isles having 
fame may take the Icing's hand. Discuss principle, 
this no more than hono1:1r of taking hand of honest 
man. Favourites of the people in the pictures win 
great much cash. You, dear friend, will believe, not 
believe ? A boy now time acting at here, he true is 
more paid money ·in one moon than governor of 
0-sei-lia in whole year. He not trouble open mouth 

·to speak, nor use recording-faculty for play words; he 
no more than dumb man. So in this country the 
greatest Sage may work time-time for people's good, 
and receive only fraction of reward given to boy who 
makes them laugh. You of this what think ? 

Power to make laugh in this place of extraordinary 
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value. Laughing good if cause justify. This often 
not so. To see man fall and have hurt, or be thrown 
in the mud, or eat loss by cheating, or suffer because 
old, poor, and weak, laughing not suit. Great is power 
of these pictures. They can teach many good and. 
noble deeds and renovate· virtue. They can give 
examples of filial piety and love of parents for children. 
Of charity, of pity, of help to the poor. Of big gall 
in saving life or fighting tyranny ; · of ten thousand 
virtues. It is vertex means for education, for know
ing about countries and foreigners, and thus not despise 
them. Great power for instructing children be 
honest, truthful, and kind-hearted. But this top good 
instruction I not time-time see at here ; character of 
the people not improved by pictures in Mei-li-pang. 
You see men and women half naked, embracing and 
kissing. Women's modesty is in what place ? It not 
can be in the halL One while time I away go, having 
shame. · One fraction of this, if happen; bring man to 
Officer Y amen. This permitted for what reason i 
Yet are at there many small boys and mosquito girls 
with foolish parents who not think of harm to children.. 
Ai-ya ! Stupidity is twin brother to crime.. You will 
see at these pictures thieves at half-night opening iron 
cash-boxes, bullies using violence, murder done, seduc
tion of friend's wife, drunken orgies, brigands stealing 
horses. The ten vices of humanity are displayed, and 
criminals are heroes simple boys imitate. King's 
Family what say? Not say one thing. Cause Qf this 
is to make money. People's good not matter if they 
pay. Low class are many and have middle-mind for 
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these pictures ; so halls are full and good much cash 
received. If only virtue pictures displayed, hall not 
full and little cash received. This. not true means for .. 
civilisation. Nine parts of pictures come from Flower 
Flag nation. That nation richer than the four neigh
bours ; it but scatters book-halls place-place, and 
spreads knowledge and virtue. Palaces for dancing 
are on all sides, and young females in them are as an 
ants9 nest disturbed. At there is 'Jazz' of much 
fame. Young females have custom to dance with 
friends ; some not so, but dance with strangers and 
have not prudence. Parents if not give daughters 
liberty not always are consulted. With us, it is one 
side, no liberty ; with them, the other side, too much 
liberty. The mean has reason • 

. Dear friend~ I beg teaching regarding beloved · 
asso~iates in Canton. Tell them to let go heart; is 
not far in the not.:..come that time when the glory of 
Ming Ch'uen will shine like a resplendent sun on our 
poor clouded origin earth. 

I pause in my tedious prattle, and beg your generous 
indulgence. Ten thousand good wishes from me be 
realised in your welfare ! 



NOTE 

M
r. Makepeace informed me that Hwuy-ung 
left Melbournesuddenlyand arrived in Canton 
in August 1903, when he and Tseng Ching 

secretly met; for Hwuy-ung and others wer~ sus
pected of conspiring to overthrow the Government and 
proclaim the republic in the province. Shortly after
wards the rebellion broke out, but was suppressed, 
and many lives were lost. Hwuy-ung was severely 
wounded, but found refuge in the house of a friend, 
where he remained in hiding until he made his escape 
and came back to Australia in 1904, when he wrote 
again to his friend Tseng Ching announcing his safe 
arrival. 

THEODORE J. TOURRIER. 
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LETTER XXI : MARCH 4, I 904 

' To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

My dear friend, I, arrived-come safely in Mei-li
pang two moons above. Sky-air favourable 
during sea-way. But dark storm was in my 

heart. Pain in half-leg and in lung very bad ; yet 
not thus bad as that time I think-think of defeat of our 
plans and the loss of our brave associates-guests in 
Heaven ! I was carried to house of my cousin ; he 
had compassion, also his wife. My beloved L
hear-say I return-come; she hasten to me. I not 
can tell you, Tseng Ching, how I feel at seeing her ! 
Life's' gratitude can repay her altogether not. She 
not reproach me that I go away to origin land without 
leave-taking, without seeing her ; this you believe, 
not 'believe ? This not woman's fashion. But this 
sweet silence touch my heart more than reproach. 
She, my promised wife, is day-day by side of bed; 
patient and attentive. I very weak with lung disease. 
My good cousin pencils this for me, for I consider in 
suspense about your safety. I send letter to Mr 
Makepeace, at the Mission. He will deliver it into 
your hands. I not have content until I see your 
welcome characters before my eyes. I wish you be 
safe and well, and all the happiness friend can wish. . · 
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LEITER XXII: OCTOBER 10, 1904 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

D
ear friend, I beg you forgive-sin that. you not 

· strike-see my pencil in return for your two 
letters above now time. I have sorrow and 

make good piece fault. Hearing you safe and well, 
I composed heart. I was ailin~ry heavy, lazy and 
weak ; one lung diseased. My cousin believed I 
depart for the Yellow Springs. I but at now pass 
danger point. I write from farm where I stay for 
regaining strength. I drink much cow milk-that 
more good than eating medicine, not l-I sit at sun 
ground and breathe sweet fresh air. I raise head 
to eat more fragrant. L- she writes to me one, 
two times each Polite Worship, and I send return• 
letter go. Thus as one dreaming days glide by. 

Farmer family friends of L--'s mother. They 
rough people with warm hearts ; is more good than 
having polished manners. and cold hearts. Has peace 
and quietude in this place, where ten parts new and 
strange. I give you short description of farm and 
family. Will relieve sa~ness for me, and cause the 
hours step more quickly. 

Farm is large building of wood having six rooms: 
four sleeping-rooms, one guest-room, and one big 
cook-room. All with ground boards of hard wood, 
glass windows, and places for burning wood in guest
room and cook-room. Roof of tinned iron, same as 
on ten thousand dwellings in the villages. Are other 
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three, five small buildings outside edge ; in one of 
these I sleep in good soft bed. For washing face and 
hands is tin basin on box under tap of large iron con
tainer for catching rain-water. For body wash is 
small stream one /i distant ; is boundary of farm of 
1200 mows. Other side of stream are steep hills with 

. cows feeding on the grass. One end of farm land has 
part of thick forest covering hills for many /i ; the re
mainder grows grass, ·wheat, oats, maize, and all kinds 

· of lay, and fruit trees. I pay farmer small amount for 
stay here. He has name Shong-song, and is very 
grave ~nand laborious; has wife also laborious, but 
stout and smiling. Are four sons and two daughters ; 
strong and tall. One of the sons, Chek, is more merry 
than others i but the girls laugh like the mother. I 
try help a little on my crutches, gathering firewood, 
feeding pigs, preparing food, and doing other small 
serviCeS to family. Thus I not utensil ; not do only 
one thing. Within their hearts they have approval, 
but they not say that piece talk. That thing is right 
not require praise nor thanks. They have ways 
different from people of Mei-li-pang ; having even 
less politeness and fewer words. Their salutation 
when in-coming from the ~elds is only a slow 
' Ha-loh ! ' When they eat their rice they no~ speak
talk ; they serious, and think only of how quick they 
can devour like wolves great quantities of cow-meat 
or sheep-meat and lay, washing down with big gulps 
of tea. 
. This tea not like ours, dark colour and bitter, with 
plenty sugar. ComeS from In-di and Isle of Si-lang. 
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Our great trade in tea years above now time shrank 
very smalL. In days not-come we must restore vigour 

. to thus trade. People at here not much regard flavour ; 
they middle-mind dark colour that is measured · 
strength. Thus is tea judged by the eye and not by 
taste, nor by the active principle contained~ 

When finished eating, one stands up body suddenly 
and out-goes, followed by others not so voracious. 
Some say in the air' Tah, tah I '-their leave-taking; 
some not say word ; and you left sitting. I can 
imagine our officials in what manner they feel with 
thus absence of propriety. In truth, custom makes 
supportable things before time not suit. These but 
good people not have intention ·offend. Propriety 
therefore not so important as intention. I if tell you 
this family sit body at table. five times in white day, 
you believe, not believe? This true. May be cause 
of size and strength. Their but day begins at Yin
they mindful as was Meng-tsz that : ' If early not rise, 
not accomplish anything.' Their day ends at Yew; 
I rise that time sun ten feet up in the sky. 

The girls Eh-mi and Meh-li are red-coloured and 
strong as men. They regard me with no concern, 
looking in my eyes with truth and honesty. This 
good, Tseng Ching, not? Much pleases me·know
ing they have trust. They use machines to draw milk 
from the cows-four ten five-morning-head early 
and below noon; have times assisted by brothers. 
They help the mother prepare food andserve it; nine 
parts of the day thus occupied. They cleanse the 

· cups and plates, and laugh merrily that time I assist them. 
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This is for me amusement and happiness ; they con
sider me a brother. I have pride in that. The girls 
never tired of work. They put boiling water into 
the big empty tin cans to clean them, and fill them with 
milk.. One son takes cans to factory where fat is ex· 
tr~cted, and the thin milk below time is given to pigs. 
The fat is made into cow-milk oil. These young 
women do saine things as the brothers. They able to 
plough and dig, shoot with the gun, chop with the axe, 
ride on the horse, and even kill sheep and pigs and 
take off their skins. I can what do l . Not one of 
those useful things. Tseng Ching, I stupid square 
block.. These young women pass our women, in 
what fashion l 

We all sit at table for eating in large cook-room. 
End meal of day at black night family not hurried; 
work is finished. That while time we sit in half
circle round big fire of heavy logs and speak-talk. I 
beg teaching about good much subject. They con
sider me foolish not know things they know in child
hood •. They not surprised nor regard themselves as 
foolish that time I tell them things they not know. 
They not feel interest. I not ever can surprise them. 
Therefore I relate extraordinary things of my inven
tion. I say we have great bell in Peking ; when is 
struck can be heard at Shang-hai. ' What distance ? ' 
Chek ask me. ' About six hundred miles,' I answer. 
'When wind favourable ? ' he ask. ' When favour
able,' I reply. I tell them in some parts of my country 
rice grows thus high that ladder is required to gather 
grain large as closed hand. Also that to north side of 
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Chai-nah (as they call the Middle Kingdom) is thus_ 
cold that boiling water poured from vessel forms ice
stick. These foolish tales they all believe and not have 
surprise. When but I tell them in what manner our 
women suffer binding feet, they not think it possible. 
They not all listen to this speak-talk. Old farmer7s 
head drops back many turn and he wakes. Cha-li 
with smoke-pipe in mouth eats tobacco, staring at fire. 
Tah-mi sleeps, with head resting on chest. Chim is 
reading book. Chek, the mother, and the daughters 
strike-listen or make questions. 

I if not look-see the trees at here and I only hear
say of their high-low, I think description altogether 
smile-talk like I tell family. In the world not are 
trees more lofty; for are some exceed two hundred 
cubits, with diameter of ten five cubits. These gian~ 
rise up like chimneys of new factories near Peking. . 
They thick nearly same up one hundred cubits as eight 
cubits froin earth. To walk in forest of thus immense 
trees is to measure oneself as ant, and to have humility. 
Many of them are down cut to give space for culti
vation of mere grass. Yet some of these trees have 
age thousand years ! I not say word that time they 
speak those words ; I but laugh with scorn. Below 
time, however, I know they not speak-mouth. For 
Tah-mi and Chek, one number and two number of 
family, standing on small boards up eight cubits, with 

. sharp axes in six days down cut big tree. That while 
they begin, was as two bees attacking a tiger. How 
dare ! They not ever cut through thus great ma.Ss 

• . • r~verence in what place ? They but origin 
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0-sei-lia. Below six number day they call me see 
giant fall. I shall record retain to end of life. It 
tremble like sick man • • • it slowly ·bend forward, .. 
wood loud cracking • • • then with mighty swing, 
crushing down smaller trees, it fell with noise of 
thunder ••• groun~ shaking in terror. In what 
manner two little creatures make fall this great 
monster not seem possible .. Some while below when 
tree cut with saw Tah-mi he show me rings, one for 
each year. Had wood enough build three ten houses 
big as. family's house ; enough firewood for cook
room for five ten winters, enough timber for 63/i of 
fencing of three rails. On ground we take measure 
of this tree-long 210 cubits, through 10 cubits ! 
Will lie on the earth, to rot or burn in forest fire. Fire 
put to forest have times, to make clear space for grass. 
Thus waste of ages ! growth ended in few days ! , 

In Mei-li-pang I pay about one tael for one picul of 
firewood; at here, only distance 250 li, are lying in 
one tree many, thousand piculs of wood-counted of 
no value. Is the great cost of labour in this country 
cause !Jf this;· the cost of cutting wood small, carting, 
transport by the iron-road, again carting-must pass 
through many .hands that add value of taels on wood 
that man in Mei-li-pang must pay. 

In that city wood scarce and water plentiful; at 
Ta-lah wood plentiful and water scarce. Water for 
drinking, for cooking, and for cleaning milk-cans is 
rain from iron roof collected in large iron vats by 
house's side. Have times in summer-heaven is little 
water for washing hands and face. In Mei-li-pang 
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people waste water as people in this district waste 
wood. 

In the not-come this waste will be punished ; for he 
who throws thing away day above will day below look 
for it and not find it. Is loss to nation not solely in 
wood : is loss of whole forests, of fertile soil covering 
wide expanses ; is loss by the filling up of river roads 
and dams with earth. Foolish men, wanting grass, 
kill the trees ; rain runs down hills-no trees stopping 
it-and carries away soil, leaving only rock ; thus no 
trees and no grass. · 

I but hear of good much forest destroyed by foolish 
people leaving fires used for boiling tea, not having 
care extinguishing thein. Or men eating tobacco in 
pipe or having Spanish smoke casting away burning 
ashes, thus making black ruin of green forest. In 
some places I visit, where is grown only grass for. 
sheep, I see great expanse of trees having circle of bark 
removed to kill them. These desolate regions with 
white skeletons and ground in disorder of fallen limbs 
I regard true pitiable. 

Thus fine trees called 'Eucalyptus' not are found 
in what other land. Wood is top hard and has much 
use for building, for iron-roads, mines, fuel, poles, piles, 
wooden roads, and for making paper.· Oil worth 
good much coin is extracted froin the leaves, and from 
the bark ropes and mats are made. These benefits all 
disregarded ; wasting heritage of the ·people living 
and those unborn. Now time ten twq million taels go 
to Flower Flag country for wood in one year. 

Duty of King's Family is protect the forests and 
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plant trees on ground where cultivation not possible; 
plant ever more than destroy. I read of plan to grow 
trees of soft wood among the mountains, that in two, · . 
three ten years make return of nine hundred tatls to 
the acre of six mows. They if have men not em
ployed in this country, for what reason they not give 
them thus profitable work? Will soon come time 
.that forests be planted. place-place they . have been 
destroyed. 

When I have desire for rest, I take my language 
books, or I make record of new knowledge, or walk
come· walk-go in meditation on heaven-terrace. Is 
much silence in this place. Man's voice you hear in 

. the narrow valleys of the streams from hill to opposite 
hillside, as in a large empty hall ; makes the quietude 
sad a.nd lonely. Thus peace favourable for my health 
return. I sit on fallen tree and strike-listen to song of 
birds imitating different noises they hear. This is 
nature of birds on this strange land. You think is bell 
ringing far away,. or. falling axe, or child crying, or 
some madman laughing • • • all birds. After . is 
perfect silence. ·Gives peace-soothe. No quarrelling 
of human beings ; no tongue of woman beating at the 
ear like the sharp rattle used in orchards. Thus old 
time was voice of my cousin's wife. She better now 
time ; health more weak. In truth : 

'A woman with a long tongue 
Is like a stepping-stone to disorder.' 

Tongue not much used at this. farm. Mother of 
family speak little if husband present. He for answer 
say only' Hm! 'with closed mouth and short nod, for 
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'Good ! '; or with head-shake for 'Not so ! ' She 
believes that 'the wife by quietness always conquers 
man.' Is true; anger not opposed soon burns away. 

Night above by fireside Chek he give me return 
smile-talk, saying is a man can make voice travel 
through air and speak-talk to what person distant sixty 
li. I say for amusement : ' When wind favourable ? ' 
He ·answers : ' Wind not important.' He speak 
quiet in house, and his voice heard in person's house. 
Not is playing. I say : ' He speak with wire i ' He 
answer: 'Not so; he not have wire. Voice he send 
through air.' I laugh and know Chek try make me 
believe foolish thing. He not say true talk. 

On farm at now are four ten five coWs ; five seven 
hundred sheep; six horses; two ten three pigs; five 
dogs; and four kia-li (house-foxes). That good many 
animals, not i Outside edges of farm in forest hav:e 
times I see wonderful animal called wah-li-pi, a s111all 
kang-ah-loD ; has little head, big liody and hind legs, 
and thick tail. It leaps forward at top speed, not using 
small front legs. Are foxes and wild dogs calle~ 
ting-kD. 

Much I wish tell you of this land of the great 
trees ; but I stop step that the cup of your patience 
not overflow. 

I beg teaching of the doings of our associates, for 
whom I much expend heart. You tell me that Ming 
Ch'uen is gaining many voices. Is good. Also that 
examination in the classics no more continued. This 
necessary reform to acquire practical knowledge. 
That one thing I desire, as one alone on a raft in the 

K. 
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ocean searches the horizon for a sail, is to see our 
eighteen provinces united, and no more like separate
kingdoms under grasping tyrants. That time we 
adopt ten parts of the rules that give order and strength 
to other nations. Thus our voice be heard and re
spected in their councils ; and we no longer tolerate 
our sacred land be trampled on and disregarded as now 
time by the warring ships and armies ofNgo-lo-ez and 

, the Isles of the Seas. 
You, when send return-letter, write with steel pen 

on letter-cover :-. . 

Mr. Hughie Young, 
cfo Mr. Johnson, Snake Creek, Dallor, 

Gippsland, Victoria, Australia. 

'Mr.' always placed before name has.sound Mi-sta 
· (is ' superior ').,' 'cfo ' has explanation-rule-' care 
of,' 'in the hands of;' Mr. Johnson. My literary 
name people at here change into Ying language ; but 
sound not ten parts same. 

My gratitude, Tseng Ching, for things you have 
done, I not ever can repay. May Heaven's blessings 
reward you ! I remain in this place yet three, five 
moons. 



LETTER XXIII: APRIL 4, 1905 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

M 
y good friend, pleasing as the unclouded sky 
was sight of your welcome pencil. ' I give you 
thanks that you extend my ideas among associ

ates. For one while past I ailing very heavy ; breathing 
not easy, and cough much trouble. I have ~isit from 
doctor dwelling at Ta-lah distant six/i. He tell me lung 
disease not permit long life. Is necessary be resigned; 
is Heaven's will. I not have sorrow for mysdf. I if 
do some good with sho:rt life think it more value than 
live many useless years. I not wish be no value like 
Yuen 1 ang of whom the Master speaks in these words : 
' Yuen 1 ang was squatting on his heels, and so awaited 
the approach of the Master, who said to him : " In 
youth not humble as befits a junior ; in manhood doing 
nothing worthy of being handed down : and living 
into old age-this is to be a pest." With that he hit 
him on the shank with his staff.' . • 

I but not yield up hope ; for is good much work be 
done for origin earth. Thus I let it go heart and not 
think-think of my trouble. 

Family at farm vertex kind. Deeds speak more 
strong than words. They are as a vase covered with 
dust and dirt ; you rub it, and find is made of car
nation gold. Many persons resemble gilded vessel 
that below awhile lose their gilt and expose rusty 
tron. 

Eh-mi and Meh-li borrow-lend. me books they 
U7 
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measure top good. They but not please me ; they not 
give examples of filial piety, of noble actions, nor · 
maxims of the Sages, nor teaching of Nature's wonders. 
They have same subject time-time. Man and woman 
who speak-mouth of great love, being willing die one 
for other-and not do one thing. He is same man in 
the ten books ; top powerful but mild as young lamb 
to her; to rival, fi~rce as grizzly bear. His hair is 
mane of the black lion ; his eyes are as the gazelle, 
have times darting fire. He is nine parts tranquil as 
frozen stream ; when but roused, a destructive torrent. 
The woman also tall, of noble but tender nature, 
strong but yielding will, proud but humble. Her eyes 
have heaven's blue colour, her hair is virgin gold, her 
brow is alabaster, her cheek roses dipped in milk, her 
mouth-ai ! description too long-her lips coral, teeth 
peai-Is, neck like swan. Thus vertex beauty you find 
solely in these books. Man and woman have ten 
thousand virtues, vices· not single one. This not 
usual with live people.· Destiny raises myriad barriers 
between them-jealousy, envy, deceit, poverty, and. 
persecution make them victims. Below time they 
have victory over enemies; starvation, wounds, obstacles 
and trials, finally meet more fresh and handsome than 
above time and are knotted. Ten books end thus. 
Marriage be finish of story, for what reason? Story 

. oflife that time commences, with happiness of harvest
time. For that what man not hope ? These books 
give pictures only of morning-head of Life's Day, and 
not speak of noon and lower half day, ending with 
approaching black night. I desire know reward for 
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thus great sufferings. They but supposed be con- . 
stantly vertex happy; is thus have times. 

Discuss principle, these characters and their actions 
you not find in the world. Thus I not have interest, 
but put book gently away on shelf, below reading five, 
seven pages. The young woman but have much 
middle-mind for this IYu-ki. It suit. This is what 
good? It leave sour taste in mouth. I not feel· 
more wise, more charitable, more happy. Books of 
this nature not have truth nor morality; they describe 
details of sex passions like the lightning-shadow pic
tures and stir up mud. in clear pool of the mind. - The 
pencil's use should be for cleansing thought ; not be 
dipped in dirt to sully it. 

I ask sell-book trader who come with books : 'You 
not bring good clean books for what cause ? ' He 
say: 'Bad books have more plenty readers. Good 
books not sell and I not fin~ money for rice.' I say : 
' In that way good people made bad and bad people 
made more bad.' He quiet answer, as he turn body 
round and away go : ' Is possible.' · • 

Day above I go to neighbour's house to bring back 
come horse strayed away. Now time I can walk con
venient and slow with wooden leg. Neighbour, Mr. 
Meh-ken-si, he from farm six moons, and that time 
expected return'-come. That while he absent,. wife 
give birth to child. With family of ten four I sit by 
fire. He come in, not saying word, give nod to me 
and sit body down; pull smoke-pipe out and begin 
cutting tobacco cake. Having eaten tobacco for a 
quarter hour watching fire, he turn head to wife, and 
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like·one now time awake, he smile and slowly say: 
' Ha-loh ! '-usual salutation, silent as a. Buddha, 
watch fire again, not speaking of child in -mother's 
arms. I wait three, five minutes, and ask for horse. 
Going out with me he bring animal come and I return 
to farm. Eh-mi she tell me Meh-ken-si good hus
band and father, having affection he not wish show. 
Also children not new thing ; are ten two. 
Machin~ they use on farm cause of great production 

of grain. My early years now while appear clear to 
my recording-faculty ; but cultivation in this place is 
what thing ? Our wood ploughs drawn, our oil-mills 
turned by buffaloes. At here drawn by machines are 
ploughs making ten furrows. The earth is broken 
and smoothed by· horse rakes with many teeth, and the 
seed evenly dropped in. At time of harvest big 
machines clip heads of wheat, separate grain from husk, 
and fill bags; or cut down also the stalks, bind them 
in bundles, and lay them on the ground. Is wonder
ful in what manner work of five, seven men done in 

_ half time and good much more regular. Ten thou
sand things are done in this country by machines of 
myriad kinds ; thus is prosperity in four places. -These 
necessary for us, we if wish be rich and strong. I will 
send you more books on agriculture to give to our 
associates. Ai-ya ! we have considered our civilisation 
superior to those of the four neighbours as are the 
mountains ofThibet to all others; yet it was cramped 
like the feet of our women. 

In this farm district is great advantage have many 
chiJdren, as also horses and machines to assist culti-
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vation. For if farmer not have children, some of 
them big and strong, he must pay men much coin for 
labour, and thus have little profit. This country for 
workmen, even without skill, passes all others. A lu-li 
earn same money as literary man, official, or man of 
science. Thus at farm where I stay the four young 
men and two young women save much expense. 
Meh-ken-si has good supply of labour with ten two 
children. I but think some parents make work their 
children too much, have times causing them injury 
and exhaustion, and depriving them of school learning. 
I know family three li distant having five young men 
who not receive what thing from grasping father. 
Eldest son has quarrel with old man, saying he not 
work for nothing, and he away go. . 

Amusement you not see much. Are books ; for 
me they not suit. New-hear papers have times I 
read; opportunity not often arise. They not find 
pleasure in conversation, except of cows and neigh
bours that they by custom not praise. Good many 
times, Tseng Ching, I record obtain of our ha..PPY 
speak-talk of the classics. Thus exalted discussion 
not have place at here. I not can say to Mr. Shong
song : ' Suppose me a weapon of steel ; I will use you 
for a whetstone.' Perhaps he not apprehend. I not 
hear speech from him; it all given to horses, dogs, and 
cows. Though he not read our characters, he obey 
command to ' keep mouth like stoppered bottle.' He 
has for human beings only' Hm!'; with th~t he passes 
orator for eloquence. That time he point to empty. 
cup and grunt impatient ' Hm I ' in our Juh tone at 
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wife, she ask if he want more. He say ' Hm I ' with 
mildness in tone of Shang p'ing. When if tell him sad 
thing, he sing' Hm' with end of sound low tone lilce 
our K'u. He not hearing question, begin ' Hm ' low 
· Shang. tone rising to squeak. He if agreeable, make 
' Hm ' low and soft ; he if angry make it loud and 
short. He say ten thousand things with one word. 
Yet you not find it in the word-collection book. But 
is top useful word for making easy language. It suit 
my cousin's wife and myriad women. Is possible he 
more wise than I think ; for Lao-tsz tdls us that : 
' They who k:now not, speak ; they who speak not, 
k:now.' Thus I may be ignorant one. I not derive 
much teaching from rest of family ; they not flint for 
my steel. The Master said : ' Where the solid 

· qualities are in excess of accomplishments, we have 
rusticity ; where the accomplishments are in excess of 
the solid qualities, we have the manners of a clerk:. 
When the accomplishments and solid qualities are 
'equally blended, we then have the man of complete 
virtue.' 

Among the class of agriculturists is much work and 
little pleasure. Chief pleasure for the old is rest after 
day's work, think of profits made or expected while 
eating tobacco by big fire in winter-heaven, or in warm 
sky-air sitting body without coat on heaven-terrace. 
For young women top pleasure is dancing ; for young 
men drinking samshu, horse-betting, and also dancing. 
Dances are good opportunity for the young. They 
go on the horse or in pa-ki, a light chariot, two ten, 
three ten/ito dance-place. Three times have been 
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dancing in big shed near my little hut. For music, 
have times is fiddle; or strange instrument expanded 
or dosed with hands held in front, that has harmony ; 
or small flat metal box .with holes they blow i~to, 
making weak music. 

Four days above Eh-mi, Meh-li, and Tah-mi go to 
Ta-lah six li distant. They ask me I if wish go with 
them. This much please me. Thus we enter pa-lti 
and depart. Road has deep hollows where wheels go, 
and we shaken like with us in Peking cart. Big dead 
trees hang in some places over road and threaten fall. 
I not like pass under. Tah-mi he tell me four moons 
above heavy branch of tree he show me fall on man 
and wife, crushing them ; by good fortune horse worth 
much coin not injured. I breathe more convenient 
that time we away from thus trees. I ask Tah-mi 
what for they not down cut them. ' Is business of no 
person,' he reply. 

I not call this part of 0-sei-lia beautiful as in our 
province. Trees have few little leaves, not give shade, 
because side edges turn to sun ; they not have variety 
and green colour. Coloured flowers of beauty you 
not see in abundance. Yet, in the hollows, called 
'gullies,' among the hills is have times scene of beauty; 
according how I look, more beautiful than what others. 
At there I see bracken and ferns and many k;ind of wild · 
flowers. Are tree-ferns like big lace umbrellas, some 
of them two ten and more cubits, bending down with 
grace ; many together. They found in shade of 
hollows ; some sombre, others smiling, with bright
ness of sun piercing through lofty tree branches high 
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above. This · region called • Bush.' In original 
state is like three forests, one above other. Lower 
one is of shrubs and bushes ; mor~ high of big ferns 
of handsome appearance and small trees two ten, three 
ten in high-low ; above rise forest giants. . That 
while time I wander short distance within I have sad
ness and fear of strangeness, silence, and scene time
time the same. A man he if go in some dense places 
only a half li from road, he be lost, and the sun not 

' seeing, may wander more and more deep into enfolding 
• Bush.' · I hear-say of poor victims thus lost, begetting 
madness Wanting drink and food, wandering night and 

·day in circle, tearing away their garments, and at end 
falling down to die. I have great pity apd horror for 
their destiny. For they would hear distant sounds of 
axe, or bell, or child--only the mocking' of birds, 
giving false hope of help; or the scream of the ting-ko ; 
or the cruel laugh of the koo-ka-pa-la. They would 
see the bounding kang-ah-loo with sudden noise rush 
past, or the small-eyed bear or poh-sum or ko-ah-na look
ing down from their homes in tree branches; at foot 
the deadly snakes. On the four sides same aspect, 
silence, and solitude ! 

As we continue the road, I think-think what big 
gall had man who came to this dreary country, pierced 
roads through thus forest, made great open spaces, 
built huts and houses and cities of splendour place
place! 

We arrive at Ta-lah black night. At Ho-tel many 
men. Five, seven with loud voices give welcome to 
us and clasp hands with Tah-mi. He, big and strong, 
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have plenty friends. \Ve enter Hfl-ttl, where is much 
noise and confusion. One man pays for Pia for all 
the friends; after that other man of party pays for 
them, and so if are ten, are ten cups for each one. This 
I regard is beyond the mean. Is called shau-ting, and . 
is the custom. I not take more than six cups. Each 
time you raise cup you must say : ' Here's luck ! ' 
meaning, to wish goad fortune. This a form of 
Ftng-shuy of people at here. 

Habit of drinking beginning with shau-ting causes 
'craving,' or great desire. Chek he tell me makers 
of Pia put salt in it to make thirst and ' craving ' ; 
they thus sell vertex quantities and find their profit. 
Is natural thirst and not love of Pia makes men drunk. 
You say, why they not drink water i Water not 
supplied, not customary ; bring fever if not is boiled ; 
have times more scarce than Pia on north sid~ Thus 
true cause _of great Pia measure at here is natural thirst; 
is produced by salt. 

\Ve below while depart from Hfl-ttl and enter small 
hall having inscription in face: 'l\fechanics' ~nsti
tute.' In this place are sitting eight ten people. 
Tah-mi and I sit body near sisters. On raised dais is 
a Pia-noh with musician. This ·t<? furnish harmony 
to singers. On front edge of dais sit nine men with 
black colour sad faces. In the centre is the chief or 
president, who asks questions of two men at ends; one 
active with shallow hand-drum, other active with 
rattling bones. These two make humorous answers 
I not all apprehend, but cause great laughter and hand
beating. President calls one of other men who are 
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quiet as a row of Buddhas. This man sing sorrowful 
song about his mother with white hair and wrinkles ; 
not has bone. More questions and songs. The nine 
men each has song~ Thus you know number above 
commencement. Pleasure I have altogether riot. 

People leave hall, and the seats are placed against 
walls, giving clear space for dancing. Tah-mi he drag 
me to Ho-tel, saying : ' Come ; this. damn slow I ' 
There we1see other lively young men; and there· is 
more shau-ting. Shop-lord make good much coin
five, seven hundred taels !-for this dance-meeting. 

I 
I go out for fresh air and walk-come walk-go in 

village great road. Traders' shops are three ten. I 
look for roofs with coloured tiles; I but see in ten 
places samewavyiron covering to house. 'In summer
heaven people endure fierce h~t in what manner?' I 
ask. 'Thus roofs cost small coin, last good many 
years,' is answer. I regard this piece fashion not have 
beauty nor comfort. 

Is only one street-surety man, with helmet. He 
ha~ friendship with the four neighbours, and not wish 

·arrest drink-drunk men, nor say word of Ho-tel 
selling Pia below hour permitted. . This pleasing 
liberty. · 

Dancing soon raise head. Young men and women 
arrive at hall. 'Fah-mi take me with him and find me 
chair near sisters. I not can dance, and not know 
what person ; heart not expanded. Dancers not all 
have graceful movement. Some big men are heavy 
like performing bears ; some turn like statues on axis ; 
others jump as they were on heated iron. You not 
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see smile, but aspect of determination or anxiety. 
Some men had heavy boots with much mud. Tall, 
strong, fine young men having, I not doubt, great 
measure for meat. I speak to man beside me. · He 
look-see me, turn face away and not give reply. One 
dancer with red colour face come close and he catch 
foot on wood leg. He leave young female, arid with 
anger say to me in loud voice : ' You pla-ti Chow ! 
You what do at here l Place for you is in cook
room ! ' Faces turn to me ; there is pause in dancing. 
I answer: 'I have sorrow. Was accident.' He· 
beget more anger and approach with menace. Meh-li 
quickly step between, away push him, and in loud 
voice say : ' Have shame ! He is gentleman, and that 
more than you!' Tah-mi he advance and say: 
' Ah-lek ! you what do ? Mr. Young my friend. • 
But Ah-lek is drink-drunk and gives insults and 
threats. Tah-mi tell him go outside edge of hall. 
Thus they away go with other men and I also. They· 
have fight ; it but in short time end. Tah-mi he 
give proof he 'the man• who can.' Ah-lek say to . 
Tah-mi, ' You more good man.' He come to me 
and make good piece fault. Below clasping my hand 
and Tah-mi·s hand, we go to Ho-tel and drink three, 
five cups of Pia. Face of Ah-Iek that while time not 
appear handsome ; for place of one eye is blue colour 
swelling, and lips thus thick he drink with difficulty. 
He not have care, but laugh. This is spirit of' Sport' 
in 0-sei-lia. Below fight is friendship renewed. Is 
more good than keeping vengeance thoughts. Thus 
disputes quick finished, and anger washed away wi~ 
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flood of Pia. With us is long task of peace-makers ; 
who ·must have reward in banquet that ends quarrel. 

We return to farm come morning-head early. I 
have much fatigue and seek bed. Meh-li and Eh-mi 
they change garments and_ out go to milk cows I 
Tah-mi also change and take ~e to cut firewood! 
Is surprising; they not ever have weariness ! 

Thus the little brown man have defeated the great 
grizzly bear of the north, sinking his ships and him 
away driving at Mukden ! This success they alto
gether not have if Western _science they not acquire. 
That thing the dwarfs of the Rising Sun Bag can do in 
half-century, we not do, for what cause i Ai-ya ! 
the disregard of these nations for our sacred soil '. • . 
heedlessly in their struggle devastating it I 

I stop step and beg you forgive long tedious letter ; 
past~me for me, but for you fatigue. 

May Heaven award you the Five Blessings and the 
Three Kinds of Abundance! 



LETTER. XXIV: TA-LAH: SEPTEMBER. I I, I 90S 

7'0 Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

Dear friend, you give me much teaching about 
great victory of Rising Sun soldier-ships over 
fleet of N go-lo-ez. Passes all expectation ! 

Now time is humiliated pride and arrogance ofW estern 
Nations. Little brown men point way to us, not i 
According how I look, Tseng Ching, we, with top 
great population and earth riches, have big pages' 
writing in history book in days not-come. 

Doctor from Ta-Iah he tell me lung healing ; but 
cough give much trouble. He but counsel me remain 
here not more than three, five moons. He say: 
' After summer-heaven more good, you go north side 
of mountains ; too much rain fall at here in winter 
heaven.' 
L- come-see face two days before. . I not can 

say I happy in what manner I That while I with 
her my cup of joy overflowing. Yet I not dare speak .. 
talk of how I feel; for thus beautiful young life and 
health can be associated with my maimed body alto ... 
gether not. Thus not wise show all affection. In 
the words of Gautama Buddha : 'Sorrow is born of 

, joy.' Life is bitter-sweet, sweet-bitter. More bitter, 
more sweet ; more sweet, ':llore bitter. She ask me if 
I still have love. I answer, we still have friendship. 
Tears fall from her eyes. Ai-ya! what for nourish 
hopes that the not-come will kill die i More words 
of Buddha come to me: 'It is not he who has over-

loa 
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come thousands of men who is the great hero ; but.he 
who has overcome himself., 

Eh-mi not btl and strong as Meh-Ii. She more 
like reading books than cow-milking, and has ambition 
to be great city lady. She has idea to become rich by 
good fortune more than hard work. Is more easy. 
Have times she buys ticket for gambling from province 
of Tatz-mei-nia, little island south of 0-sei-lia ; 
gambling not permitted in big continent. Name of 
province come from 'Tatz' or 'Tatz-alz,' a lottery. 
People of this. province have 'mania' (in Ying lan
guage), madness for this gamble ; so province has 
name. In 0-sei-lia are horse-races in one place or 
other each day. For each race is a lottery, called 
'Consultation,' directed by rich society having privi
lege. You buy ticket having some number among 
1 oo,ooo. Are many prizes. Principal prize is ticket 
having number same as horse arriving one number in 
race. · This prize [.5000. You but not get all that, 
f01: rich~ociety take ten in hun~ed. King's Family 
in Tatz-mei-nia take other ten in hundred in stamp 
duty on ticket for granting gambling permission, and 
King's Family of 0-sei-lia take off prize other ten 
two and half in hundred; yet not permit gambling. 
Thus for big prize you not receive £5ooo, only £397 5· 
Ten parts of the people reputed good and moral (ex
planation-rule, people who with regularity kneel in 
the Worship Hall, officials and the rich) consider 
gambling great sin. Much revenue, however, ob
tained from tax of ten two and half in hundred ; you 
not hear-say how much. Stoppered bottle has wisdom. 
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Have times origin of names extraordinary. Chek 
he tell me origin of name of this great country 0-sei-lia 
is from two words ' horse ' and ' trail.' In no other 
land is the horse so famous. Is not much respect or 
recording-faculty for great statesmen, or explorers as 
Admiral Kuk or Admiral Fling-tsz; for but speedy 
horses like Kah-pa-eng and many others is reverence 
and fame, and the sound of their names, deeds, and · 
families exalted. Myriads of men an.d boys, even 
many women, not have thought fQr what thing except 
for horses and gambling on races. 'Trail ' i! in 
word-collection book ' track ' or ' path,' shown by 
smell or passage of animal being followed. Nine 
parts of the people at here on ' trail ' of the horse ; this 
top-side consideration. From ' horse-trail ' expres
sion become' 'orse-trail'; 'h 'banned by the illiter
ate. So is now ' Australia,' same sound ; end of word 
ornamental. 

With us, as you know, gambling and eating the 
deadly drug are the two great vices ; for gambling, 
cards and dice the means. Thus is not for me spe.ak 
harshly of other people having same vice. Yet 
gambling in the Middle Kingdom is mostly at fairs and 
during feast-time of New Year, from day of one 
number moon to Feast of Lanterns ; what time is 
little work. In this land is horse-racing and betting 
ten parts of the year. ParentS if had this' mania,' you 
not see thus many cities and villages and cultivation. 
More better stop step and follow ·ancestors' example. 

Habit of eating little Spanish smoke or 'cigarette' 
at now is in four places ; before time was smoke-pipe. 

I ' 

L 
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Habit derived from people of the Flower Flag they 
obtain from the Si-pan-ya-jin of Meh-si-ko. We 
also eat tobacco, in but long pipe; not ihus danger t<' 
health. It come to us above two hundred and fifty 
years. . The Ho-lan-kwoh-jin and the Ta Lu-sung
jin bring it to the Isles of the Sea, and it spread in 
Manchuria, where is good.·quality. In mod.eration 
cigarettes not have harm. That time smoke is 
swallowed by the lungs and good many consume~
have times three ten, five ten in one day !-lungs 
and ·blood poisoned and heart and nerves weakened. 
Money supply also weakened. . 

You see at here men walking day's way,, carrying 
roll of blue blankets on shoulder and. a fire's black pot 
of tin for boiling tea. They say come from afar, and 
going to distant town find labour .money. They ask 
fqr something to eat and shelter for sleep. Two days 
abov~ on approach of black night, one thus man having 
ugly sprouting hairs on face, dirty and of sour miell, 
with appearance of having evil at the marrow of his 
heart, made this demand. Cha-Ii ask him ifhe willing 
chop wood for burning. Man answer that he injure 
hand and not can chop (yet if he go to distant town 
to seek labour, he what can do?). Cha-Ii he give him 
big pieces bread and meat. Man then ask for tea-leaf, 
sugar, and tobacco-cake. Man not is content; so 
Cha-li for piece smile-talk ask if he more like bird 
meat -or smoked pig meat, or jam, with cup of wine. 
Cha-li show him hay house, and man wants clean 
white bed. Cha-li has patience, and says he has 
sorrow, beds all occupied and his own bed too small for 
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two persons. He told man have care not smoke pipe 
in hay house. I ask Cha-li what for he give thus 
much to ungrateful man. He answer: 'I if not 
give it, he put fire to haystack or house in black night 
and away go. If he brou~ht before judge, he say was 

accident, or he not know thing about it, and thus goes 
free. Better not look for trouble.' 

These idle vagabonds, called 'sundowners,' arrive 
at farms or places where they rear sheep in great 
number that time approaching black night when sun 
goes down, and they not can be refused. They raise 
body over all the land, and have discovered way to 
provide for their wants without using effort. Old 
time when no roads, and people few and far apart, was 

welcome strangers' arrival. Hospitality gave pleasure; 
and new faces expanded hearts. Now time, not thus. 

Places at where are sheep reared, called 'station.s,' 
are big-big; have times one hundred li in long-short 
and five ten, seven ten in wide-narrow, at where are 
three, five hundred thousand sheep. Owner of thus · 
place has name 'squatter,' for sitting or settling on 
territory. He resemble small king in rule and great 
constantly has riches. Have times he has big debt to 
cash shop, ' station ' is in its hands and he in a sea of 
troubles. 

I not write long letter, I soon have fatigue. Tdl 
l\1eh-pi-si I have happy remembrance of him, and shall 
time-time wish for him every blessing. For you, 
dea~ Tseng Ching, I am grateful for our beautiful 
friendship that has made life sweet and will give me 
peace-soothe in my last moments. 



LETr_ER XXV: JUNE .zo, 1906 

To Tung Ching from Hwuy-ung · 

Good friend, you will see by address I give that 
I away go from Ta-lah. Climate not suit; 
falls rain too frequent, and I catch one bad 

cool I not sleep sufficient black night, having cough 
and chest p~n. That while I in bed ailing very heavy, 
~she with father come visit me ; they think I in 
short time be guest on high. Beneath veil of cheer
fulness and courage on beloved face I see sorrow and 
fear. Ai l I love her more than life; yet I desire 
live that she not have for me regret. Thus doctor he 
say : ' Go north side of h_ills, is different climate and 
more dry ; eat much good food, drink plenty milk, 
and keep outside edge of house all the ten two hours to 
breathe air's purity.' 

My cousin he bring me to this place, where for two 
mon~s it not fall rain. I have sorrow leaving friends 
at farm near Ta-lah ; they all thus good. I not more 
hear pleasant voices of Chek, his two sisters and 
mother, with sincerity in eyes and smile on face. I 
not more hear variety of' Hm' sounds from old father, 
nor loud hearty voices ofTah-mi, Chim, and Cha-li. 

I living now at : 

'Fairview' Convalescent Home, ' 
via lngleburn, Victoria, Australia. 

This place is on hill's slope. On all sides thick . 
growth of origin eucalyPtus 'bush,' called dumosa ; 

16, 
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situation top good for the sick. Officials at here not 
want money payment ; institution supported by King's 
Family and gifts. I but give contribution for pay
ment of maintenance ; this they accept, though not 
willing. I not can tell you in what manner they 
serve me ; my heart full of gratitude. I eat in white 
day five times, sit in beautiful garden, or walk body on • 
paths. My bed is on heaven-terrace, where I not feel 
sun's heat. At now below two months of arrival in 
this place, cough and chest pain not thus troublesome. 
Is abundance of sun's light, of sweet air and good food. 
Are five ten dwellers in ' Home ' ; some very ailing, 
some soon to pass beyond, some with hope of health 
renovated in time not yet come. I am in last class. 

Is here coming constantly a man of religion, called 
'clergyman,' who sits and c:;onverses with me ; have 
times he has chess-game with me ; have times he asks 
.me of the doctrines of K'ung, for he has intention of 
raising body to Middle Kingdom go as missionary 
Below his· visits I had interest to record discussions. 
You, Tseng Ching, know opinions of the Master and 
my opinions ; and respect them. Your opinions have 
my respect. Thus we spoke : 1 

1 Hwuy-ung in the following dialogue shows, I am grieved 
to say, that the darkness that enshrouds him has not as yet been 
dispelled by the glorious light of faith. I had doubts abou~ 
including this and others of his letters among those I purpose 
sending to my friend Tourrier; but knowing his ability in the 
detection of sophistry and his judgment regarding Christianity, 
I have no fear as to the conclusions he will arrive at. Knowing 
also the value an exposition of the theology of the Chinese 
littrati would be to missionaries seeking to bring the lost sheep 
to the fold, I have not excluded these letters, as they themselves 
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Clergyman. My dear sir, I feel very desirous to 
have the views of an educated Chinaman on Inatters 
of religion. If you will kindly satisfy my curiosity, 
I shall be grateful. It is not idl~ curiosity, but rather 
the desire for instruction to prepare for the duties in 
store for me as a missionary. Do not fear to offend by 
speaking out plainly. 

J.· The subject is a delicate one, and, I fear, un
profitable; unless considered from an impersonal point 
of view and as a simple statement of facts. 

C. Quite so. In China, I am told, you have three 
religions in a way fused into one. 

I. Yes; Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism. 
The literati to which I belong follow the teaching of 
Confucius, incorporating more or less the doctrines of 
Lao-tsz and Buddh~ The doctrines of Buddha, like 
those of Epicurus, debased and perverted · by his 
followers, now constitute the major part of the re
ligion of the lower classes. Confucianism is really, 
per se, less a religion than a system of ethics treating of 
man's duty to hims.elf and to his fellow-man; the 
spiritual wants being supplied by choice from the other 
two religions. 

may suggest the means of combating--some of the false notions 
therein incJuded. J. A. MAKEPEACE. 

P .S.-1 have endeavoured to give in plain English the mean
ing of Hwuy-ungls Chinese characters in this and the next 
two letters, Tseng Ching's translation being hardly intelligible. 
Having among other subjects studied Latin and Greek while in 
Australia, Hwuy-ung bas made free use of derivatives from those 
languages for which be could find no synonym in his own. 

J. A.M. 
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C. Did Confucius exclude the conception of a 
God? 

I. He spoke of a 'God, All-Wise, Equitable, and 
One.' But he rarely refers to the subject in his writ
ings. For him God was' Tnt Great Unknown,' whose 
attributes no man could ever hop~ to define. . 

C. All men, however low in the scale of humanity, 
admit some superior Power. 

I. So I believe. But it is in tj}e definition of that 
Power that they disagree. 

C. And consequently establish different religious 
sects. 

I. Which seems to prove the impossibility of 
definition. Confucius said : 'Not understanding 
even Life, how can we comprehend Death ? ' Much 
less could he comprehend the. Cause of life and death. 
Thought, soul, infinity,· eternity-who cari pierce 
through their mystery to the meaning of God ? . 

C. Then Confucius was an agnostic?_ 
I. In a certain sense; as far as deistic definition went. 

He refused all argument on that subject, sayil}g! 
' Nature does not talk ; yet the four seasons come with 
regularity.' In the Panegyrics we read: 

' The doings of Almighty God _ 
Have neither sound nor smell,' 

implying that they cannot be tested by the senses, 
nor, inferentially, by the reason of man. 

C. Christianity, however, teaches us to believe in 
a personal. God. · 

I. Anthropomorphism;- that is, one after our own 
likeness? 
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C. Having in the superlative degree the qualities 
of goodness; loving-kindness, mercifulness-

/. In ·fact, human characteristics, though rare, · 
amplified. Our Sages never represented God as moved 
by the same emotions as we have. Neither Con
fucius, nor his disciples, nor Gautama .Buddha ven
tured to estimate the mind of God, nor His tran
scendent greatness. We believt;: that if we lead a. pure 
life and refrain from doing to others that whiCh we 
would not wish them to do to us, we obey not only 
the teaching of Confucius, but also the mandates 
of Heaven~ 

C. That. is eliminating the Deity as regards· 
prayer. 

1. Confucius did pray to Heaven. For many 
centuries past it has been the custom for the Emperor, 
styled the Son of Heaven, to worship the Lord of 
Heaven, at the marble Altar of Heaven in Peking. · 
He was the intermediary between his people-at first, 
as was then thought, the_ one people of the world-and 
God, the Lord of Heaven. All others addressed their 
prayers to Heaven, the Portal to the Unknown. 

C. That was very different from the intimate re
lations Christians assume with their God; though 
they have for intermediary Jesus Christ. 

I. I am· referring exclusively to the pure classic 
Confucianism. My countrymen are reproached for 
worshipping idols. They ·are merely emblems ; 
material objects serving to fix the mind on spiritual 
things. In the same manner I have seen in your 
churches and chapels people kneeling in prayer before 
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the crucified figure of Jesus and before pictures; or 
swallowing a wafer and a sip of wine representing the 
body and blood of Christ. Allowance must be made 
for the ignorant, who may confuse the emblem with 
the actuality. 

C. But in appealing to Heaven, the abode of God, 
what reply or result could be expected ? 

I. In a sense Heaven indirectly implied the God
head, much as one might speak of the }Jritish Govern
ment as Downing Street ; for Confucius said : 
' Heaven does not let the cause of truth to perish.' 
Also : ' He who offends against Heaven has none to 
whom he can pray.' 

C. But you give no instance where Confucius 
addressed himself to the Almighty as Christians do ; 
to a personal God, as a child might address a loving 
father to derive comfort from his protection and help 
in time of sickness or trouble. Prayer offered up to 
a vague Heaven cannot have that consoling communion 
found in appealing to one's Maker. 

I. That may be. We, however, cannot fin~ an 
answer to the question-What is God l The mind 
is overwhelmed. To pray to the All-wise, the Just; 
for help or advantage, in our opinion, implies that God 
needs to be reminded or persuaded to confer a favour, 
irrespective of justice. 

C. If the privilege of prayer were denied. me I 
should feel helpless and desolate, abandoned and alone ; 
one lost in the wildernesi. 

1. Practically speaking, I don't think that is 
generally the consequence of non-praying. There 
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. are many who lead good lives, who do not pray, yet 
are happy. 

C. Such people in time of afiliction or on their .. 
death-bed nevertheless appeal to God. 

I. That I admit ; but then body and mind are 
~eaken~d. There is the old fear of the unknown, of 
what might be, that prompts what is then d.eemed to 
be the safer course. But what is our admiration of 
Nature's beauties and glories, our grateful joy of life, 

' our expansive goodwill for all beings-what is that 
but tacit prayer l More truly prayer than that 
spoken which comes not from the heart l 

C. The uttered prayer is more determinate, more 
emphatic. I have no doubt whatever that God 
hears our prayers when they are deserving. I can 

,.assure you of that, Mr. Young, from my own personal 
experience. We are repeatedly so adjured on the 
authority of the Holy Scriptures. Jesus Christ Himself 
said : 'What things soever ye desire, when ye pray, 
believe that ye receive them, and ye shall have them.' 

I. The efficacy of prayer must depend on God's 
intervention in human affairs. Ad~itting this erag
matism and His justness and mercifulness, how can we 
reconcile that with Nature's cniellaw that in all the 
realm of living things the strong kill the weak in the 
struggle to subsist ? 

C. The ways of the Lord are above reason. It 
is only faith through Jesus Christ that gives us strength · 
and comfort in this world and the hope of heaven here
after. Our strong faith by its result gives us the best 
proof of the power of prayer. It will be found that 
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we ourselves are generally to ,plame for most of our 
troubles. 

I. · Very true : most of them are due to our own 
carelessness; also to our ignorance, for which we are 
not so blameable. One enters the world as a stranger 
in a strange land. Not knowing the laws, though we 
may be told them, they are constantly infringed. The 
plea of ignorance (which a foreigner might urge) is of 
no avail. To avoid punishment, therefore, these 
laws must be learnt ; though they are both difficult 
to discover and hard to remember, for their number 
increases with our knowledge. 

C. That is where the influence of religion is so 
powerful, for it guides us in all the circumstances of 
life. We know that a watchful care is ever over us, 
.and that our actions and inmost thoughts are open to 
the All-seeing Eye. · 

Thus, Tseng Ching, did we debate with the utmost 
cordiality on a subject I have usually avoided as leading 
to personal rancour; from which I had to Hy for. 
refuge to a discussion of the weather. We Jl}USt be 
tolerant and respect the faith of another if he is sincere,· 
as I respect your leanings towards Christianity
Confucian though you once were like me. Have I 
not the greatest regard and affection for Mr. Make
peace, and admiration for his charitableness· and care 
of the sick ? Can I forget what I owe to him ? 
When next you see him, assure him ofmy gratitude. 

I will now conclude this long and tiring letter, 
both for you and for me ; wishing you, dear friend, 
happiness a~d prosperity. 



LErrER. XXVI : DECEMBER 7, I 906 

'To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

D
ear friend, I have received your last letter ; it 
gave me much pleasure in my solitude here 
at the Convalescent Home. There are few 

here that I can converse with profitably, excepting 
the clergyman who occasionally comes to see me. 
I generally make a record, of our friendly dis
cussions after he leaves me. I would not trans
mit them to you, fearing I might become tedious, 
but that you expressed your interest in theni. As 
I have little else to do than read and write
and eat prodigiously, I amuse myself with this inter
change of ideas, which takes one's thoughts off self
consciousness. As for my health, I am improving 
noticeably. · The following is a transcription of one 
of my talks 'with the visiting clergyman :-

C. You may remember, Mr. Young, my telling 
you that I rna y be called to our .mission in China. 
Now, your experience of our efforts at conversion there 
would be invaluable to me. What is thought of our 
missionaries in your country ? 

I. While some of us are predisposed in their favour, 
many are prejudiced against them. 

C. What are the reasons for their prejudice? 
I. The fact of their being foreigners,. first of all. 

In every country the common type of man dislikes 
manners, customs, ideas, language, and so on, that are 
unlike his own. There is a strong prejudice against 
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foreigners in China because all our troubles during 
a century past are-perhaps wrongly-attributed to 
them. Many crimes have falsely been laid to the 
charge of the missionaries by our ignorant villagers ; 
such as poisoning the wells, gouging out the eyes of 
children for medicinal purposes or for magic rites, 
and other wickedness. They were thought to be 
spies, mischief-makers, and the. cause of armed inter
ference. They came from England, from the West, 
whence also came invasion and despoliation. 

C. Many well-intentioned missionaries suffered 
martyrdom. ' 

I. Popular feeling was inflamed against them, by 
misguided patriots. The facts were., that we wished 
to be left alone, as we had been for so many centuries 
before; but foreign tra.ders persisted in bringing 
Indian opiu!ll to us. · 

C. I have read about that, and I admit that we 
were in the wrong in 1839 when our armed ships 
landed 20,000 cases of opium at Canton. 

I. Our destruction of the contraband poison led to 
claims for 'indemnity, governmental interference, and 
war. Your great statesman Gladstone said of this 
opium war that he never knew of one so unjust and. 
so calculated to cover England with disgrace. The 
Treaty of Nanking in 1842 followed our inevitable 
defeat. The English took Hong-kong, and obliged 
us to open five of our ports to their merchants and 
their opium. I need not tell you in detail how the 
administration of justice in our country was assumed 
by foreign judges when foreigners were accused, nor 
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how your merchants against our will built their ware
houses in our ports on enforced concesssions, nor how 
your official representatives and those of other countries 
seized large areas in our cities which they fortified 
and garrisoned. We tried to free ourselves, but only 
became the more enmeshed. Most of the nations of 
Europe took some portion of our territory, and at one 
time even apportioned to each other a so-called ' sphere 
of influence. • England's . share was the immense 
valley of the Yangtsze-kiang. 

C. I· admit that your country has well-founded 
grievances. There was no doubt· ~rong on both 
sides. But justice will certainly be awarded in the 
future. Have not our missionaries awakened among 

~· your countrymen feelings of sympathy and friendship ? 
I. Yes ; they and your physicians and teachers, 

helpi~g our people in sickness and want, inculcating . 
morality and imparting knowledge, are ioved and re
spected. But your ministration is not without danger 
to our social life, for your converts are taught to dis
regard our long-established ancestral worship, our 
filial piety, and the customary Buddhist and Taoist 
ceremonies that form part of our everyday life. It 
often happens that these converts become antagonistic 
to their own families and clans, and are looked upon as 
renegades and traitors to their country. During the 
Boxer outbreak many of them were killed by their own 
relations. 

C. I may be going out to China with my wife and 
several other ladies, one of .them quite a girl. Would 
they be well received? 
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I. The old order of seclusion of .women is in the 
cities giving way before the newly imported idea of 
emancipation and sex equality. But in the far 
interior it would still be considered. immodest for 
women to mix freely with men.. Would it be wise 
to take a young girl with your mission to endure many 
hardships, to sacrifice her youth and fqrgo its due 
pleasures? 

C. She feels that she is called to the good work of 
saving souls, and is full of eagerness to begin working· 
in the vineyard of the Lord. 

I. I can form some idea of your young devotee, 
for I met such a one in the Methodist Mission at Lao 
Kua Chen. She would be deeply religious and pure
minded, full of pity for the many millions of heathens 
in China doomed, as she believed, to eternal torment 
in hell. The girl's tender heart would bleed, reflecting 
on their dreadful fate. Oh I if she could save some 
of these poor creatures and bring them to the fold, 

, though her own life were to be forfeited ! Such would 
be her generous, noble, heroic thoughts ;· gready to 
be respected and admired. But the poor child would 
be unaware of the fact that the people she proposed to 
teach were and had been law-abiding, moral, peaceful, 
and happy since and .before the time of the Emperor 
Fu Hsi, 3000 B.c., and that their empire had outlived 
the rise and fall of the greatest nati~ns in history. Su'* 
a vast region, with one-fourth the populati~n of the 
world, must have had great and good qualities to have 
held together and been so long-enduring •• ' •• To 
return to the subject of missionaries. Our literati 
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might ask: what authority have you for your teach
ingl 

C. Our answer would of course be-the Holy 
·Bible. 

I. What if they denied that authority in the same 
way that you would disallow the Koran, the Analects 

· of Confucius, the doctrines of Brahma, of Buddha, of 
Lao-tsz ? In the opinion of our literati ~:>Ur three 
religions contain no less lofty sentiments in their 
scriptures. Indeed, they assert that Chinese religious 
literature is the purest of all others, and that in their 
rites there never have been sacrificial nor licentious 
ceremonies. They maintain further that these books 
even compare favourably with that part of the Bible 
called the Old Testament. 

C. As a matter of fact, our exhortation is mostly 
prompted by theN ewT estament. Where have you the 
sublime injunction: 'Do good to them that hate you' l 

I. Buddhism enjoins that we must 'overcome 
anger with kindness; wickedness with good actions.' 
Lao-tsz said : 'Recompense injury with kindness.' 
Confucius, more practically, told us that we should 

· 'recompense injury with justice, and recompense 
kindness with kindness.' 

C. Have you any precept to compare with that 
of Christ : ' Blessed are the meek,· for they shall 
inherit the earth' l 

I. Lao-tsz wrot~ : ' He that humbles himself 
shall be preserved entire.' Buddhism has : ' Holy is 
he who has no hate for those that hate him; who is 
without defence among the armed.' Confucius says 
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of the humble man: 'Having, as though he had not; 
full, and yet counting himself as empty ; offended 
against, and yet entering into no altercation.' , 

C. There is certainly some similarity in the 
teaching of the philosophers that you quote to that 
of our Saviour. But the lives of none of thein can 
remotely compare with that of Christ, apart from the 
supreme sacrifice 'of His life for the redemption. of 
our sins. 

Just at this moment the bell_ rang for the evening 
meal, and the clergyman rose to depart. . Shaking 
hands, he stated that he would have liked to prolong 
our agreeable talk, but hoped soon to have the pleasure 
ofrene~ing it before long. I answered that I should 
be pleased, and trusted that h_e would pardon the frank
ness of my speech in disclosing the views of my 
countrymen. He said that it was just that frankness 
that he so appreciated. 

My mode of life, dear friend, is so regulated and 
unvaried that I have little newS to send you.· I am 
still improving steadily. Keep me _always in kind 
remembrance, as I affectionately remember you and. 
our faithful comrades. Farewell. ·, 

M 



LETTER XXVII: MAY 14, 1907 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

r ely we have had some very hot weather, but 
there are some cool places in the big building, 
and in the shade of the fine Moreton Bay fig

trees and the Pinus insignis in the grounds. My 
friend the future missionary visited me yesterday. 
He is studying Chinese, and finds it very hard. He 
continued his questions. I transcribe :-

C. By the way, at what period was Buddhism 
introduced into China ? 

I. It came from India, and was first known to us 
about 200 B.c. 

C. And when did Lao-tsz flourish ? 
I. Lao-tsz, the founder of Taoism, was a con

temporary of Confucius, 551-478 B.c. High ideals 
have after all been promulgated at all times and in 
different places; but their practice has always fallen 
short of the theory I think that rna y be said of all 
religions, not excepting Christianity. 

C. I grant that many who call themselves Chris
tians do not act up to their professed faith. Never
theless, he that endeavoul? to follow Christ rises to a 
higher plane. 

I. In the New Testament Christ bade His disciples 
leave all and follow Him. He said : 'He that loveth 
father and mother more than l\1e is not worthy of Me.' 
Also : ' If any man come to Me and hate not his 
father, and mother, and wife, and children • • • he 
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cannot be My disciple.' Now, you will find great 
difficulty in persuading our people to accept this. 
From time immemorial ancestor-worship and. filial 
piety have been the practice and basis of our social 
life; to sweep away these principles would arouse 
opposition and even horror. 

C. In the choice of our quotations and texts we 
would naturally at first avoid contentious matter. 

I. Then again, the doctrine of original sin would 
not readily be accepted, especially by Confucians. 

C. Still, it would be indispensable for us to require 
that belief; otherwise the death of Christ, the 
Redeemer, would be without meaning. 

I. Most of us believe with Mencius that : ' All 
men are naturally virtuous, just as water naturally 
flows downward.' Confucius says that: 'All men 
are good at birth ; but not many remain ,so to the 
end.' We cannot look upon a new-born babe as a 
smner. 

C. Yet our faith is that God sent on earth His 
only Son to atone by His death for the sins of the 
world. 

I. It will be difficult to persuade our ignorant vil
lagers that God sent His only Son to this world for our 
salvation: firstly, because they would deny the 
necessity for redemption ; secondly, because to them· 
God is inscrutable, unimaginable • • • they could not 
believe that God had a Son or would send Him to this 
little planet. We are Socinians. 

C. · For all that, there are many millions of civilised, 
cultured people who do believe it, as you must know. 
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· I. I do. Yet l have read that there are numbers, 
outwardly Christian, who actually give the matter 
little thought, engrossed as they are in money-making ; 
and many others· who are convinced that Christ was 
but. a human being of exceptional virtue whose life 
and death justified apotheosis, as in ancient times 
heroes were deified. 

C. .What is the opinion of your literati ? 
I. They believe that Christ was the Son of God in 

the same sense that all men are ¢e sons of Heaven ; 
as our Emperors have been the sons of Heaven. But 
they do not admit that Christ was actually a part 
of God with the h.uman relationship of son.. I have 
been told that scientific men in the West think in 
the same way. 

C. It is no new opinion to deny the divinity of 
Christ. . Yet all the arguments that have been ad
vanced have not shaken the faith held by the most 
enlightened people on earth. Has not Christianity 
brought civilisation up to its present moral standard 
from a condition of barbarism ? Be quite sure, Mr. 
Young, that no mere man could have spoken, acted, 
worked miracles, and died as did Jesus; no one not 
divine could have so altered the course of human ten
dencies. The hand of God is plainly visible in the 
life and sacrifice of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus 
Christ. Argument, reasoning, imagination, eloquence 
and persuasion are as the ineffectual waves, beating 
against the rock-the rock of Faith! I pray God, 
Mr. Young, that one day the scales may fall from 
your eyes. 
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I made no further response to the clergyman, think
ing it more agreeable to change the subject and inquire 
when he was about to stan; on his long voyage. But 
we never during our long ~k lost the friendly feding 
that we have for each other. 

I have read in the newspapers that the Old Buddha 
persists in saying : ' These reforms must not be 
abandoned.' But can we bdieve her ? She and the 
Emperor Kuang Hsii fear a revolution, and, though 
trying to conciliate the reformers, still cling to their 
own imperial prerogatives. The time must soon 
come when these hindrances will be swept away. , 

I now conclude with all good wishes to you ·and 
words of encouragement to our beloved comrades. 



To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

Y
our long letter to me expanded my heart. 
That while you not altogether same opinion, 
you have generous toleration. Knowing sin

cerity, I read arguments with great respect. What 
thing man thinks of Heaven and after death is, how
ever, personal matter. One of the patients at here, 
nam~ Sim-king, has great constantly speak-talk with 
me. He has mind free for all religions, and he says 
they all good they if teach men be friends. He says: 
'Every man has different religion; no two same.' 
Have times he play chess-game with me. He has 
returning health, and will away go in little time. We 
walk body short distance from Home each day. 

·Nurses in this place I altogether not stop admire. 
They, most of them, angels one piece kind, sweet · 
smile on face like ripe peach, bright with mind and 
body health·; patient, continuously not tired in ser
vice to us. Human piety not reach more high; that 
life true religion, different beliefs joinecl with it not 
important. Sim-lcing he say of them : 'They if not 
believe one thing, they certain go to Heaven.' Yet 
is amusing see young girl nurse with old man, of age 
sufficient for her father's father, supplying his wants 
with care and authority of mother. Is nature's t~ch
ing. Nevertheless, I have strong opinion that women 
not be asked to assist men in sickness. Is more good 
men help men and women help women. I not like 
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women be around my bed ; is possible they not like it. 
Yet is strange, opposite is judged all right. Women 
not have faith in female doctors ; ' men not believe 
male nurses enough attentive. That has a little 
truth. In what manner is it a man not have endur
ance of a woman in hospital i She can time-time 
move body, do ten thousand small things, not have 
sleep for three, five nights, yet have goodwill, clear 
brightness, and kindness • • -. is wonderful ! A 
man more strong than a woman, in 'Sport' of all 
kinds he much superior ; but he if do same duties 
as what nurse, he become half-cold and exhausted. 
Reason for thus endurance in women is perhaps that 
for myriad generations among barbarians she was 
slave to man, and must be fire-head and clothes
maker for him and her offspring, do all work in cave, 
tent, or hut, and bear all burdens and her last-born in 
moving body from one place to another ; that while 
time he hunting or fighting, ·eating or sleeping, at now 
is thus in some places.-

Are two, three doctors at here ; chief is called 
'house doctor': old man with red face, fat body, loud 
voice, and rough manners adopted for discipline and 
authority. He come to me two days above, and with 
frown on face say : ' You sick in what manner i ,. ·I 
answer : ' I gaining health.' He say : ' You not 
have sick look. You have cough i Not 1 Blood 
in spittle 1 Not l '-his voice begetting loudness and 
anger-' You sweat in black night 1 Not i You 
have pain?' I answer to questions, 'No!' Then 
his voice is like lion's roar : ' What for the devil you 
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stay at here ? ' · I tell him lung not altogether cured. 
Then like dog with a bone, disturbed, he growls: 
'Oh, well, more good you stay other two, three ... 
moons,' and away goes. 

I think doctors not really rough, but assume rough
ness, same as many persons, to appear honest and sure 
and courageous. I not doubt he was thus ; for Sim
king tell me old doctor not consider great thing cut 
open stomach and examine entrails of living· patient ; 
this proof doctor had big gall. I hear him one day say 
with ·anger to dying man groaning . in great pain : 
'Now, come ; you must bear it ! Be brave ! ' The 
day below doctor get small splinter of w~od in finger, 
and he swear at two nurses helping him, and with face 
nqw white colour he groans and sighs, screaming of 
pain he suffers. I much desire, but not dare, repeat 
words he use to dying man. One more occasion 
make me think he have less gall than he pretends. Old 
chief nurse has little dog, she often has on knees. Is 
not nic~ mild dog, but has vice of going at persons' 
heels; if to bite, I not know. House doctor passing 
quickly, little dog leap off knees and run after him, 
not having affection for him. Doctor cry out to old 
nurse, with eyes staring with fear: 'Keep away dog! 
Keep away dog I Call away damn dog ! ' Then at 
last he himself away run, more fast than I believe. 

Nurse attending • me asks teaching from me of our 
origin land, and has interest. She tell me I not same 
as other men from there. I ask in what manner. 
She answer : ' You speak Ying language good like us. 
·Men selling kay not can; they all ugly.' She has 
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middle-mind for smile-talk, yet has expression {}f sad
ness. If my thoughts not time-time for ~' I 
perhaps think of this good nurse. Is but more wise 
not have thoughts of what woman ; for with one leg 
and disease in lung I am what use ? Marriage I not 
now time more consider. Poor L-she write ; l
but answer short letter with friendship, not the love I 
have in heart. I have hope she forget me; is more 
good thus. 

Three Polite Worship above with Sim-king we 
raise body. to township of Ingleburn, three li distant. 
Along road we pass waste land of old holes where was 
in 18 53 found great much gold. Is long line of white 
mounds worn smooth by rains of many years, with 
bushes and trees growing among. Resembles immense 
dead snake white and decayed. Sim-king tell me this 
place scene of excitement and triumph of drunkenness 
and despair of hundreds rough desperate men from all 
countries. Sim-king's father speak-talk of strange 
fever for gold that was among diggers ; the wonderful 
rich reward to some for little trouble, and the Jong, 
hard labour of some obtaining nothing. Two for
tunate men find in hole they dig the yellow metal 
shining on all sid~. The diggers call it 'jeweller's 
shop.' From it was taken value of £sooo ! Was 
cause of nien acting same asJools. The two men 
shoot-out scatter money in drink and vice, shau-ting for 
men on four sides, and becoming same as idiots. · One 
drink-drunk day-day was victim of cunning rogues 
pretending he owe money to them. ·' Dik,' one says, 
'you how time pay me debt?' Dik says, 'I not 
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record obtain of debt.' Other man say, 'Oh, you 
but owe me four ten pounds.' Dik say,' That if true, 
I pay you.' That while time Dik pull out of pocket 
cash-shop book and writes with difficulty certificate for 
four ten pounds. Sim-king for smile-talk say Dik 
had occupation each day writing certificates. At end 
of four moons Dik not have one pound. He say, 
' Plenty more in earth.' . He. but not find more, and 
suffers poverty till he fall die. Associate of Dik has 
destiny more favourable ; he careful, borrow-gives to 

poor farmers at big price, and takes farm they if not · 
return coin that day it due. He at now rich man, 

· one of King's Family, and en joys respect. Generosity 
is virtu~ but may lead to poverty and sorrow; avarice 
is vice, but may lead to wealth and respect. Two 
sides have vice, they if beyond the mean ; two sides 
not. have happiness. 

I ·hear..;say from Sim-king strange stories of fortunate 
diggers of gold. Of one who put fire to cash-shop 
certificate for five pounds to burn end of Spanish smoke. 
Of other having rich 'claim,' who had horse to ride 
with silver shoes fastened with one nail, to drop off 

. for be picked up by crowd that follow .. Those days 
diggers at theatricals throw 'nuggets,' little pieces of 
gold, at actors that time they give contentment. On 
the roads, w~th' tents and wooden shops, this side and 
that :side, for sale of wine, Hwy-ts-ki, Pia, meat, bread 
• • • you see in chariots men and women drink
drunk, singing and holding in extended hands bottles 
of wine called ' Champagne.' Was wonderful, terrible 
time of fever. Men hope each blow of pick disclose 
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big nugget ; many thus hope and not obtain one thing 
-and is more good for them, for they below time not 
despise labour money and will use effort. Men who 
obtain great reward for using small effort live lazy, 
hoping have fortune, back-come good some turn. 

When diggers away departed from gullies, many of 
our black-haired race come overturn earth again and · 
find gold. I read in new-hear paper three, five days 
above, that value of gold found in 0-sei-lia from I 8 5 I 
to I 906 is sum of £54-4-,ooo,ooo. Yet if all men 
digging for it had labour money for work given, they 
then be paid one thousand million pounds. 

lngleburn is pretty village. Has clean wide streets 
with rows of fine trees, strong brick houses, large shops 
full of merchandise, and five stranger-inns or Ho-tels, 
on four sides of village farms and origin 4 bush.' Sim
king he ·well known in Ingleburn, and have many 
offers to visit Ho-tels. ·We but not yet accept this 
time. Sim-king, that time he meet friend in shop or 
street, say to him, pointing finger to me: 'I give you 
two gentlemen see-a-see '-which is introdu~tion. 

They all say same thing : ' Pleased to meet you.' 
That is good ; not important they if not have pleasure; 
I make friendship with Mr. Koh-lia, only surety-man 
in village. He top good man to maintain order, not 
with show of authority, but firm gentleness. He take 
me see wife and children and prison house. Wife very 
agreeable, children healthy and bright. Prison house 
clean and commodious; in our country thus places 
constantly how dirty ! Sim-king take me ·go_ see 
more friends ; Mr. Chen-ing-tsz, one of chief mer-
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chants. Has on face kind smile of sincerity. He 
offer me Spanish smoke and #m of Hwy-ts-ki ; . I· but 
thank him. Was more good people saying' Pleased 
to meet you ' ; pleasant young chemist,· kind female 
owner of best Ho-tel and merry brother, obliging man 
on day's way in district to enforce health's laws, and 
other persons. · Place-place we visit is question, 
'You what take 1' ·or:. 'You have spot?' (means 
drink drop), or ' Yours is what 1 ' We if not sick 
and accept offers~ quick time become drink-drunk 
and not find way to Hoine return-go. So we say 
' Good-bye ' and arrive-come time for evening rice. 

I visit lngleburn two, three times. New friends 
take me .see villages on four sides three ten, five ten li 
distant. Place-place is native 'bush ' of gum trees. 
Are many hills and among much gold found ; at 
King-kowa, Moh-lai-cul, Pi-al-pi, Wi-lah, and more 
places. At King-kowa they show me top side of 
rocky mount,. refuge cave of great brigand, they call 
'bushranger,' name Moh-kang. · Is wild country, 
not occupied, and security-men had vertex difficulty 
wi~ horses hunt to strike-kill him with guns. He 
but taken prisoner below long period, and is hung by 
the neck. Young chemist, he take sun pictures of 
rocky mount and company at mount's foot, and give 
me copies I keep with pleasure. 

Character of people away from city· not same. Is 
more sincere, more heart-expanded. At ~here con
ditions different, character also different. At lngle
burn man's true character quickly known, for conceal
ment not is possible ; thus he has care an~ desire be 
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well considered. In city you not know for many 
moons person live house one side. Is favourable for 
bad-character man not be known. Thus necessary 
have prudence to make friendship in M.ei-li-pang; 
in villages not is danger, people look-see one the other 
and maintain order. 

Nurse in my division name Fah-ni has beautiful 
nature. She tell me about her life. Sh~ not re
membermother, who die that while time Fah-ni a babe. 
Father marry again, and two number wife has five 
children. Fah-ni not is happy ; new mother has 
love only for her children. Father not desire show 
affection for Fah-ni; wife want all. This not har
monious. Girl use great much effort, and new 
·mother gives praise and shows satisfaction altogether 
not. Fah-ni suffers sickness of consumption, and 
they bring her at here come. When she gains strength 
she help nurses, and they have affection. Thus for 
many moons she remain at hospital and become nurse. 
She tell me young doctor confess love, and below time 
ask she if marry. Fah-ni let go heart, seeing happy 
life in the not-come, and consents. She buys fine gar~ 
ments for the knotting, nurses give rich presents. But 
three days above marriage ceremony, letter comes say
ing young doctor has wife in Sit-neh ! When she 
accuse him, he denies loudly; but day below he away 
goes, she not know to what place. Poor Fah-ni for 
long while tim'e very sick. Is sad story. I now 
apprehend reason for sad pale face. She but has 
courage and smiles ; with hope to forget. 

You will say : 'What for H wuy-ung 'give me thus 
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foolish speak-talk i ' I answer : ' Is to away pass 
long; tedious hours.' 

My friend ~ergyman I . not see for two moons. 
Possibly he already raise body go for our country. I 
if see him again will give letter for Meh-pi-si for intro
duction; thus he find kind help that time he arrive 

·come. 
. r not say more, hoping for you and associates pro

sperity and long life. 



LETTER XXIX: JANUARY 6, 1908 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-u'!g 

M
y dear friend, 1 I am very pleased that you were · 
not offended by my previous letters on re
ligious matters, and that you were ready to 

make excuses for my outspokenness by stating that you 
yourself had often entertained similar opinions. That 
being so, I venture to send you another transcription 
of a discussion I had lately with the visjting clergyman 
After our usual cordial greeting, he began :-

C. Now, Mr. Young, I want you as a represen
tative of the Chinese intelligentsia to give me their 
opinion about Christianity. I think they will agree 
with me that its influence has made the world better, 
happier, and more civilised than any other religion. 

I. I am afraid they won't agree with you on 'that 
point. That improvement, they would say, is due 
rather to the progress of science and experi .. ence. 

1 

l In consequence of the necessity for clear exposition in 
matters such as the following, I again have recourse to careful 
translation of this and the next letter, that Hwuy-ung's correct 
meaning may be given. Again, I had some misgivings about 
including these futile theological vagaries in the parcel I sent to 
my friend Mr. Tourrier, but I decided that if I sent some of 
Hwuy-ung's letters, and withheld others, it might appear that I 
feared the effect of their clever casuistry. As a matter of fact, 
I was at first apprehensive that the ordinary reader might 
acquire the habit of doubt and fruitless reasoning, inimical to 
the staunch faith that begins where reason ends. After reflec
tion, however, I was convinced that no subtle fallacy would 
disturb the mind of the true believer. After all, much of Hwuy
ung's sophistry is ~>wept away by the statements of his clerical 
contestant. J. A. MAKEPEACE. 

191 ' 
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But in some respects they hold that the world is 
Il)ore sinful than before, owing to the aggregation · 
of population in the cities •. T}ley say that Chris
tianity and other religions are losing their hold on 

· the people. Mammon, as of old, is now ·the god most 
worshipped. When the. general conviction is that 
money will purchase happiness and the want of it 
makes life a misery-what is the result? It must be 
acquired-somehow. 

C.· But why should Christianity be blamed for 
that? 

I. They say it should, if it were believed, have a 
restraining influence. It once had. But now, are its 
precepts followed l . Is the poverty extolled by Christ 
honoured ? · Is heaven sought and hell feared ? Is 
the acknowledged arbiter of the Christian's future life 
thought of outside church ? The chief restraints now 
·are-not Christianity, but the law ; not God, but the 
magistrate. 

C. Certainly we ·bewail the lack of spirituality 
among the people and the vacant seats in our churches. 

·1. We think it is because there is such a gap 
between saying and doing. 

C. In big cities vice parades itself unashamed, 
visible like the froth on fermenting wine ; but the 
bulk of the substance is good. 

I. There is nevertheless a vast difference between 
your ideal Christian and the actual one so called. 
'That is what we have remarked, and induces us to 
believe that Christianity is often only a white robe 
thrown over dirty under-garments. 
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C. There are Pharisees in every religion. 
I. Some of us go so far as to blame your ministers 

for not driving the money-changers out of the temple. 
C. What does that imply? 
I. Pray understand that I simply echo the opinions 

of others. They say that your clergy avoid reproof 
for the sins of the rich who support them, speak to'o 
learnedly or expatiate on some phase of Jewish history • 

. But that may be set down to the antagonism occasioned 
in the past. They assert that the doctrine of Christ 
was never followed in England's dealings with China, 
and that England would never have been the power 
she now is if her policy had b.een suggested by the 
Sermon on the Mount. 

C. I beg you to hide nothing that is, thought detri
mental to either Church or State ; I shall be the better 
armed in their defence. 

I. As you will, sir. Our Confucians reproach·· 
Christians for their infraction· of Christ's fundamental ' 
law :'Love one another' ; as proved by their s.an
guinary civil and foreign wars. They ask: 'Where 
were the love, humility, and toleration enjoined by 
the Founder of your religion when, at one period, 
thousands of Protestants were tortured and burnt alive 
by Roman Catholics, and, at another, thousands 
of Roman Catholics were tortured and burnt alive 
by Protestants-when both sects, with a trifling 
difference in dogma, called themselves Christians ? 
We have had Confucians, Taoists, Mahomedans, 
Buddhists, and Christians living for centuries together 
in peace and in free exercise of their separate religions. 

N 
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The words heretic, schism, sect have no meaning 
for us. 

C. Because you have never had an established 
church nor sacerdotal dignitaries. 

_I. Nor had the early Christians, I believe, during 
the first centuries. But speaking generally of Chris
tians now, our contention is that there is a lack of 
sincerity. 

C. In what way are they insincere ? 
L If they do not strictly follow Christ's teaching, 

which in their churches they profess to do, they are 
not sincere. They do not follow it. 

C. It is true that many do not, in spite of our 
efforts. That rna y be said of the members of all sects. 

I. We think it applies most forcibly to the Chris- -
ti;:m sect, for the reason that it is not a practical religion ; 
it cannot be, and is not, carried o·ut in everyday life. 
Christ was the champion of the poor and the humble. 
He said it was easier for a camel to pass through the 
eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the king
dom of God; implying that a man should give his 
riches to the poor. Do we see that injunction obeyed? 
No, because it is not practicable .. 

C. Nevertheless, the fact of aiming at the reali
sati<;>n of those ideals, though they may be beyond our 
capability of putting into practice, must tend to im
provement. 

I. Thay may be. That reminds me of the remark 
Kung-sun Ch'ow made to Mencius : ' Lofty are 
your principles and admirable ; but to learn them rna y 
well be likened to ascending the heavens, something 
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which cannot be reached. Why not adapt your 
teaching so as to cause learners to consider them attain
able, and so daily exert themselves ? ' 

C. Mencius in elevating his principles probably 
knew that his followers would exert themselves more 
to attain them ; whereas with less lofty ideals tbey 
would fail to reach the same height. 

Thus, Tseng Ching, we discoursed most amicably ; 
the clergyman being called away on some duty, I 
think to comfort a dying man's last moments. 

I have no special news to give you except that I am 
getting stronger and, as the doctor thinks, in a fair way 
of recovering my health in time. But it may be a 
long time. 

I am thinking always of you and my faithful com
rades, and ardently hope that Sun Y at-sen's great 
work will soon be brought to fruition •. 



LETTER XXX: JUNE .2.0,,1908 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

D
ear frien~ your welcome letter came to me a 
week ago. You tell me that it is not known 
where Sun Yat-sen is at present, and that it 

is thought he may be in some distant province, dis
guised and bearing another name, he having enemies 
among the Manchu officials. · With you I am in hopes 
that when he returns our party will be strong enough 
to protect him. 

My life here at the Home is monotonous, one day 
like another ; but this samenes~ is a necessary part of 
my treatment. A pleasant relief is afforded me now 
a~d then by a visit from the clergyman, the Rev. 
Selby Smythe, whose conversation I invariably make 
a note of in shorthand after his departure. He came 
yesterday, and we spoke somewhat as follows:-

C. In our last interview you laid the charge of 
insincerity against us on the ground that our religion 
was impracticable and incompatible with belief, yet 
we pretended to believe in it. 

I. There are some commands of Christ that we 
think cannot be obeyed, and, if they were, would not 
have a salutary effect; as, for instance, 'Love your 
enemies.' For an enemy is one who will cause pain ; 
hating pain, one cannot naturally love the person who 
inflicts it. If we hate wickedness, a cause of pain, 
how can we love the wicked man ? We should 
make no distinction between the wicked and the 

196 
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upright, and love both equally. Would that 'be 
just? , 

C. The wicked we must try to wean from their 
sinful ways by giving righteous example, and by the 
sympathy and mildness of our reproof. In this manner 
we may convert them. We certainly may love a 
repentant sinner. 

I. Then again, if a person put into practice the 
injunction, 'Take no thought for your life, what you 
shall eat or what you shall drink, nor yet for your body, 
what you shall put on,' would not such a one now be 
charged with being a rogue and a vagabond having no 
visible means of support ? . 

C. Such commands were by Jesus addressed to 
His disciples, who moved the hearts of the people 
by their humility and poverty. Their message was 
welcomed and their simple wants willingly supplied 
when it was seen that these men risked life and liberty· 
for the good of others. Social life was different in 
those times. .. 

I. If such commands were dependent on social 
conditions they cannot therefore apply to all times. 
Perhaps this restriction applies to other commands. 
But all such are preached every Sunday _with due 
emphasis. Are they mere words ? Are they seri
ously believed and carried out ? If they are not, the 
hearers are insincere ; if they pretend to carry them 
out, it looks much like hypocrisy. 

C. Hypocrisy unfortunately we have always with 
us. It is to be found in every religion. 

I. We have no equivalent name for 'hypocrlte' 
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in our language, perhaps because we have no State 
religion. 

C. But surely your critics of our Church do not
tax us all with insincerity and hypocrisy. 

I.. By: no means. Your churchgoers we look 
upon as unreflecting, placid people who consider it 
proper to attend, setting a good example to others, and 
confirming themselves as respectable and worthy 
citizens. The other days of the week are devoted to 
the real religion of money-making, when most of the 
religion of Sunday is ignored. · 
. C.· I am afraid there is some truth in what you say. 
For all that, one who is regular in his attendance at 
church must insensibly derive benefit from the moral 
principles there advocated. His mind must become 
impressed by what he constantly hears; and the desire 
must arise within him to perfect himself . 

.. I. Of course, I don't doubt that many who go to 
church sincerely believe that it is a safeguard against a 
possible punishment hereafter. · -

C. For the true believer in God and His Holy 
Son a future life can have no terrors. 

I. The horror of eternal torment drove number
less deluded hermits into desert places, caves, and 
monastic cells, to lead a life of asceticism and solitude, 
that their privations might placate the God that they 
dreaded. We have had countless examples of this 
fear among the Buddhists in Thibet and other parts. 
We regard the conjecture of heaven and hell as the 
invention of priestcraft to gain ascendancy over men's 
minds. 
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C. We no longer entertain the idea of a material 
hell of everlasting fire. 

I. Yet Christ speaks of it ; it is preached. 
C. We do not expect our cqng~egations to split 

straws. If Confucius did not admit of a future 
punishment for sin, what deterrent was there against 
wrong-doing ? 

I. Simply the sense of right and wrong as taught 
by fathers to their children ; and the maxims of the 
Sages. We have our rewatds and punishments here 
on earth. Here are heaven and hell. Mencius tells 
us that : ' Calamity and happiness in all cases are 
men's own seeking.' Confucius rules that: 'Good 
and evil do not wrongly befall men, because Heaven 
sends down misery or happiness according to their 
conduct.' 

C. But we constantly have before us examples of 
callous criminals who show signs neither of fear nor 
repentance, and who enjoy their ill-gotten gains and 
the good things of this life. 

I. You do not punish madness nor lunacy. There 
are innumerable grades qf mental abnormality. in 
victims of heredity, disease, and undeveloped brain. 

C. All that is very well; but it is unconvincing, 
especially ~o the child, the simple, or the savage. An 
after-life of penalty or reward for good or evil done in 
this world is readily understood and likely to deter. 

I. As a matter of policy (apart from conviction) 
in influencing the embryonic mind, I am of the same 
opinion. The strong food that the adult can digest 
would not be suitable to children. 
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C • . We are not so immovable in all our beliefs as to 
preclude the possibility of evolution even in religious 
dogma. You must understand, Mr. Young, that, ~ 
after all, the doctrines of our faith have passed through 
many fallible minds, and their records through many 
incautious hands, before reaching us. Many minor 
discrepancies may no doubt be pointed out and suc
cessfully criticised; many errors may have crept in 

. duting the course of time. But it is not in details that 
the divine conception of Christianity must be sought, 
but in the sublime entirety of its structure and in its 
effects on humanity. Christianity is that which binds 
a whole nation in unity of thought by a moral code. 
Socially it has a purifying influence, especially over 

· the young and the rebellious. Without it each one 
would give free rein to his lowest instincts. 
- I. I quite agree with you. We have no State 
religion n:or Ministry for Worship. We have our 
ancestor:-worship and the tenet of filial piety, both sus
ceptible of modification. Our social system is patri
archal; the head of the family is the ruler and the 
high priest, the hall of the ancestors is our church. I 
think that a religion, representing a nation~s ideas on 
supermundane matters, is politically a State require
ment, for the solemnisation of great events ; the as
sociation of divinity with terrestrial affairs confers an 
impressive dignity on them not otherwise possible. 
Dogmatic religion I consider serviceable to children 
and the undeveloped minds of the ignorant and the 
savage. If I lived in Australia and was the father of 
a family, I would send my children to your Sunday 
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School and to church-until they were oJ<f enough to 
think for themselves. · 

C. I am very pl~sed to hear you say so, Mr. 
Young; for if they acquired the habit of following 
our religion, I feel assured that they would uphold it 
for the remainder of their lives. 

I. It would rest with them to decide. 
As I noticed that the Rev. Selby Smythe was becom

i.ng wearied by the closeness of our discussion, I asked 
him if what I had heard was true-whether he was 
soon going to leave us ? He replied that he would 
be on his way to Canton within four days. I told him 
I should be sorry, for he had been very friendly. He 
said that he would pay his farewell visit the day before 
his departure. I promised to give him introductory 
letters to Mr. Makepeace and to you, enclosing the 
one I am now writing. · 

As the reverend gentleman will give you a full 
account of my state of health and surroundings, I neecl' 
say nothing further than to ask ye>u to forgive my 
remarks about Christianity with your usual tolera!lce, 
and to hope that all happiness may abide with you. 



' LETTER XXXI: MARCH 4, 1909 

Y*o Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

Dear friend, the teaching you give me concern
ing our origin land expands my heart. We 
travel in progress same as have the little brown 

men of the Rising Sun. Also is good new-hear that 
Kuang Hsii and the Old Buddha are now time guests 
in heaven, and Prince Chun, brother of the deceased 
Emperor, is Regent for his son Pu Yi. 

My health is more good each moon. Place at 
where I now live very suitable and convenient. 
Owner of house is old gardel)er, having reason and 
knowledge. Has serious expression, but pleasing 
smile same time. He not have employment great 
constantly, thus works for own garden. Has wife and 
two children; young man carpenter, young female 
helping mother in house's work. Quiet and har
monious people. House has eight rooms ; four at 
above and four at below. Is on hill in centre point of 
beautiful garden of rare plants and trees. Top of 
building steps I have two rooms ; one for sleep, other 
for day occupation. Sun's beneficent rays light up 
rooms ail.d destroy harmful ger~. 'Satan,' the Ti
tsang of the Christians, the origin of all evil, is called by 
them the Prince of Darkness. Is top good name; 
for ignorance is mind's darkness, crime flourishes in 
obscurity, and disease is born and developed where is 
no light. I not have wonder that peoples worship the 
sun, giver of life and of sustenance to all things. 

202 
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From my window, I look-see many li of country on 
three sides. I sit body on balcony, think-think of the 
Flowery Land, of Tseng Ching, and write and study. 
I have content. 

This place, Malvern, is about ten five /i from Mei
Ii-pang. As you approach the great city, hospitality 
and sympathy melt away, unless you have much coin; 
not having, you find cold selfishness in the struggle to 
live, man against man. Is a battle where weapons are 
money and craftiness, wounds are poverty and humilia
tion, death is through despair and starvation. ' Same 
in the ten thousand cities of the world. Ying proverb 
is: Honesty is most good policy. This good theory, 
but is not generally practised ; not found always good 
policy. If man is fined five pounds for selling Pia on 
Worship day, that time he makes two ten or three' 
ten pounds profit, is advantage continue selling on 
Worship day, not? . And surety-men who· have 
duty to report laws-breaking find more profit say not 
one thing, and accept money gift from Pia seller. 
Thus they and many others find dishonesty J,JJ.ost 
good policy. Cities but are refuge for thieves and 
the most bad of the population. Not. easy catch 
criminals at there ; some men who have duty find 
them make more profit not find 'them. I record 
remember of Chek at Ta-lah, who say to me : ' You 
that time back go to Mei-li-pang, lock up conscience 
in strong box. You but when back come to country 
can open box.' 

In this country workmen for each trade have 
'Union,' as is called, to protect them against grasping 
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employer. Some of officials of 'Union' have name 
of 'Agitators,' who .that time they think workmen 
have grievance proclaim 'Strike,' and work in that 
trade stops until grievance removed. It is that more 
pay or less work for same pay is desired, or because 
one man was away sent for some reason, or. that men 
not belonging to' Union' were engaged by employer 
to work with them. Myriads of days and dollars have 
been lost by these ' Strikes.' Battle never ends 
between employer and workman. Employer wants 
more work for less pay; workman wants less work for 
more pay. Above time employer was tyrant, giving 
just enough coin to'workman to keep him alive and in 
misery ; now time workman is tyrant, giving grudging 
work for labour money. 'Is right that workman live 
in comfort and dignity of free man ; but not is right 
t~at, one who gives only his body strength demand 
more money than a schoolmaster, a musician, or 
a lawyer. The workman says : 'Look at cost 
of living, ·two times more than ten years before.' 
He but forgets that increase is due. to himself. 
For if butcher and baker must pay more to men 
they employ they must demand more money for 
meat and bread they sell. Thus workman not 
has benefit ; he obtains more coin, he but pays 
more. 

That while time years above I arrive-come in Mei
li-pang I ask teaching for what reason to buy fish is 
required so much money. Is fish top good for eating 
abundant in the four seas. I not find one man say for 
what cause. At then I give blame to ' middleman ' 
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between fisher and eater. Now time I learn he not 
altogether guilty. To be blamed are heads of fish 
business. They meet and fix high ' ruling price ' ; 
not important if fish plentiful or scarce. If plentiful, 
all not offered but quantities thrown back again into 
the sea. Fish shops have benefit; but most of the 
public not can give big coin, so not must- eat fish. 
' Ruling price ' not permits competition. Chief 
sellers of bread, of meat, of vegetables and so meet 
together quietly two times each moon and fix prices. 
A seller not in this conspiracy, hoping to do more trade, 
who sells at a price lower than 'ruling price' will be 
persecuted, ruined, and driven out of the trade by other . 
combined sellers. If he is baker and offers his loaves ' 
for one penny less than other bakers they will influence 
miller to refuse him Hour. If two or three rogues 
conspire defraud a bank they are taken before magis
trate and have gaol sentence. Those but who con
spire defraud the public in food, they how punished ? : 
Some of these chief tradesmen are rich, have influence, 
and are officials. They accused ? How dare what 
man ? Thus for poor man four ways, no door. - We 
have mandarin oppression; is found in ~en thousand 
places: 

People in this land have philosophy and toleration. 
They say : ' I if in same circumstances would do 
same thing.' A man told me he was robbed ·how 
cleverly, and laughed with enjoyment; perhaps he 
had admiration for thief and hoped to be as clever. 
Is like two cheating gamblers ; not is skill in the game 
but skill in the cheating. I think honesty in thus 
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company not is most good policy 5 is proverb for 
simple men~ _ 

Discuss principle,, strictly speaking, honesty not 
great constantly desirable. Truth is honesty in 
speech ; not ten times agreeable, not pleasing tell 
people what opinion is of them. To think that girl, 
with peach cheeks and angel's smile disclosing pearls 
between carnation lips, in privacy will change to 
pallid hag with toothless gums must cause sadness. 
Y;et is surprising how many of young females in this 
land have teeth bought from dentist. One advantage 
is that owner of these perfect teeth smile con~tantly, 
to display them, and come to believe that the ten 
persons they meet not have suspicions. Many 
reasons are given for thus early loss of teeth. Civili
sation has blame for this. People no longer bite, chew, 
and masticate the hard nutriment. Also general use 
of chemicals to preserve liquid and solid food from 
fermentation and corruption must interfere with action 
of gastric juices, and so promote indigestion.· Some 
prophets say that civilised humanity of the future will 
be without teeth. For when any part of an animal's 
body not is used, is no more necessary and dies away. 
So with the tail that men once possessed. People in 
the big cities have threat from these prophets that they 
will discover their legs becoming more thin and·more 
small until they are like those of the infant and with 
time disappear, so little are they used. Now time if a 
man must go three, five hundred cubits' distance, he 
takes conveyance for the journey. But is 'Sport.' 
Without that salvation I can picture in days not-come 
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the human body having the support of wheels with two 
small skin-covered bones swinging loosely about ; a 
sad thing. · 

'Sports' have great benefits when not taking atten
tion away from important subject. For the young 
they have great value to experid abundant vitality. 
In some countries where is ·little inclination for 
'Sports,' there is indulgence in sensual pleasure and 
immorality with great harm to the race .. 

I had long talk with Mr. Lennox, my house-master, 
about magistrates and juries. He give me his opinions. 
He has been juryman five, seven times; also chief of 
the jury three, five times. Institution is old seven 
centuries ; was intended prote~t lives and liberty of 
common people from injustice and persecution ·of 
nobles. Mr. Lennox thin~ institution time above 
work well; is but not now time adapted to modern 
life. He say that jurymen now .time have more 
thought to protect lives and liberty of criminals than 
lives and liberty of common people who are victims 
of criminals. This because jurymen have doubt they 
condemn innocent men, not trouble make study of 
evidence, and have fear of friends of accused that they 
take vengeance on them. below time. For friends of 
the criminal with caution speak to one or more of the 
jurymen and by bribery or threats cause verdict be. 
'Not guilty.' Not is difficulty, because names and 
addresses publicly announced. Twelve men of the 
public, in many cases when knowledge financial, 
scientific, or technical required, they how can possess 
it ? They listen to words they not know ·more than 
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meaning of birds' singing and dogs' barking. Suffici
ent to make smile, if not serious matter. Is pitiable 
seeing twelve men, with earnest and thoughtful aspect, 
appointed to judge, and understanding not one side of 
subject. When they. retire from court to room at 
back, then is ignorance displaye.d. One looks at the 
other for guidance, as sheep in the fold. They sit at 
table ; some fa:ke out smoke-pipe, some speak of 
'Sports,' or of a public event. Chief of jury asks 
opinions on case. Man with loud voice and rough 
manner and words gains support. There ·is dis
cussion, with little reason or interest. One man says 
he wants return to his business ; another that he 
judges man to be guilty; another urges a decision, 
for his dinner is calling him; another says: 'Give 
accused benefit of doubt.' This last is good advice, 
saving trouble of thought. Thus when chief of jury 
announces in court 'Not guilty,' jurymen hear 
that accused is old offender and had ten three, ten five 
convictions above time. The criminal is free. man, 
and leaves court-house with smile of contempt for 
jury. Great defect also is regulation that all jury 
members must be unanimous. One obstinate man 
will defeat judgment of the other eleven, and a new 
jury must be formed. Thus it requires to buy or 
intimidate one juryman to cause a new trial. Was 
reason for this above times when death was punish
ment for.all crimes. Now day sentence of death very 
rare even for horrible murder. This crime is reduced 
to charge of manslaughter, which is same as murder; 
name different, punishment different. When ab~r-
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tion been procured and mother killed, doctor and nurse 
tried and discharged free. Judges, lawyers, and jury
men appear have leniency for accus~d, being in present 
social condition considered necessary and convenient. 

There is want of fearless honesty in laws' adminis
tration. Sense of justice in people often follow after 
interests. This but not is new thing ; is same in the 
four places. 

I, if had power, abolish jury and make justice with 
.five judges of experience, four of the .five to give verdict. 

In this land is inferior kind of judge called 'Justice 
of the Peace,' or simply' J.P.' They sit with magis
trate (' M. ') Are shopkeepers generally, and not know 
much of laws. Magistrate have no power if several 
of 'J.P.' not have agreement with him. At times 
when no magistrate with them, they make ·decision 
thus foolish and unjust that are scornful remarks often 
seen in the new-hear papers. In one manner they 
have advantage ; not receiving pay, are cheap. 

I speak-talk what thing ? These defects compared 
with our law judgments are but as the overflow-of 
insignificant stream to a .flood of the Yellow River. 

In new-hear papers_ great discussion of principle 
'White Australia.' Meaning not permit enter this 
land brown, yellow, or black people-men from the 
Isles of the Seas, from our country, or from Af-li-ka ; 
only from Ying-ka-li, the Flower Flag cou'ntry, and the 
West. They have fear that other nations, thus as the 
little brown men, who have small territory and much 
population, come in large numbers and occupy part . 
of the great region called 'Northern Territory.' 

0 
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This region has extent equal to fa-lan-si, 1-ta-li, and 
Si-pan-ya. In our eighteen provinces are sixty 
people to the square li, in Land of the Rising Sun are 
eighty, and in Gia-va a hundred. People at here have 
fear that the nations thus crowded demand what for 
they not be permitted occupy empty country that has 
only one man to 2700 square li i Is certain that 
0-sei-lia not if have Ying-land for protection, • Nor
thern Territory' soon be occupied by great crowd of 

. other races. For this continent is large as all the 
Western Nations, and has population only six millions. 

Is danger for this land if not soon acquire more in
habitants. Are but·many persons at here with short 
vision who think that new arrivals be competition 
against them for work. This foolish; more people 
is more work and more safety.! 
· I have written to our revered leader Sun Yat-sen a 
detailed account of my views and plans for the future 
of our country when Kuo Min Tang shall be estab
lished. Here is the outline :-

The black-haired race must be united. We of 
Kwang-tung will be the nucleus, and we will gather 
round us the returned students who have learnt the 
sciences of the West. With their help and by means 
of the press, the schools, and by propaganda through 
all the eighteen provinces, we will endeavour to create 
a national; united, and patriotic spirit, having for its 
aim-China for the Chinese. · 

We will have a well-disciplined and efficiently 

1 The rest of this letter I have retranslated. 
]. A. MAKEPEACE. 
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equipped army, and either by persuasion, bribery, or 
force we will induce 'our provincial governors to join us. 

Having become welded into a mighty union, our 
next move will be to make ourselves masters of our 
own native land. This must be accomplished by 
peaceful negotiation. If there is opposition to our 
design on the part of foreigners, we will by a general 
refusal to have intercourse with them put a stop to 
their trading, which is and has been their cJiief induce
ment for encroachment. 

We will demand from their Governments reinstate
ment in the rights they have usurped. They will 
listen to us then. 1 

The concessions of all kinds that have been ex
torted from us by force of arms, and embodied in 
treaties signed under duress and protest, are valid only 
so long as ,they are backed by force. 

No one with any sense of justice can maintain the 
thesis that foreigners have any right to possess them
selves of parts of our territory, to exercise ju~isdiction 
over our people, ot to control our customs. • 

The civilised countries of the West know within 
their hearts that such things must some day neces
sarily come to an ·end. The time will soon co~e . 
when the nations will find it more profitable to have 
us as friends ra.ther than as enemies. 

We are prepared to expect that the merchants with 
their vested interests will oppose us, and that they will 
as before urge their respective Governments to sup
port them. But war between Great Britain and 
China· would be very unlikely. For. if we were 
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defeated again and again, the cause of the war would 
still exist with added rancour. · _ 

There will be more advantage to the foreigner in 
evincing regret for past oppression by accepting us as 
equals and friends than by promoting a lasting enmity. 
Peaceful negotiation and compromise would neces .. 
sarily be resorted to. 

The Customs dues must be levied and collected not by 
foreigners but, as is our right, by us. For the first years 
a slight increase may be agreed to. Eventually all entry 
d~es would be a matter for consideration on our part. 

With regard to the Boxer Indemnity-which pos
sibly the former allies might graciously cancel-we will, 
.together ~th our foreign loans, engage that regular 
payments shall be made. 

·When we have reformed our judiciary, our code of 
-laws, and' our legal and penal procedure on similar 
lines to those of theW estern Nations, there will be no 
reason for ~tra-territorial jurisdiction or interference. 

The chief difficulty for us will be to enter into pos
session of alienated portions of our territory ; the same 
difficulty will be experienced by foreignerS in giving 
up such territory. This redemption must be gradual 
and spread over a certain period of time. Summary 
proceedings are out of the question. Foreign mer
chants have in many cases been long established at 
Hong-kong, Shang-hai, and other ports. They have 
built warehouses, residences, and other edifices, and 
established institutions similar to those in their own 
countries. In . truth, they have unjustifiably set up 
in our country an imperium in imperio ; no other 
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country has ever been so arrogantly treated, so dis
regarded, or so humiliated. Still, we must not retaliate. 
The flourishing trade, due greatly to the efforts of the 
merchants in their own interests, has been beneficial 
not only to them but in a measure also to us. Nor do 
we intend that the interests of the foreign ·traders 
should be sacrificed. If we enter into possession of all 
that they created we must give adequate compensation. 

Therefore I propose that an Agreement be drawn 
up by the different contracting parties by . which 
coincidently with the signing of the same all land and 
buildings thereon belonging to foreigners shall revert 
to the Chinese Government-nominally. That all 
foreign occupiers of such land and buildings have the 
status of lessees free of rent for the term of twenty 
years. The value of all such land and buildings will 
be assessed by officials nominated by both the foreigner 
and the Chinese authorities. . Five per cent. of th~~ 
value will be considered a fair charge as· yearly rent. 
But this rental, unpaid by the occupant, will be con
sidered as so much paid in liquidation of the indemni
fication due to the owner, who by twenty years' free 
rental would have practically been paid for his pro
perty. After the lapse of twenty years, the owner 
would have to pay as a tenant the same amount, as 
previously fixed, to the Chinese authorities. 

In this or a similar mariner a modus vivendi may be 
entered upon that will pave the way to a peaceful 
solution of a difficult question. 

That every blessing dwell with you, Tseng Ching, 
is my constant hope. 



LETTER XXXII : JULY I 4, I 909 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

M y dear friend,! the news I have received from 
you expands my heart. Kuo Min Tang will 
before long prevail, and a national spirit will . 

be aroused. 
The criticism I made of the trial by jury in this 

co~mtry seems to be severe. Well, comparing the 
administration of justice here to that in the eighteen 
provinces it may be so. For our law courts and judges 
are a reproach to the black-haired race and an excuse. 
for the establishment of foreign jurisdiction in our 
midst ; though that does not justify the treatment we 

· have been subjected to within the last century. Our 
judicial sentences are often arbitrary, biassed, summary, 
or long-delayed and unduly severe. Many of our 
laws are too drastic, many of our judges are guilty of 
extortion or open to bribery, and should be in the dock: 
and not on the bench. Our prisons are insanitary, 
our police brutal. Aliens might expect litde justice 
at our hands if tried in our courts, so that Western 
judiciary is at the present time for the foreigner a 
necessity. . 

What we need above all things is a remodelled 
code of laws, equitable and not harshly retributory; 
and highly paid judges of undoubted probity. When 
that is established, and we are a strong and united 

1 This letter I have also thought required revision. 
]. A. MAKEPEACE. 
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nation, things will be changed, as they were in Japan 
in 1894· We shall then be received in the comity of. 
nations and be abreast of their civilisation-that is, 
we hope, the best part of it j not all. 

Our mental culture has been tritely ethical. We 
have touched only on the borders of science. We . 
have had few athletic sports. In architecture, pottery, 
bronze and metal work we admittedly have shown 
skill ; but in painting, figure and landscape, our 
efforts have been puerile ; our music is little better 
than noise. In agriculture, for want of modern im
plements and machines, we are still in the primitive 
stage. Most of the industry we have has been founded 
in recent years by foreigners. - Liberty and peace, with 
few interruptions, we have always enjoyed and have 
rarely abused ; on the other hand, comforts and 
luxuries such as are known to the European have for 
the most part been for us unknown. We have not 
had the enlightenment afforded by books, newspapers, 
the intercourse of learned minds, scientific institutions, 
and lectures, that the Western people had long ago. 
Our people have not by such education been brought 
up to a general level constituting unity of thought, 
public opinion, national spirit. Consequently, even 
the most. noteworthy among us still cling to archaic 
notions and superstitious beliefs in magic and 
demonology. 

And yet, though we have but a limited civilisation, 
we have .enjoyed relatively to other nations a higher 
degree of contentment and happiness. Certainly the 
lot of our women has been a hard one of seclusion, 
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inferiority, and subjection. They have hitherto been 
considered more as an item of expense ; but of late_ 
their earning capabilities in the workshops and factories 
have completely altered their status. 

In comparing the civilisations of China and the 
West, that of the former is as the fruit that is green and 
unripe, while that of the latter is ripe and, in some in
stances, rotten. Though civilisation reaches its high
est point in the aggregation of human beings in cities 
and towns, vice, crime, and poverty are more-and 
peacefulness and happiness are less-to be found there 
than in the country districts. This seems to deny 
that civilisation is chiefly to be found in the cities, or 

• that if is necessarily associated, as it should be, with 
happiness. 

The greed for money, often greatly in excess of 
leghimate requirements, is the distinctive feature of 
Western civilisation at the present time. It is bring
ing all things down to a valuation of so many dollars. 
Faith in honour, virtue, patriotism is waning; the 
cynical say· they can be bought, that- every man or 
woman has his or her price. In our country we have 
had no desire to produce in immense quantities, nor to 

'be whirled along at great speed over the earth, in the 
air, or on or under the water. Speed in everything 
is now another distinguishing characteristic of the 
Western Nations. To get where? The hopeless 
poor swarm in the fetid slums of London and many 
other cities of theW est, in rags, dirt, disease, and semi
starvation. Where families are huddled together in 
one room, decency and morality cannot be expected. 
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This is what a Canon of Westminster Abbey says 
of the poor of England : ' They have been crushed 
from their youth upwards by the necessity of earning 
a livelihood, and have never had the leisure to look at 
the beautiful world in which they have been placed. 
. . . They are ready to accept a despot i( they could 
secure for themselves more health and comfort.' This 
Canon says that the poor ask: 'What are our homes 
and why should we fight for them ? What has Eng
land done for us l ' Can they sing : ' Home, 
sweet home! There's no place like home'? It 
would be well if there were none such. Can they 
without sarcasm also sing: 'Britons never, never, 
never shall be slaves'? Most of the population are 
denied possession of the smallest portion of the land 
of their birth-until their death. Yet the enor-
mously valuable land on which Lo~don stands belongs 
for the most part to a few aristocrats, and a few hun
dred favoured individuals eaCh own by inheritance.· 
thousands of acres in the country districts. 

We. have been more fortunate. The land ih our 
country is all nominally the property of the Emperor, 
but by payment of an annual tax families have the free
hold of their land and can transfer it to their children 
or to whomsoever they will by paying a fee to the 
magistrate. ' 

For long periods we have lived in peace among our
selves. The members of different religions and sects 
-Confucians, Buddhists, Taoists, Mahomedans, an~ 
Christians-have side by side practised their rites with 
perfect tolerance, except on rare occasions. So much 
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cannot be said of the Western Christians ... We have 
during our long history had very few wars. It is_ 
only since the intrusion of the Western Nations that 
we have learnt and suffered by the diabolical arts of 
war. Before that time our insignificant military 
class was the lowest and the least esteemed. 

Though war-in times of peace-is condemned as 
horrible and a thing to be abolished, together. with 
racial animosity, which is generally -its cause, we find 
that many things that conduce to it are still permitted. 
Read the histories of each country, and it will at once 
be noticed what prominence is given to the military 
and naval battles won, and what honour is paid to the 
memory of the victorious generals and admirals. Their 
fame is perpetuated in marble and bronze, in bridge 
or square, in town or street. All this pride in 
savagery should cease, and with it all that perpetuates 
the false glory of a bad past. . Otherwise we shall have 
a new series of wars, ~ith a greater number of com
batants, with more death-dealing weapons, until all 
the nations with all their available power, men, boys, 
and even women, will be pitted against one another. 
Let us hope that to save humanity and civilisation 
from destruction the nations in their san~ moments 
will band together and forbid the insanity of war. 

Pardon me, dear Tseng Ching, for wearying you 
with such a long letter, and be assured that the cup of 
my friendship for you js ever overflowing. 



LETTER XXXIII: NOVEMBER 18, 1909 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

M 
y dear friend, my heart is peaceful by the teach
ing you give me. Our noble associate Sun 
Y at-sen has now many who follow him to 

bring reform to our country. Write to him that' my 
reverence for his great work is as vast as the ocean· ; 
also that I have fully accomplished the plan he desired 
in this place. ••• I would raise body come to him 
like the myriad sons of T'ang, but my- wooden leg, 
acquired in 1903, has again troubled me; For soldier 
I now time not suit. I more use in this place. ••. 
Your gracious teaching, the new-hear papers, and 
notably book at now published, speak of the reforms we 
bring about. Republic will come before many moons. 
The Old Buddha likes to speak-mouth of what should 
be done ; she does what thing ? Talking no good. 
Promises not pay price money. Of opium she says : 
'In ten years' time this injurious filth must be swept 
away.' She also wants to make new currency. All 
this to please Western Nations and reformers and save 
the dynasty .•.• You know opinion I have of the 
Manchus, same as Sun Yat-sen. . 

We have our boiled yellow wine and samshu made 
from fermented rice or millet. The people of 0-sei
lia have their samshu made from barley which they call 
Hwy-ts-ki, different kinds of wine, red colour and 
yellow colour. Also a mild drink called Pia, made 
from barley and some bitter herb or chemical. Hwy-

219 
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ts-ki is top drink for the rich, the aged, and the men 
from t~e north of the Ying Kingdom. Pia is national -
drink of nine parts of the people. They have wide 
measure for it and consume immense quantity. Those 
who sell tliis Pia pay big money to the King's Family 
officers for permission, and make good much cash. I. 
not like these cold liquids, but take cup of sweet wine 
name Ma-di-la. If I drink two cups, my head is as 
the abode of demons fighting with axes. For what 
reason I not know. I hear-say because is mixed 
spirit from wood or potatoes to keep it fr~m going 
sour. The people all declare wine of 0-sei-lia vertex 
good. Some _of it altogether good, and sent to Ying
ka-li go. But the men of the Golden Mountains not 
care for wine; they have love for Pia, and must 
swallow much to be drink-drunk. One man speak 
to me with clear brightness saying he had taken twelve 
cups of it. · Ea~h cup he pay' sixpence,' or 240 cash; 
for ten two cups 288o cash! This you believe, not 
believe? It is truth •. Too much price when he not 
have success in becoming drink-drunk, and extin
guishing his virtue and so preparing his own downfall. 
In the new-hear papers I read much of the evils that 
lie in the Pia cup. Many deaths are caused by it. 
Those who guide the new oil-chariot having drunk in 
excess make people fall-die and be sent as guests on 
high. The punishment given to them if severe is six 

, moons in prison house ; . not severe, stopping of per
.mission to drive for a moon, or small fine. Much 
depends on quality of driver or person. The hurry of 
city people is what for? To meet the spirits of their 
ancestors ? The Pia and the Hwy-ts-ki makes them 
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more hurried, more furious; they ~ot see politeness, 
but quarrel and fight. They and those who oppose 
them eat injury. 

So great is desire for these liquids, it may he com
pared with that of the black-haired race for·the deadly 
drug. Are workmen who for it give away nine parts 
of their labour money, and so steal from their wives 
and children. It is curse of this country and cause 
of poverty and much crime. Women even have this 
vice. My ear heard say that one old woman, injured 
by the tooth of time, was brought to prison-room in 
-one-wheel hand-truck, singing with loud voice and mad 
laughing. Day below the judge said she had appeared 
before him nine tens and six times. He wished to 
send her to prison-house for three moons. With tears 
falling from eyes she begged for compassion and was 
liberated, as she promised to sign document renouncing 
drink habit. I have s'een soft youths in company in / 
Pia shops, wishing to be manly, pouring many cups of 
Pia down throat, speaking talk in noisy manner with 
repetition of word pla-ti, and, away going, stagger on 
footwalk like shipman on vessel in a storm. ·The 
Duke of Chow, addressing his brother Fung -in name 
of the young King Ching, saiq: 'If you are. told that 
there are companies who drink together, do not fail to 
apprehend them all,an,d send them here to Chow, where 
I may put them to death.' At here they not thus severe. 

On their Worship day the ten thousand shops must 
be closed. But more Pia is drunk on that day in some 
shops than on other days. The street-surety men 
have interest some while times in looking in other 
places. Day before Worship day below noon you, 
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will see good many coming from these shops bearing 
small leather boxes. The ten persons they meet in 
truth know boxes contain bottles of Pia to be drunk 
the day below. Well, Worship day is as one overcast 
with black clouds ; to be made more pleasant has 
reason. Between these Worship days men in horse 
carts appear calling in a loud voice, that not has music, 
to buy empty bottles. These are in thus numbers 
that good much profi.t is surely made in the trade. 
Fallowing the Doctrine of the Mean between extremes 
would confer happiness on the people and be true 
civilisation. In moderation, fermented liquid is bless
ing; in excess, It 1s curse. As they say at here: 'It 
is good servant, but bad master.' To bind oneself by 
oath to not drink is not temperate. It is b~yond the 
Mean, therefore intemperate. Is as foolish as depriv'"' 
ing oneself ~f fire's ~mth having fear the house be 
burnt down. In theN ew Contract Holy Book of the 
Western Nations I have read that Jesus at a marriage 
feast changed water il}tO wine. , Also that His follower 
Paul permitted the use of wine. For in ·a letter to an 
associate he say: 'Drinknolongerwater, but use a little. 
wine for thy stomach's sake and thine often infirmities.' 

Among the rich are men and women who, weary of 
the search after pleasure, find solace in certain drugs. 
These drugs for awhile spur tired faculties and give 
delight ; this after time followed by black despair. 
When they take Jhis poison they must increase quan
tity or fall to more depth of despair. They have 
list~ned to the voice of Ti-tsang, who claims them for 
his kingdom. They are like some in our country 
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who believe that the Ruler of Earth's Pdson is some
times kind, and may deliver up those in his keeping if 
they pray sufficiently. I once had same Buddhist 
opm10n. Perhaps these rich not believe Ti-tsang 
exists. But they must believe in the torments of 
Earth's Prison, for they suffer like our lost ones who 
in rags and dirt piteously cry for the foreign drug that 
is killing them. That time 1-hear-say ofthus unfor
tunate wretch snatched from death and again having 
health, my heart has peace-soothe. These poor 
victims not know whither leads the flowery path. 
Example. of this came to my knowledge three five 
days before at house of merchant of Cant~ll at this 
city. A Ying lady was having speak-talk of too much 
use of Pi~ among poor, and not could forgive-Sin in . 
them. I made observation we must have pity for 
their ignorance in grasping small comfort in misery. 
I also said : ' I not forgive-sin of rich people who 
drink soothing drugs to compose heart in tedious idle
ness.' The proud woman's face grew red and al!gry ; 
she felt in her root-mind that I strike-guess her fault. 
In defiance she turned face away •. She fed wrong. I 
altogether not have thought of her taking drugs. I had 
sorrow; for to measure others, I had whatright? being, 
in truth, myselfladen with faults. When she go away, 
I good like remember words of the Sage: 'Keep mouth 
like stoppered bottle ; guard thought as a walled city.' 

I cease idle eight-legged talk. Pray give me 
teaching of things regarding Sun Y at-sen and our 
associates. May Heaven's ten thousand blessings be 
granted to them and to you, my dear friend I 



LETTER XXXIV : FEBRUARY 18, 1910 

7 D Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

B
eloved associate, among reforms; as you know, 
we have intention to abolish titles and con
ferred· honours, handed down, not handed 

down. . Man's honour seen in noble conduct and great 
deeds. Ying's famous men not be more famous if I 
say Pak (';Earl') Cha-ki-spia or Han ('Marquis') 

· Mil-tong. Name alone is vertex title; · deeds top 
honour. I have admiration for those refusing thus 
things J)O use. For king to give title to great sage, 
that piece is what ? Same as beg-eat man to patronise 
rich tnan. That smile-talk ; rich man ·not want 

· tha~ In this land titles much importance. ' Sir ' 
before name much desired; some men not want it. 
But wives consider in suspense be called ' Lady ' 
Meh-li or ' Lady ' Jih-mai-mah, and wear tall hat. 
HusbandS must please them, so accept title of' Knight,' 
coupled with 'Sir.' 'Knight' was in Ying-landancient 
honour for soldiers having big gall and ability to hand 
many enemies to Heaven. Now time big gall no use. 
More high title of 'Sir' is for. Nam ('Baronet'), for 
it is hereditary, though progeny be four-square block. 

You tell me our Imperial Customs gives population 
of our country as four hundred and thirty-nine millions. 
This astonishing, not? Nation with such labour 
power not do what thing? Now each of our pro
vinces has its local Governor and Assembly. Danger 
is ·they become independent of central Government. 

22( 
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0-sei-lia has six States; number ofpeople only six 
millions. That population small, not small ? for thus 
vast land. Each State has not more dwellers than a 
little city in our country, and has Governor sent from 
Ying come. He must have good title to give· bone. 
He not like governors we know in the classics ; not 
like Yu and Tseih. ' Yu thought that if any one 
in the empire were drowned, it was as if he dro'Wned 
him. Tseih thought that if any one in the empire 
suffered hunger, it was as if he famished him. It was 
on this account that they were so ea_.rnest.' Not so; 
Governors at here not demanded do much; only speak
talk, give wine feasts, and obey Ministers. With them 
colonies are knotted to Ying. Some people, notably 
women, have middle-mind for these Governors. Like 
moths round flame they derive. great conceit in pres
ence of Governor and his court; displaying jewels and 
rich garments. My cousin has name for these peop]e, 
' Snobs.' I asked him give-say meaning._ He laughs 
and says: 'They are foolish persons, having too much 
respect for class above and too little respect for class 
below.' Have too little respect for class below is 
common fault. Have too much respect is humility. 
Lao-tsz said ~ .' Three things I prize and hold fast : 
humility, compassion, and economy.' What to 
think ? For meaning of word I beg a plan of origin · 
man. He says: 'A" snob" is a cow.' Ai I I how 
believe ? I look-see in words-collection and read i 
' "Snob," a leather workman.' That honourable, 
not honourable ? I but see below : ' A vulgar person , 
who apes gentility.' Good ; it is one who has am-

P 
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bition of away throwing vulgar manners to attain 
propriety. For I hear-say many of the rich ~t her~ 
were. old-time diggers of gold, keepers of samshu-shops, 
or shepherds. So a Snobs ' is term for those desiring 
to become better ; some being honourable leather 
workmen. I not see fault. 

Many in Mei-li-pang not want Governors from the 
Great Western Isles; they but desi~e have them 
elected from dwellers at here. They say : ' Ying 
sends us strangers who not know our customs and 
circumstances and must learn them ; they no use, cost 
big money, occupy big palaces, and not are democratic. 
Discuss principle, Chief Judge has acted for Governor 
two, three times very good and satisfactory at more 
level price. · There is what good obtaining Governor 
fr_om distant land that time is one better in this place i ' 

Yet ~nner of government in 0-sei-lia is worthy of 
i~itation. They have peace and progress. With. us 
how different! Cause of ten parts of our misfortunes 
disunio~, and thus weakness. Our weakness is also 
good much due to following strictly injunctions of the 
Throneless King. He made 1,1s believe that sense of 
right and justice prevail against force. Jesus taught 
same principle. ·We were_ true to our religion. But 
the Western Nations have been true to their religion 
in what manner ? By force have they extended their 
possessions; only by force will they lose them. Our 
weakness has been opportunity for them. Easy to 
say with K'ung: 'Be strong, and you will be respected. 
by the four neighbours and by yourself,' even if we 
knew in what manner to be strong. Classics teach 
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us : ' It is easier to know how to do a thing than to 
do it.' A strong nation must be rich. To be rich 
it must be well organised. To be well organised 
it must be well governed. Good government how 
obtain? 

One time our race had warriors ; the sound of 
their name was great. Our power reached even to 
the Western races, the outer barbarians. Place-place 
in the world known to us, under tribute. We the 
one nation. People opposing us were rebels and were 
conquered ; that time the Ying soldiers came 't~ us in 
I 840 we consider them rebels. So for many cen- · 
turies we have peace. Soldiers no us.e, considered 
lowest class. Scholars first class. Art of war sllp 
out memory. 

Now time. black-haired race like a giant down 
lying, nine partS asleep and lazy. Little thieves steal 
his jewels and garments. Doctors not have bright
ness to cure him. They corrupt, and quarrel one 
with another. What to do? , I give you, my ttust- · 
worthy friend, small picture of plan sent to our 
respected associate Sun Y at-sen from me above two 
moons. 

Just 1 as the human body in h.ealth requires to have 
all its functions working in uniformity, so must the. 
body politic be a homogeneous UNITY. China may 
be compared, in its present condition, to a sick man 
whose organs are out of order. The weak heart, that 

1 Tseng Ching's translation had to undergo revision at my 
hands in order to make Hwuy-ung's meaning in what follows 
intelligible to the English reader. . ]. A. MAKEPEAC2 •. 
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should be. the central seat of power, must b~ 
strengthened, so that its pulsation may be regular. In 
order to approach to normality, easily assimilated food 
at first, suited to the weakness of the digestive organs, 
must be given in limited quantity. The food of a . 
nation is its REVENUE derived from taxation. By 
the gradual assimilation of food, the individual in
creases in strength, as also a nation on its return to 
order acquires CoNTROL over its faculties and obtains 
the PowER to act. This power in the individual 
resides iri the nerves and muscles, represented in the 
nation by Force, as in the Army and the Police. Rut 
the full vigour of the nation requires the healthy 
AcTIVITY of all its component parts, as-in an invalid 
some organs may be deficient in vitality. This 
deficiency in a nation may be represented by the lack 
of roads, railways, telegraphs, by silted or obstructed 
rivers and canals and the means of making use of them. 
These reparative measures may require a long period of 
time, as in a prolonged convalescence. The mental 
condition of the nation and the individual must be 
freed from morbidity by the absorption of sane and 
tonic ideas and aspirations through the means of 
modern EriuCATION. 

UNITY is the first indispensable requirement for 
our country. The eighteen provinces, through the 
agency of the Press, propaganda, public meetings, and 
the exhortation of orators, must be aroused to a spirit 
of patriotism, and be persuaded to vote for federation. 
If the majority agree to this, a central seat of govern
ment will be inaugurated. Later, those provinces 
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that stood out may be induced to join. The form of 
government to be a republic, modelled somewhat after 
that of America. Members to be elected by the s~ff
rage of both sexes. The number of members repre
senting the provinces will be proportionate t~ the 
population of those provinces. The votes of the 
members elect their President, who chooses the differ
ent Ministers to form his Cabinet. . Scrupulous care 
must be taken that in recording votes the procedure 
shall be regular and free from coercion. A reorgan
ised Censorate may still function. The governors 
of provinces (to be elected by the inhabitants of those 
provinces) shall meet at a fixed date each year at the 
capital and give a detailed account of their period of 
office, the revenue, general progress, requirements, 
etc., duly vouched for and audited. Such governors 
may be dismissed from their office after proof of in
ability or. corruption. All officials must be honest, 
efficient, and adequately paid ; their term of office 
five years, curtailed or extended according to •. their 
service. Each province on joining the federation 
must solemnly engage to remain faithful to its prin
ciples. The Government must have full control over 
the military and naval forces of the federated provinces. 

REVENUE shall be obtained by a uniform system of 
taxation to be decided upon by the Legislature ; prob
ably by means of a protective tariff:, customs dues, pro
vincial contributions, income-tax, land-tax, etc. The 
provincial governors to be responsible for its collection 
and forwarding to the central Treasury. ·For this 
purpose a new system of book-keeping and a!Jditing 
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must be established, that the Treasury be not defrauded. 
Corruption among the officials has been for ages past a 
potent means of lowering the moral standard in China. · 
These officials were exclusively men famed for their 
literary excellence, often ignorant of anything else. 
They were absurdly underpaid, and tacitly expected 
to make ~p the deficiency by 'squeezing,' extortion, 
and blackmailing subordinate officials and the people, 
during their term of three years ; this in order to 
bribe· those above them to avoid exposure. These 
officials were almost independent of control from 
Peking. As. long as there was peace in the province 
and the tribute was forthcoming, nothing more was 
demanded. Governors of provinces have often as-· 
sumed the role of absolute and ambitious monarchs. 
Hence the frequent rebellions. This must in future 
b~ guarded against. Peking was too distant, roads 
hardly deserved the name, transport of troops, etc., 
out of the q·uestion ; so lawlessness and peculation 
were rampant. Even under the English Director of 
the Maritime Customs, Sir Robert Hart, the grain
tax, which he said should have produced four hundred 
millions of taels, yielded. but twenty-five millions. To 
have a better grip on all the provinces; it would be 
advisable to change the seat of government to a more 
central inland city, such as Hankow, or, as General 
Gordon advised, to Nanking. Peking lies exposed 
to' the attack of its neighbours, the Japanese and the 
Russians. It is also at the mercy of any naval force, 
and is too far from ·its western provinces and Thibet to 
exercise any controlling influence. Foreign railways, 
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loans, concessions, and monopolies should no more 
be made nor granted ; those now existing should be 
paid off or bought out. 

PowER will increase as 'revenue increases. The 
existing armies must gradually be reorganised, disci
plined, provided with good accoutrements and up-to
date arms and munitions, and be oflicered by ex
perienced Chinamen. Later on a limited form of 
conscription could be established. The police should 
also be well-trained, honest, and steady men, having 
one distinctive uniform. In process of time arsenals 
and dockyards, engineering works, foundries, etc., 
will be built. 

Wealth gives Power ; but Power is as if it were 
non-existent if it lies dormant, just as the power of an 
engine can only be so called when it is in motion. 
Action is the manifestation of Power.. 

AcTIVITY is the superlative degree of Action. The 
greater the activity the more saving of time, and there- , 
fore the greater results in a given time. An engine 
that moves only slowly is valueless compared with 
another that moves very quickly. Thus we may view 
our means of communication between the centres of 
population in our country. It is the absence or bad
ness of roads in China that has paralysed action in the 
suppression of rebellion, the relief of famine-stricken · 
or flood-devastated districts. Up to quite recently 
our roads resembled the beds of torrents, broken up by 
large boulders and big holes. They were often .im
·passable. Travelling along them in a Peking spring
less cart was both slow and painful. On the great 
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northern plain, roads-owing to the traffic pounding 
the earth into dust, that the wind blows away, or to 
the farmers taking away the soil for their farms-are 
often lower than the surrounding land, and in rainy 
weather become bogs and even stream beds. We want 
broad, solid roads from village to village, from city to 
city ; of the most durable material, and constantly 
kept in repair. I know that ·much roaq-making is · 
being done ; a great deal more remains to be done. 
Rapid inter-communication in a country is like the 
unimpeded blood-circulation in the human body. 
We want railways through the length and breadth of 
the land ; telegraphs and telephones. And we desire 
to have these means of communication in our own 
possession ; not in the hands of foreigners • 

. Those of our rivers that are silted by the denuda
tion of our forests will have to be dredged and the 
banks raised so that-the periodical floods that cause 
devastation and loss of life shall no longer affiict us. 
The Hoang~ho in North China has through silt 
deposit shifted its bed many times during the last 
millennium, and at present is· hardly navigable for 
large boats. 

Canals and irrigation works must 'be rendered 
serviceable. With rapid inter-communication we 
shall be able to supply food to those regions that have 
suffered famine when other parts enjoyed abundance. 
Also· a more even distribution of the population will 
be possible, instead of there being congestion in one 
part· and in another a great expanse of good land 
unoccupied. It will be one of the duties of the 
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provincial governors to attend to these requirements. 
Also that brigandage and piracy be sternly suppressed. 
These are some of the preliminary measures to be 
taken for the strengthening and development of China. 
As time goes on, the immense and at present un
touched mineral resources of the country, especially 
the huge iron and coal deposits, will give employment 
to millions of our fellow-countrymen, and largely 
contribute to the revenue. 

In my next letter, dear friend, I shall send you 
further outline of the more detailed scheme I have 
sent to our esteemed comrade Sun Y at-sen. ,As the 
ship for Hong-kong sails to-morrow, I must conclude, 
assuring you of my friendship and affection, and- wish
ing you prosperity and every blessing. 



LETTER. XXXV: MAY 2.6, 1910 

'T~ Tstng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

Dear r.espected friend,1 having. given you a short 
review of my humble scheme for the moderni- · 
sation of our country with regard to govern

ment in the material sense, I will now refer to its 
mental and moral reformation. 

EDUCATION with us has consisted in the past chiefly 
in mastering the prodigious task of learning how to 
register our i..deas by means of a complicated arrange
ment of many thousands of ideographs, requiring years 
of assiduous study and indefatigable memorising ; as 
you, Tseng Ching, well know. Consider the waste 
of time in learning by heart not only these but the six 
books of the first stage, the five books of the second 
~tage, and the five books of the Higher Degrees, some 
more than a thousand years old ; the Book of History 
with chronicles dating back to 2357 years before the 
Christian era ! This entailed a lifetime of close 
study. What for r To read, and to write our lan
guage with refinement, absorb a number of moral 
maxims, obtain some ingenuous notions of governing 
based on benevolence, and be led to believe in number
less gods and spirits. True, however, it is that the 
ethical teaching, such as that formulated by Confucius, 
Mencius, and other Sages, the principles of ancestor-

1 I have also revised Tseng Ching's translation of the follow
. ing letter, that its sense might not be obscured. 

]. A~ MAICEPEACE. 
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worship, and the five relations, have e~bled China 
to outlive the rise and fall of some of the greatest 
empires in the. world's history during its life of four 
thousand years. But for the most part of that time 
China lived in a state of isolation:, undisturbed. Now 
communication is so rapid and frequent between one 
part of the world and another that isolation . is no 
lo.nger possible. Our former education hardly de
serves the name, viewed from the standpoint of the 
European nations. Until quite recent times we were, 
with all conceit, living in a condition of comparative 
ignorance. Apart from the accomplishments men
tioned, what a vast field of knowledge remained un
explored ! Science in its true se~e was ignored or 
parodied. Mathematics, logic, chemistry, astronomy, · 
geology, therapeutics, all the branches of science, were 
unstudied. There were no boo~ on these ·subjects, 
correctly speaking;. if there were, a lot of irrelevant 
matt~r, mixed up with divination; superstition, and 
magic, smothered a few grains of fact. · 

Other nations have stored up the solid results bi 
exact science as an unshakeable foundation for further · 
knowledge, and have preserved in their books the dis
coveries made, so that others might continue where . 
they left off. Of late years we have begun to move 
in the right direction. In 1905 the old-style method 
of examination was done away with by Imperial 
decree, being superseded by Western methods to some 
extent. In the following year there were about 
6ooo schools conducted after the European ·method. 
I hear that that number has been this year largely 
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increased. I hear that there are now in our provinces 
several universities. and many colleges--scientific, 
technical, industrial, agricultural:, medical, and mili
tary: truly wonderful progress in but a few years! 
What, greatly pleases me is that girls are allowed 
admission to most of those advanced educational 
establishments. 

The compulsory education· of children here should 
be adopted in our land eventually. If parents were not 
obliged to send their children to school, many would 
not do so ; they would selfishly employ them on their 
farms or in their workshops, and so deprive the young 
of ~he opportunity of being educated. This would be 
to the detriment of the State and the child. As it is 
compulsory, it is but just that education should also 
be gratuitous. The elementary teaching consists of 
reading, writing, arithmetic, grammar. Unlike with 
us, demand is constantly made on the reasoning powers 
as well as the memory. The Master was aware, 
nevertheless, of this necessity when he said : ' Learn
ing without thought is labour lost ; thought without 
learning is perilous.' In the higher classes or grades 
of the State schools, history, geography, civics, and 
elementary mathematics are taught. Secondary 
schools are free to all.who by their ability have passed 
certain examinations. These again give access free 
of charge to _the university for scholars who have 
shown exceptional intelligence. So that a young 
person of either sex may receive the highest obtainable 
instruction in the State without payment, if studious 
and persevering. This should be our example. 
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The physical development of the young is equally 
provided for by callisthenic exercises, drill, and gym
nastics ; while in the colleges there are, one against 
another, strenuous competitions in games and all 
kinds of athletic exercises. 
Ap~t from the general scheme of education, there 

are here well-appointed schools for the learning of 
Arts and Crafts, for the study of agriculture and 
horticulture and other branches. 

We have done wisely in sending a large number of 
our intelligent students to America, .Japan, France, 
England, and other countries to acquire knowledge. 
The modern ideas spread among their countrymen on 
their return will have a remarkable reforming result. 
For they will have been able to appreciate improved 
and scientific· methods and discern the necessity of 
their adoption. They will in fact act as a leaven to 
the whole nation. The danger, however, may arise 
that the desire for too general and rapid a change may 
create a ferment among the people leading to~ani
mosity between the old and the new order, tending to 
civil war, or rancour against foreigners in general. 

There is one important, momentous innovation I 
will now suggest, that has long been in my mind, but 
which I have hitherto not dared to give expression to. 
I can imagine the general and violent protests that will. 
be made in China, and the abuse and animosity I shall 
draw upon myself. But in the interests of my country
! will risk all that. That China be included in the 
comity of nations, understand them, and also be readily 
understood by them ; ·that her people should save 
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themselves years of unnecessary study ; that all of 
her people should be capable of a high standard of 
education, I would recommend the adoption of the 
European alphabet, instead of our brain-racking, 
memory-exhauspng ideography;; Men of philolo
gical aptitude would be .peeded to bring about such a 
metamorphosis. That it would greatly benefit China 
I feel assured. Our ancient characters would still be 
preserved and made use of by the erudite. Such a 
revolutionary idea may shock you, my friend Tseng 
Ching, but even good must be sacrificed to obtain 
better. After deep reflection you may come to see 
things in the same light as I do. 

Yet another sacrifice shall we have to make by the 
adoption of the curriculum of the Western schools. 
Though the classics have supplied the place of religion, 
law, and ethics, and principally contributed to the 
long-enduring homogeneity of our race, they can 
no longer be the foundation of our educational system. 
We of the Middle Kingdom have been criticised by 
our Western judges for our· veneration and arduous 
study of our classics, which have for many centuries 
been indispensable. in our opinion. to the requirements 
of a scholar. We were represented to be wholly 
imbued with the lore of bygone ages. There was 
some truth in the criticism. And yet our judges, 
learned men themselves, were unaware that they 
were open to the same reproof. For who among 
them could claim the titles of ' learned ' or ' scholar ' 
without· a knowledge of their own literature from the 
time of Chaucer ; or the literature of the Latin and 
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Greek-perhaps Hebrew-languageS, now no longer 
spoken, and therefore termed' dead languages,' studied 
nevertheless assiduously and laboriously in their uni
versities l But it is beginning to dawn upon many 
of the people of Ying , and Mei that the study of 
modern languages would be more profitable and 
easier. Like them, we must not live in the past, but 
in the present-and the future. It must be admitted 
that there is much in our classics that is repetitive, 
trite, and a mixture of superstition and demonology. 
The chief substance in them is the aim at conversion 
by good example and gentle persuasion. The moral 
precepts in them will remain, but much of the rest 
must be deleted. This I say with a certain regret, 
even with a half-consciousness of sacrilege. Still, in 
the interest of my native land I must brave the oppro
brium that will inevitably be attached to me, You, 
Tseng Ching, I hope will make allowance for this 
desertion of the faith of my former life. Th~ classics, 
however, will never die. Such precious writings will 
always be studied by our learned men. It will not be 
necessary nor possible to adopt the method of the 
Emperor Ts'in, who consigned all the books to the 
flames and burnt alive four hundred of the scholars. 

We have in China, through the doctrines of Con
fucius, Mencius, and the Sages, which we assimilated 
when we first learnt to pencil characters, moulded our 
natures into a standardised type of subjection to the 
law, to our ancestors, to old age, to our fathers, to our 
family, or to our clan •. Thereby we have lost in 
individuality, initiative, enterprise, and ambition. 
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Our lives haye been so regulated by these influences 
that new ideas, inventions, and discoveries were in
cluded in the ' extraordin~ry things ' we were warned 
against. We believed we had attained the ideal life 
and could go no further. So our civilisation, in some · 
respects superior to any other, if the aggregate happi
ness is its test, became crystallised and enduring. 

Most of the defects we are reproached with, how
ever, are the products of our unwilling contact with 
other nations. We have beer:t obliged, lacking the 
means of open resistance, to dissimulate, to make 
promises, to temporise, to resort to deceit, insincerity, 
untruth, and other fe·eble weapons. And yet in the 

·opinion of Sir Robert Hart, who knew us well, we 
have not a few good qualities; Perhaps when we are 
free in, our own country from foreign tutelage, when 
order, unity, and good government are established 
amongst us, we lnay take pride in all the manly virtues, 
toe the line with other nations in science, commerce, 
and power, and show our former inventiveness in a 
more efficient manner. Our mentality is not that of 
senility, but rather that of undeveloped youth. 

Our country is truly called by the Europeans the 
Cele5tial Kingdom, for we claim descent from the gods, 
and our Emperor is the Son of Heaven. We have 
lifted our minds heavenward and neglected material 
things; so we have been left behind. But we can 
and we shall overtake the other nations, as Japan has 
done. 

Christianity, so far as morality is concerfi:ed, would 
add but little to the teachings of Confucius, Mencius, 
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Buddha, and Lao-tsz, which might be made use of in 
our schools. It is a question whether there will ever 
be more than a very small percentage of Christians 
in China. As for true Christians in this Christian 
country of Australia, I have not met many. I think 
the type of man like Jesus would not be appreciated · 
here as practical. I 

The new education I advocate will bring about 
many reforms and, I hope, many improvements in our 
character and mode ofliving. Extravagant politeness, , 
corrected by ridicule, will moderate to simple courtesy. 
Many forms of exaggerated etiquette and ceremonial 
should be done away with, as was the case with. the 
kow-tow. A father should no longer be the despot 
of the family ; his wife should have equal rights. 
Respect and love for parents should take the place 
of abject servility and awe. A spirit of virile self
reliance must in future be inculcated in our character. 

One good effect of the enlightenment resulting from 
reasoned education will be the sweeping away of· 
the demonology of Feng-shuy, that childish beli~f in 
the invisible presence of spirits, mostly maleficent, in 
the air, in the water, and in the earth; all to be feared 
and to be propitiated. The hold on the minds even 
of men of judgment is hardly credible, fostered as this 
superstition has been by the Taoist and Buddhist 
priests, who, like maQ.y others in all countries, thrive 
on inspiring terror in the minds of th~ simple. These 
priests, as you know, decide on the sites of burial-

• H wuy-ung talks on a subject he does not understand. 
]. A. MAKEPEACE. 
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places ; the height of buildings, as one lower than its 
neighbour will harbour ill luck. Progress has been 
greatly impeded by these ignorant impostors, whom we 
despise. and yet weakly fear and consult. we were 
told that we must not dig for coal, quarry stone, lest 
we render the earth-dragon furious, and prompt it to 
scourge us with plagu.es, famines, and every ill. Raii
Wa.ys, telegraphs, public works were for years opposed 
because they would offend or disturb the spirits. Our 

' schools will do well to clear away these absurd notions. 
Another innovation I would like to see introduced 

in the moral education of the young : the impressive 
· teaching and proving of the consequences of our deeds 
and words, as expressed in the aphorism : ' Be careful 
of the end at the heginning.' When the inevitable 
result of an action is known to be painful, who will 
engage in it ? It is man's ignorance of consequences 
that is chiefly the cause of what we call crime by the 
fact of its resulting in mental or physieal pain. Being 
taught to realise the pain associated with that crime is 
the most effective deterrent. It is not enough to say: 
' Thou shalt not kill.' Were the consequences of 
killing vividly brought before the would-be murderer, 
his hand would be stayed. He would foretaste the 
horror of the crime, t.he self-hatred, the fear of arrest, 
the chilling alarms, the flight, the hiding, the remorse, 
the execration of others, the feeling of being an outcast, 
the escapes, the final capture, imprisonment, brooding 
regret, trial, conviction, dishonoured family, the 
hideous approach of a felon's execution. As Meng-tsz 
says : ' Men must be decided on what they should not 
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do, and then they will vigorously carry out what they 
should do.' I read not long ago a book entitled The 
Last Days of One Condemned, by Victor Hugo. The 
deterring effect of such a work is of the very highest 
moral value. The clergy in their sermons would be 
more useful and practical if they brought their con
gregations face to face with the consequences of wrong
doing, the miscalculations of ignorance and passion. 

There has been much complaint by parents because 
of the absence of religious instruction and ptayer in 
the State sc,hools. The reason of th~s is that the two 
rival Christian denominations, the Lord of Heaven 
sect and the Jesus sect, have slightly differ~nt versions 
of their Holy Book, the Bible ; and as one will not 
allow the other's version to be adopted, neither is used. 
The rivalry of the two sects is hard for a Chinaman 
to understand, for we--like no other nation-have 
always tolerated all religions, when unallied . with 
politics. Yet these two sects, differing very little 
from each other, have for centuries before modern 
times persecuted, tortured, and burnt each 'other~ by 
thousands all over Europe .. In this case we might 
proclaim our greater broad-mindedness and hum~nity. 

But all men have their faults. We have many 
also; the purpose ot my stay in this country is to 
discover the means of correcting them. ' 

I must cease wearying you, my good friend, with 
my poor opinions, and beg you will not judge me 
harshly for my revolutionary ideas. If they conduce ' 
to our country~s welfare you will applaud them, I 
know. May all the blessings be your handmaidens! · 



LETTER XXXVI: OCTOBER 24, 1910 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 
.~ 

Dear friend, my heart is troubled in learning 
that my changed opinions not all are pleasing 
to you. In moving body from old road so 

long followed to new one, is because it leads to new 
Chung K woh, powerful yet peaceful, rich yet not 
arrogant, civilised like other nations yet not at the 
sacrifice of former peacefulness and happiness. I have 
sorrow if I this time cause you to expend heart. In the 
not-come when,you think-think you will forgive me. 

I read with great joy in the new-hear paper in this 
city that Senate in Peking was for one number time 
opened by Prince Chun, Regent for the _Emperor 
Pu Yi. Is wanted now time Lower House to repre
sent the people. They have made promise, only but 
after three years. We establish Republic more soon. 
We have old time had patience and waited. At now 
is heard cry, 'Chung Kwoh for the black-haired 
race ! ' and government by the people. This cry 
getting louder place-place. We not want foreigners 
do as they please with our territory, our trade, and our 
Customs; demanding privileges and concessions. 
Sweet patience when exhausted turns to bitter anger. 
The ass cruelly treated becomes a wild beast. Ideas 
of revolution like birds of prey hover in the minds 
of many seeking victims. We want no spilling of 
fresh blood, but gradual change to better conditions. 
Violent and sudden change not suit ; pendulum swing 

244 
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back as far. We must refrain from force to obtain 
that thing is our due. Better correct own faults 
before nourishing hate against faults of others. Look 
at misery in our numberless villages : the wretched 
hovels of agriculturists, built of crumbling mud bricks ; 
with doors that not fit convenient ; windows with 
panes not of glass but of oiled paper; no ceiling, only 
·roof; the k'ang-bricks covering llue of fire beneath
for bed ; the beaten earth instead of ground boards ; 
crawling insects nesting in k'ang where in cold sky-air 
is only place for warmth; small table, hard straight 
chairs ; cupboard, hole in wall ; room often dim with 
smoke, for no chimney ; cold and draughty in winter
heaven. Ai-ya ! I not endure return to thus 
wretched life. This we must reform, not reform i 
Yet nine parts of population live in these conditions. · 
But like our neighbours, the little brown m~n of the 
Kingdom of the Rising Sun, who have all modern 
things, we in time shall have them also-with light 
from electric fire, phonographs, telephones and so. 
\Ve have made beginning at now in our cities. Then 
our homes places of family harmony. Not knowing 
ease we not feel want. That time we taste a little we 
shall have hunger for more. Must pass good many 
years for thus great change arrive in the four corners 
of our vast country. 

I not know how sanitary inspector fulfil duty in 
the villages ; he must be endure-heart-bothers man. 
With dwellers he will have quarrel, they not seeing 
politeness what time he tell them big pipes must carry 
away the human manure that enriches soil.· The 
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four neighbours not know east from west j yet in
spector want teach them difference. Also burial will 
be subject where heart not one. In this country are 
places fixed for burying dead bodies. We choose siot 
declared by Taoist and Buddhist priests propitious by 
the rules of Feng-shuy. A low or damp spot not must 
be chosen ; nor near big trees, for whistJing and sighing 
of wind in branches displease spirits and would rouse 
them to fierce anger. 

Thus childish ideas are reasonable, not reasonable? 
That thing makers of law want do is burning of the 
dead. That has reason; it is justice to the living. 
But our people what say; what to feel? They 
think not suit, for reincarnation then not possible. 

In this country is good and happy for family in 
house. The father, not distant and dignified, plays 
with children and laughs with wife. Near warm fire 
they speak-talk or read, they have music and song. 
This good, not good ? That piece thing we not have 
is what is called in Ying language 'comfort ' ; peace
soothe, harmony, cleanness, things of convenient use 
and delight) all to make home in gO<>d order. We 
have lived in disregard of 'comfort.' Old time 

''comfort' not considered go well with virtue. Great 
K'ung sa~d : 'He who aims to be a man of complete 
virtue, in his food does not seek to gratify his appetite, 
nor in his dwelling-place does he seek the appliance 
of ease.' 

Talk-a-talk at here when you look and wait, not 
same as with us, when we ask good many questions 
about health of each one of family. Here subject is 
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ten parts about Heaven's breath. Reason of this 
because is prudent not speaking of friends, fearing 
scandal ; nor of religion, nor of politics, fearing .to 
bump nail. Is neutral grm,md, no danger of encroach· 
ing on property of others. You can beget anger and 
curse sky-air, and obtain fault from no person. Are 
people who decide at morning-head early that thing 
they shall say concerning Heaven's breath. Has 
great favour 'Beautiful day I', though in one, two 
hours rises furious wind and thick dust fills the. air. 
Still 'Beautiful day I ' is said from habit. I give you 
short sample I took in sound signs :-

Mi-si Cha-tah. Good below noon (afternoon), Mi-si 
Koh-sip. You are how? 

Mi-si Koh-sip. Top good, much trouble you (thank 
you). Is this a fine day, not is ? 

C. True ; I but regard cold. 
K. Yet not cold as above little meal (hreakfast). 
C., You say true. For now time of year it has warm. 
K. Oh, sky-air day before had 'much cold, you · 

believe, not believe ? 
C. In truth. Yet two days before suit good much. 
K. Certainly. That while time sun shining and' 

air clear. 
C. But on Polite Worship day-ai I You what 

feel ? I resemble-believe winter-heaven again come. 
K. I think world's end arrive ; thus storm J Willd 

down blown trees and fences. And rain fell from 
heaven like torrents. Was vile 1 

C. Yet in the morning I think day be fair-you 
record obtain, not obtain ? 
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K. Good (yes). 
C. So, we put off body in chariot and go for ramble 

c to seaside .. Having not umbrellas we soon were as if .. 
fallen into a river. · 

K. Ai ! ··That what trouble ! You much pain, 
Mi-si Cha-tah ? 

C. In truth. I fear ailing very heavy. I begin 
tremble and then I catch cool. When we at house 
come, we take big cup of hot Hwy-ts-ki, and heart 
more composed. 

K~ According to 
pass altogether not. 
ram. 

I look, winter-heaven away 
To-day expect want down 

C. You speak true, Mi-si Koh-sip. Blow west 
north wind. 
· K. Carry-rain's wind is west north wind. Look
see heaven great black in what manner. 

C. I if not return to house now while acquire wet 
and one more bad cool. 

K. Ha ! ha 1 ha ! And one more good cup 
boiled Hwy-ts-ki, not? No, it not rain. Stay but 
two, five minutes. You not have hurry ? 

C. Borrow light (thank you). You ever thus kind .. 
I ever not have decision to away go. You regard 
we have clear sky-air day below? 

K. Sky-air prophet say good. 
C. I ali not believe that piece thing prophet say. I 

have intention to Farmer's Show out go. 
K. Old year at Show's time had b'i-ight sky-air. 

You but not can say what fashion is. Year before fall 
rain in four quarters. 
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C. At Show's time t~o years above was of rain no 
drop. 

K. I think seasons not same year above year below. 
One day spring-heaven thus hot, I away put furs and 
thick garments ; day below wind blowing ice's cold. 
What to feel? 

C. Is saying that people of Mei-li-pang have sample 
of four seasons within edge of twelve hours. . 

K. Is true. I that believe. . I have hope is for you 
heaven's-breath favourable. 

C. Give you, Mi-si Koh-sip, offer thanks. Days 
now time grow more long and more warm and cold 
and rain behind left. Thus we may let go heart. Ai ! 
I at now must away go. My time-watch walk how · 
fast I I not believe. Is four period bell (four o'clock)! 
Please (good-hye), Mi-si Koh-sip. 

K. In truth we have conversed in. great harmony. 
Much pleasure I have in visit. 

C. I have gladness in seeing face. Talk-talk 
vertex entertaining. · 

K. You say true; ten parts .interesting. 
C. Please, Mi-si Koh-sip. 
K. Good walk, dear Mi-si Cha-tah. Be your 

returning steps safe. 
Thus speak-talk not have bone.· Reason is, women 

not venture opinion on serious subject or on people. 
They on watch and guard with one the other. They 
compete for men's favour ; thus sometimes smiling 
enemies. I not say that of ten women. Are some 
among them having true friendship. 

When men and women have speak-talk, behind .is 
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always attraction of sex; thus subjects not serious, 
but to cause smiles. After married and life's troubles 
begin, she thinks he ~ull and serious, he thinks she
childish and frivolous. · The difference in education 
and association is cause. Happy marriage is where 
they judge matters with same eye ; marriage of mind 
as wdl as of body. In their piece talk together they 
must draw closer ; husband in lightness of heart as 
before marriage, wife in interest with buying-selling 
and world doings that she do wdl to study •. Thus 
it will be 'like uniting two halves of a broken seal.' 
This pretty poetry, not ? 

Saying at here is: 'Marriage is lottery, having 
many blanks and few prizes.' This true in our 
country, where two strangers marry. And is nine 
parts same after long engagement in this country ; for 
real character only known after marriage. We in 
Middle Kingdom not have mind inflamed by glowing 
anticipations ; but have desire for male children, that 
when spirit is handed to Heaven they provide for our 
wants and console us. Not then important her 
qual~ties. Time-time we have this foolish opinion. 
But is different iu this place. Young man and young 
woman have engagement one long while, and he and 
she only show good side of character; smiles and 
cheerfulness cover over all the defects. They ·not 
know each other more than our new-married ones ; 
they learn character one of the other soon ; sometimes 
late when arise question of money. Our system has 
advantage ; we not hope for extreme happiness, there
fore not disappointed. Also if man's wife is chosen 
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for him by go-between, choice is made in cool blood. 
Go-between with us was ten parts necessary. As we 
read in the Book of Odes :-

' How do we proceed in splitting firewood ? 
Without an axe it cannot be done. 
How do we proceed in taking a wife? 
Without a go-between it cannot be done.' 

My tutor tells me that in this land among the rich 
are also go-betweens, old w<;>men of high caste. These 
visit from one to other, speak praise of absent one, and 
arrange meeting. So they expect gratitude and reward 
if couple knotted. They often not paid that way, but 
by curses if marriage not successful. 

With us early knotting is custom ; too early. I 
now be amused if I saw, as in old time, husband and 
wife sitting together weeping after beating from boy's 
mother. Great population of Middle Kingdom is 
due to early marriage and desire for .children.· Good 
result of this knotting in youth is prevention of much 
of the unlawful iotercourse I observe in this city. 

You tell me Western ideas thus popular in Kyvang
tung that girl go beyond the mean and defy authority 
of parents in desire for liberty. They dance with 
men they not know. Yet the Master he said of men 
what thing?: 'I have not seen one who loves virtue 
more than beauty.' You say that girls and boys walk 
together, laughing, talking, and smoking. This is 
change in truth, in what manner ? Also that girls 

-have written to boys asking them to marry them. Ai ! 
reforms I desire; but this I not like. Now, Tseng 
Ching, record obtain of .great danger menacing our 

' 
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country-that in correcting our errors we may go too far 
in opposite direction. Then we shall exchange some 
of our virtues for many vices. We must proceed -
slowly on road we not know. I wish our women not 
follow example set here. Girls and boys with arms 
around walking in streets heaven black ; men and 
women lying about in embrace on grass in the public 
gardens, or nearly naked in tight bathing-dress on the 
shore sand. 

I have admiration for freedom between sexes when 
they mingle like a harmonious family with thoughts 
o( purity and respect. This is picture of vertex 
beauty and happiness I sometimes observe in this 
favoure~ land of 0-sei-Iia. When sexes are kept 
apart, or when the mingling is closer than that of the 
family, harm arises. The modesty of a girl is surest 
m~ns to compel respect. Modesty is like the gold 
dust on the wing of butterfly, or the bloom on purple 
grape; is rubbed away by much handling. I wish 
I see more modesty in this place. 
· They not marry very you~g in this country. 
Man must have occupation bringing him good much 
coin to keep wife and pay for fine garments and 
amusement. So he must wait. But that not prevents 
girl and boy walking together on the Worship day, 
when they put on best clothes. Then it will make 
smile to observe important air of boy, like one of us 
invested with the yellow jacket or the peacock's 
feather, walking by side of female child. Their 
speak-talk is of what ? Mostly of the sky-air and 
heir parents. An:xiet~ for him is to keep on outside 
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of footwalk. This good. They not require instruc
tion of Meng-tsz : ' If the young people, without 
waiting for the order of their parents and the arrange
mentS of the go-betweens, shall bore holes t~ steal a 
sight of each other, or get over the wall to be with 
each other, then their parents and all other peoplewill_ 
despise them.' 

Go-betweens not wanted in 0-sei-lia. Young 
woman choose for herself. After some-moons she 
ask her father if she may invite young man to tea for 
inspection: When young man proves satisfactory, he 
may take her to hear theatricals and to dances. After 
some while time, they agree to be married in the not
_ come, after he has asked the father, who moons before 
had shown agreement signs. Next step is giving a 
ring in token of engagement. Ring must be of boring
stones (diamonds), and .costs from two hundred to a 
thousand taels. This for some young men much 
coin ; but having no ring of boring-stones girl con
sid~rs i~ no engagement. Marriage not follow ring 
for many moons, perhaps years, perhaps altogether not. 
The girl, to make young man fear· losing her, will 
seem to favour another. Among certain races,, the 
1-ta-li-jin or the Si-pan-ya-jin, if thus treated have · 
ch'i and use knife. This not done in this land. Men 
if thus disregarded, soon consoled by other girl, 
especially if ring is returned J this not happen time
time. When, however, engagement ten parts ·har
monious, girl has triumph ; man must obey. She 
knows she may now time command; he hopes com
mand after the knotting. So she must go to dances, 
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listen theatricals, see lightning-shadoWs, and have 
rides fn the no-horse chariot, witli presents of myriad
boxes of ca-cao. This makes engagement long time, 
for man"s money shoot-out scatter; furniture for 
house not can be bought. Have time, after many 
years' engagement, man's heait and gall grow small, 
and he will retire when girl's attractive years have 
passed. This ten parts not right. You will say, my 
dear friend, this one piece kind with my engagement. 
Not so, Tseng Ching. My heart more expanded 
with ·the passing moons; the sweet girl more dear 
treasure to me now than before time. Yet I not have 
regret. That while time I return-come to 0-sei-lia, 
one lung having disease, one leg cut off-for marriage 
I am what good l I can what do ? I think-think in 
what manner she expend heart and use effort to supply 
my .wants day-day ; I sitting body down or ailing very 
heavy .in sleep-room •••• No, Tseng Ching, that 
piece I do cannot. Since is that, I speak-talk with 
her ; engagement I canceL> The more early the 
more good. With tears falling from her eyes, she 
not consent. Ai-ya ! I had more sorrow than 
before time. I but away go and have long speak-talk 
with her father. He want think remedy ; -he feel in 
his heart I have reason. Yet she still friend with me. 
After seven years' time she remain not married. Her 
father say she reject three, five young rich men. I 
but not often visit at house. What good ? Coming 
away happiness I leave behind. Thus the moons and 
the years pass. My lung is healed, but I walk-go 
with one leg of wood. -You for what I tell this thing ? 
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For me has no use ; but is sad pleasure. I not weary 
you more, my friend, with my 'Wu-ki. 

Is good new-hear that National Parliament met at 
Peking~ But that three number of members are 
appointed by Emperor, I not like. Step-step we ad
vance. in near not-come the Manchus will be back 
sent-go to their country and Ming Ch'uen proclaimed. 

All good things be yours· ! 



LEl'TER XXXVII: MARCH 2.8, 1911 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

My good friend, sight of your graceful pencilling 
gave peace-soothe to my heart ; my virtue is 
renewed. Have good many omens this while 

time of success for our cause. Not necessary old 
superstitious belief in divination of milfoil and tortoise. 
Man and Han not one heart ; time-time not think 
same manner. Manchu dynasty altogether not good ; 
now lost hope. These Eastern Tartar savages, as were 
called, corrupted our people, selling office and title to 
underpaid and squeezed officials, obliging them resort 
to peeulation,_extortion, and accepting of bribes. Day 
of victory early come for revered Sun Y at-sen. Pur
pose of his life was to sweep noisome Ta~r dry clean 
out of Middle Kingdom. He write, not write in 
1904?: 'The old monarchy must transform itself 
into a republic.' You give-say he not cease moving 
in ten thousam1 s'quare gaining associates. He in 
S. Francisco year raising head. 

One more good new-hear: Ying King-Family con
sent not send more of the deadly drug from In-di to our 
provinces that now time not cultivate poppy. I good 
resemble-believe they begin to have for us more respect. 
We have now time big army with good soldiers' law and 
abundant weapons. That time we powerful, T~eng 
Ching, we not must permit foreign people to make of us 
utensil as before time; nor permit poisonous doctrines, 
drugs for the mind, to enter from outside edge. 

258 
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I give you, my friend, offer thanks that your heart 
one with me when you give forth piece opinion con
cerning my affection for L-, the merchant's 
daughter. I know you not smile with scor.ri as may 
many of the black-haired race. You say I have small 
gall and I do more good return-go to old-time engage
ment. I how do this thing ? • • • Yet, is strange ; · 
merchant on same subject had talk-talk with me day 
above. He consider in suspense about his daughter's 
health. She not eat very fragrant, she not happy. 
He that while time tell me I continuously not slip 
out of her memory. In the words of Buddha he say : 
' All living beings abhor s_uffering ; .all living beings 
shrink from death. Put yourself in the place of all 
beings, and be not the cause of suffering and death to 
them.' He ask me for what cause I not .arrive at 
house come. I 'reply : ' I poor one-legged man ; 
what ·for I to house go ? A~ old horse, notwith
standing, thinks himself a colt, and has no regard for 
the future.' He say : ' You poor foolish one. You 
walk with one leg and talk with eight legs. You 
young, strong and prospero.us; but you not have con:.. 
fidence. You wilfully blind; wantonly indifferent. 
My heart is wounded with grief.' Below time I 
promise him I return-go to see L--· . Ai ! he not 
know how heart beat in my breast like iron-worker's 
hammer, that time he say she still remember me. In 
truth she not all the years slip out my recording
faculty. Thus I promise I visit her in three days. 
I can give-say my joy, Tseng Ching, in what manner! 
Yet, dear friend, I am as one in a desert come to three-

R 
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forked roads; as one that inclination pulls one side 
and duty pulls on other side. I same unsettled as i 
leaf in the wind. Ai-ya ! I but speak of my con
cern, for what reason ? I cease idle talk. More 
importatit is origin land subject. 
, You say vertex number of our race scattered over 

thus vast territory not adopt our reforms in short period 
required by people of the Rising Sun Flag. You say 
true. Is wonderful in what manner ten parts change 
was effected ! Half-century before soldiers had bow 
with arrows ; , yet six years above they defeat top class 
nation N go-lo-ez on land and sea. From nothing 
they leap into seat of equality with great na~ons. · 
These little brown men of old time our pupils. No, 
we not go ·thus fast. 'Who goes slowly not need 
r~trace his steps.' A man of a \Vestern Nation re
proaching the black-haired people for their slowness in 
reform was answered by the statesman Wen-siang in 
these words : 'You argue that we not move quickly 
enough. Beware! a time may come, after we are 
at length started on the path of progress, when the. 
great machine will roll inexorably on and crush all 
opposition to its movement.' We but all not think 
in that manner. 

Our cities begin reforms; our but myriad villages 
good long time require. Nine tens and five men in 
hundred not know the characters. Most important 
they learn to read and pencil ; that time they use books 
and new-hear papers and education commence and 
drive away child's fear of spirits. Superstition will 
slowly melt away like mist before mormng sun. 
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Danger is in ambition of our province governors and 
army leaders; making war one on other, causing 
disunion and ruin, thus bringing delay in reform. 
Unity one number necessity; • with strong ~entral 
control. · 

Ten thousand things in our land not wanted driving 
away. Some top good. Institution of family or
ganisation with us has benefit of court of moral law; 
father the judge. ·Five parts excellent ; remainder 
too severe for character of affection. In 0-sei-lia 
new generation be improved adopting some of our 
family organisation.· That time not required thus 
many surety-men and Officer Y amen. Respect for age 
be more general. We not want to lose endurance of 
body and of mind, patience, courtesy-when not exag
gerated-frugality and sobriety, retentive memories, 
respect for discipline and the law. We have been 
called cowards ; so are sheep when wolf enters the 
fold. But General Kol-dong not think we cowards. 
Admiral Ting, Yuan Shih-kai, and other leaders.not 
think we cowards. Our peace nature is an old man ; 
our war nature still a child. 

Opinions I had beginning of my dwelling in ·the 
land of the New Golden Mountains have changed, I 
how tell ? One glance from hill-top over country 
expanse holding strange cities and villages, unknown 
trees and shrubs-is what . good ? Thus my one 
number impressions. Long and close examination 
necessary; opinions then not the same. In thus 
hasty manner countries often· misjudged and strange 
things. condemned. I pray you,· my· friend Tseng 
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Ching, cast into the Rames letters I sent you during 
my stay in Mei-Ji-pang before I return-go to Kwang:
tung. They sour, unripe fruit. Yet I judge of the 
tree by thus unreasonable knowledge. Now time I 
have sorrow for my harshness and nearly approve things 
I old thne conde~ned. Among these are the mingling 
of the sexes-in true friendship ; their equal rights ; 

· practical and scientific education, just laws and punish
ments, free press, manly and honest character, and 
other examples I desire we follow. 

Our excessive birth-rate is subject will soon have 
alarming aspect, for ourselves and for the world. 
Down to now time death-rate also been excessive and 
keep population on the balance. But when reforms 
commence and infant and adult mortality reduced by 
proper diet, sanitary and medical means, and punish
ment of infanticide ; . when measures employed to 
prevent famines, plagues, Roods, and civil wars--then 
• • • is danger in the four parts ! · Of the new pro
.blem: nations not have room f<?r growing population, 
and must find place in other lands-you read, not 
read ? This cause of wars in the not-come. 

If increase in population in our eighteen provinces 
is only same as with the 1-ta-li-jin, two per hundred 
in the year : will be increase. for one year of eight 
millions ; in ten years of eighty millions ! They go 
to what place? Marriage must be permitted only to 
the adult, who must no more rely on parents and 
relatives for support. If limitation in number of 
children permissible measure, no country have more 
justification than Middle Kingdom. 
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With us has been time-time man's top consideration 
in suspense to have posterity. In the words of 
Meng-tsz : 'There are three things unfilial ; to have 

·no posterity is the greatest of them.' Of the Three 
Kinds of Abundance, that most desired for self and 
others is : 'Abundance of male offspring.' Having 
no male children, we thought man's spirit handed to 
Heaven was desolate and wandering; a hungry ghost 
with none to supply his wants. Thus cause of im
mense population. Have been Western philosophers 
with doctrine to preven~ too great increase of people, 
fearing that food supply not become enough and men 
at last eat one the other when no more room in the 
world. Other philosophers laugh at thus notions arid 
say is plenty much food and room to last their lives, 
and wars will strike-die more people in each genera
tion. I not know. Is true space and food have 
limit; but population not 'have limit. 

Countries not be justified when limitation make 
nation shrink up and be filled with foreigners, as in 
the Fa Kingdom. This is nation suicide; sad and 
shameful ending. I speak to man from Fa-lan-si 
who live four ten years in 0-sei-lia. He tell me he 
return-go year above to origin village with hope of 
seeing again friends of old time. They guests ort high, 
and village filled with foreigners not speaking his lan
guage, but that of I-ta-li. When he-say this, tears fall 
from his eyes. Now is race shrinking up like man 

. with a wasting disease. Affection for country- the 
natives have in what manner ? Yet they speak-· 
mouth much of patriotism and of great deeds in 
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history and of their ancestry. They rob country of 
life-blood, shorten history-book, and betray their forC-

. fathers. Other nations now follow example. __ 
There is small increase in population in 0-sei-Iia ; 

not as expected. Families in cities at now have two. 
three children ; in farm districts more. Pomegranate 
they not cultivate. Selfish mothers among the rich 
like having one or two children ; some not want any. 
They too much trouble and expense, cause suffering 
and anxiety, interfere with freedom required for 
pleasure business and spoil youthful appearance. 
When I asked rj:ty cousin if not sorry he have only 
two children, he laughed and said: 'Quite enough; 
wife not wanted more.' Yet in Holy Book of the 
Christians is command : ' Be fruitful and multiply.' 
This command they obey, not obey ? 

· I read of judge in Ying-ka-li asking poor woman 
carrying babe in her arms : ' You here what for ? 
Stealing from shop ? You steal for what cause ? ' 
She answer: 'To get food.' He ask:: 'What you 
carry ? ' She answer : ' My babe.' He say rough! y : 
'You no right have one.' She answer: 'I have six 
more ; they starving.' He say : 'You not have 
right to children. They are curse of this country.' 
You think: of judge what thing ? 

Often I read in the new-hear papers of women and 
some doctors of low character known to be skilful in 
destroying the unborn child. They have many clients. 
Have times unfortunate mother also destroyed. 
Punishment is difficult matter ; for people in high 
position obtaining thus service have interest in 
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shielding these wretches. Worse is that young un
married men and women are in this lnanner encour
aged in immorality, thinking they may escape conse
quences. This one product of Western civilisation. 

Dwellers in this land of abundance not have excuse ' 
of want of food for infants as happenS in our country. 
No density of population here as with us, where we not 
find land for family. For at here are two square /i 
for each living being. Yet demand for people urgent 
to fill up million square /i in north of the land not 
occupied, though fertile and having plenty rivers~· . 

Occupation of vast empty regions .in 0-sei-lia is 
now time great difficulty for statesmen. They want 
Western Nations' people come; not others; Men 
from the West not want to come. Too far ; coin .. 
for long raise-body too much ; afraid they not prosper. 
Men here not all wish they come, fearing labour_. 
money grow less. Thus is uncertainty on four sides. 
Same time crowded nations look-see fine empty 
country with greedy eyes. They say : ' Is li~e fat 
man having many vacant big houses he not willing to 
sell or allow occupy, while we heaped together in huts 
or without shelter.' There is no run-go-out. King
Families' duty in Ying and 0-sei-lia is to supply great 
sum of money for bring people come here ; , be put on 
good clear land of hundred mows with fence and be~n
ning of. house ; be supplied ·with food, implements, 
seed and so; be instructed what do, and at three years' 
bottom make paymentS ending in twenty years. Is 
benefit for both countries ; one be free of million 
men not find work, other fill up vast regions empty 
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as desert of Gobi. Coin. thus laid out return-come 
root-money with interest, value of land increase, and 
future of Whitt 0-sei-lia more secure with growing· 
population. In the words of the Master : ' If small 
gains are looked for, nothing great can be effected.' 
I have fear for this country if not acquire more popu
lation and Ying soldier-ships not come. I then have 
sorrow if they have war, for they people doing me time
time good acts. Is wise counsel: 'Wait not to 
.cross a river till it is in flood, or you will be swept 
away~' 

I not weary you more long time with empty talk. 
Send me back return-letter come, with all new-hear 
from origin land ; sight of your graceful pencil give 
peace-soothe to my heart. Every good wish from 
your friend. 

APRIL 2. 

Ship not go from here till day below, thus . I not 
close letter up. I tell you, my friend, as I altogether 
not tell other person, that thing top side in my thought. 
I visit. at merchant's house. He receive me with 
heart expanded. After he out go, L- enter room. 
Her pale face light up as when clouds pass from the 
sun. To begin we speak-talk, as is custom, of sky
air for short space; then I say in what manner she 
time-time present before my eyes, and I ask if she, 
have affection for me? I ask, what for? that time 
I see sweet answer in her face. Thus we speak. 
What treasure, Tseng Ching, I nearly lost! of her 
Ying ·mother, passed beyond, and her Han father, 
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she has all the virtues, with no failings ; clear bright
ness of university learning, with no. conceit; strong 
character with nature sweet and affectionate-all 
seen in manner and speech. Qualities I not believe 
combined in one person thus beautiful and graceful. 
I not worthy this blessing. I not can say more; my 
heart full of thanks to Heaven. · 



LETTER XXXVIII : JULY IS, I 9 I I 
I 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

M y good friend, my heart is composed by top 
good teaching you send me of progress in four 
quarters. My virtue also strengthened by 

happy change. I am now time as one freed from 
noisome dark prison-room and restored to sunshine 
and nature's beauty. Engagement with L-
renewed ! Ring of boring-stones one more time on 
finger. You at now what say ? Ai-ya ! I lose 
many- years of harmony, for what cause i I one 
stupid thing I For,' to say his own gourds are bitter, 

·who will i ' · Yet I act in that fashion ; I measure 
myself not worthy thus vertex joy. That folly ended. 
New life I look-see like gardens of Illi in valley 
from hill-top. Vanity, Tseng Ching, said to be female 
belonging. N 9t so ; is belong to two sexes. In truth 
I am example, not i I go to false-limb trader for 
make me half-leg of bark of Si-pan-ya-from knee 
down. Now while I walk good and fast ; you 
believe the two legs true flesh and bone. 

Beloved origin land raising head for invigorating 
reforms from the West, with promise of new glorious 
history. Rising on horizon, Ming Ch'uen soon shine 

, with dazzling light ; the night-thief Manchu fleeing 
before it. He, Son of Heaven, what fashion i Say
ing is true : ' Rotten wood not can be carved.' I all 
believe by teaching you give me and new-hear I read 
that what time I return to K wang-tung go I find great 

266 
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change. According to I look, our people as willing 
and ready to accept new conditions as the little brown 
men. Many improvements, recommended by our 
associate reformers, now time seen in myriad houses. 
Are, however, millions yet as centuries before ; but 
beginning is made. Building-boards now time, not 
beaten earth ; windows of glass, not of oiled paper. 
Oil lamps in place-place. Self-come fire and electric 
fire-light in the big cities. Soft bed in place of /lang. 
Cheering fires of coal in winter-heaven, with smoke 
not filling room but up chimney going. Factories 
building on four sides. Water for drink brought in 
pipes to dwellings. Iron-roads from Peking to dis
tant provinces growing more· rich from go-year to 
come-year. I have pride reading of iron-road con
necting Peking with Kalgan. Was ten parts con
structed with our money. by origin engineers and 
coolies. Was building of great bridges and boring of· 
long tunnels through hard rock. ' People's new-hear 
papers seen in cities 'giving public all fashion new-hear 
printed in people's talk. Vast is pleasure { have 
notice black-haired race step-step advance to place 
among world's nations. 

Soon other nations must alter opinion of , us ; 
change behaviour. .No more treat us as bad children, 
but as grown men. For, ,Tseng Ching, we destined he 
top powerful nation on earth I I have hope we allow 
slip out memory go-days treatment we receive from 
Western Nations. That time amends made, we wipe 
records out. First nation willing to yield up land 
stolen from us will have good place in recording-
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faculty. Is certain, thing taken by force some day 
be taken back by force. Nations not are strong time
time. But force last step in work of justice. Thus
more good yield to justice than yield to force. 

I near obligedattendatO.fficer Yamen before several 
days. You think for punishment ; ·not so. To but 
give testimony in suit for compensation. I say I not 
know about matter. This nine parts true. Other 
persons had more knowledge. This was case where 
young woman claim 8ooo taels from man of six ten 
years for not acting true to promise of marriage. This 
man have two rooms in large house where I dwell. 
We sit body in eat-meal room day-day with seven, 
nine more persons. She servant helping distribute 
rice. IJe have plenty money ; foolish, think he not 
old. He say to her things for smile-talk, of having 
her for wife. She laugh and agree. She but not 
playing. Is occasion for her to make him eat loss. 
She flatter him and he gives presents. One day she 
ask when marriage day come ? He wake up, is beget 
anger and not use politeness. Thus she find accuse
instructor and demand is made for big compensation ; 
he not faithful to promise. Old man away go from 

. house. How matter finish I not know. You what 
to think? Is propriety for origin-accuse to make man 
appear before judge and public and give-say for what 
cause he not marry her ? This strange custom, not 
is ? She not lose face to proclaim that he scorn her 
virtue? And demand big money to away wipe in
sult? Wrong not wrong, I not desire this reform for 
our country. In this land the ten things are reduced 
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to money value, even affection. Modesty is in what 
place that time silly fond letters are read with laughter 
and ridicule ; questions made about embracing, kiss
ing, and more bad things; that time woman falsely 
declares she still loves ugly old man she wants to rob. 
The shame how great ? the but money how soothing ? 
Many thus cases not come before public ; lifting up 
curtain from private life nine times not suit. Same be 
said of divorce. The new-hear papers very hungry 
for all details of divorce, and fill up pages. · They 
describe accused, origin-accuse, and the witnesses, 
their demeanour, appearance, clothes, and speech ; 
they disclose secrets of private life. Public much like 
scandal. 

In this couQ.try breaking marriage bonq is for 
adultery, cruelty, and desertion for three years~ With 
us is more easy. My cousin at there not have diffi
culty put away nagging wife. 'A woman with a 
long tongue is like a stepping-stone to disorder.' But 
long habit make him reconciled. He is one class with 
woman who for many years suffer-beat from drunk 
husband. When he passed beyond, she had great 
sorrow, sickened, and followed him on high. Last 
words of regret from her : 'I missed the beatings.'· 

In many things in Mei-li-pang 'they not follow law 
of their Holy Book. It says: 'What therefore God 
hath joined together, let not man put asunder.' Also : · 
' Let not the husband put away his wife.' Yet are 
thousand examples of this· law broken year-year. 
Good inany more among people of the Flower Flag, 
where is freedom obtained for small reasons--quarrel-

' 
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ling, cool feet, and thus fashion. The Lord of 
Heav~n sect more rigorous in obeying Holy Book._ 
Except when ·prince, or statesman, or man of great 
wealth want divorce, and beg Chief to set aside God's 
command; have times request is granted. Thus 
their God not have authority of men. 

Is crime among Western Nations for man having 
one live wife to be married to another woman. Prison
room then is for rule-sin. To escape this some rich 
men of' better class '-as they called-secretly have 
concubine in distant home. Wife may discover this 
and eating loss be too proud to complain to_ him in 
words of the Sh~ King :-

' You cannot cherish me ; 
And you even count me as an enemy. 
You disdain my virtue--
A pedlar's wares that do not sell.' 

Not so; she not say that; but may have con
solation by choice in turn of male concubine. Space 
of time below, husband learning this has content. 
Thus two sides have content; out-face harmonious. 
The Master said : 'The faults of men are character
istic of the class to which they belong.' We admire 
rich embroidered garment ; necessary look-see -if 
rags and dirt beneath, for what reason? These we 
not regard reforms to be adopted. 

Reform we require is : one wife for one man ; 
that enough-hav~ times too much, not want two, 
five. We beget reason if change ancestor-worship for 
due respect and away sweep child's notions of spirits 
needing be pacified by male offsp_ring. Fear of having 
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no sons cause of taking one other wife. Small family 
more good ; not danger to the world, riot starved, not 
neglected. My cousin he what do with two wives 
that nag and quarrel ? He seek the Yellow Springs. 
We read of women whose torrent of abuse ' makes t}te 
mountains tremble and the earth shake.' For ' moun'":' 
tains ' I say 'men ' ;, that I believe. We also read, 
and is good : 'The wife by quietness invariably con
quers man.' It be wise if wives remember this piece 
advice. 

I speak of foolish belief in wandering spirits. Chil
dren in this country have books for amusement with 
stories of giants and dwarfs, of good fairies and wicked, 
ogres and magicians. This pleasing to children when 
young. But early they learn it only make-believe 
and laugh at before credulity. , In many, things I 
think-think we children. Western Nations consider 
thus, not? In this fashion they treat us. They have 
nine parts truth. We not yet arrive at age to laugh 
at make-believe and wicked ogres. So we beat gongs, 
make big noise with fireworks at festivals, knottings, 
sickness, when eclipses and other seldom occasions; 
for what reason ? To frighten away spirits ; these 
all bad, for, if some good, they also be frightened away. 
I have pity for our ignorant people, victims of con
tinual dread of malignant spirits that fill the, earth, 
the water, and the air. Meng-tsz said: 'That 
whereby man differs from the lower animals is small. 
The mass of people cast it away, while superior men 
preserve it.' That difference is reason. Same as 
children clinging still to idle pretty tales of fairies, 
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knowing t~ey not true, thus we do things with 
resemble-belief. We provide feasts for the 'hungry ... 
~hoSts,' one, two in year; they have smell, we have 
substance. I not have surprise they called 'hungry 
g~osts.' Ten things for them useful represented by 
sham paper money and toy boats ; chariots, houses, 
servants, and clothing of paper are burnt up ; and real 
things are in this manner supposed be provided for 
.welfare of spirit. That time Buddhist pray to 
Heaven, he how have reason? when he turn handle 
of praying-wheel, the more turn the more good, think
ing maybe of next rice. .No; is necessary this non
sense and make-believe be also burnt up by purifying 
fire of truth. Is time childhood ended and manhood 
began. That coming. Sun Y at-sen sent me message 
that in short period great cause triumph. Heaven 
smjles on endeavours for people's welfare. My heart 
beats more quick, Tseng Ching, I thinld_ng of again 
seeing face 



LETTER XXXIX : NOVEMBER 29, 19 I I 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

Dear respected friend, sight of your graceful 
pencil renovated my virtue, telling me you 
have with me gladness for success of our plans. 

In truth, I one in ideal state of happiness, I not believe 
go-time it exist on earth, only but in Buddhist Nirvana, 
doctrine disciples of K'ung not uphold. Gratitude 
to Heaven I not can give-say. Cause is our origin 
land approaches goal of our desires ; also, beloved object 
of my affection, L~ anticipates with me blissful 
union. The cup of my joy is filled to overflowing! 

Sun Y at-sen, now time leader of republican party 
of revolution, change destiny of ten thousand things 
within the four seas. In new-he'ar papers I read with 
heart composed decree from Dragon Throne : ' The 
whole Empire is in a ferment and men's minds on fire, 
the spirits of past Emperors are disturbed, and the people 
are reduced to utter misery. The fault lies solelj'with 
U s,and WE hereby declare to all the world that WE swear 
an oath with OuR subjects to bring about a general re
form for the establishment of a full Constitution.' ••• 

Short space of time below, Yuan _Shih-kai elected 
Chief of Emperor Family and constitution granted to 
people ; but Imperial Dynasty still remains, weak and 
tottering. Eight parts of army ~f 13o,ooo foreign
tawed soldiers have sympathy with our cause. 

New-hear papers in Mei-li-pang not give much 
room for thus extraordinary events; same as giving 

s 
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kay-spoonful of rice to starving nUn. They not feel 
in what manner rising power of our country have
effect in -not-=come. New-hear paper is index of 
thought occupying mind of the people ; by it you 
measure occupation, habits, character, and amuse
men~. In this city are two papers appearing upper 
half day ; one is liberal for middle class and labour 
men, other is conservative for rich class. One 
number for people striving for money; two number 
for people having money and wanting more. Two 
papers time-time rival. One say black is white colour; 
other say white black colour. They two wrong; 
the mean is right-grey colour. Thus readers of one 
not agree with readers of other; this not harmony. 

· Have times liberal man not agree with liberal paper; 
he can what do? That time he not buy liberal J'aper, 
he one deaf, dumb, blind man for ten myriad things. 
One paper I buy has 16large pages for each day; on 
Worship Day six has 28 pages ; in truth, is big to 
cause wonder. Each page has 9 columns; thus for 
28 pages, 252 columns. Number of columns for 
buying-selling, I 22 ; new-hear of 0-sei-lia and .. 
Nu-si-lan 26; of Ying-ka-li 7; for literary subjects 
25; sports and amusements, 20; other columns for 
births, deaths, and marriages ; for religion notices 
and other. subjects, remainder. Foreign new-hear, 
one column! Thus result of examination is, half of 
people's thoughts dwell on buying-selling-MoNEY. 
For what reason paper not called ' Money Paper ' ? 
New-hear occupy only half of quarter of space. And 
foreign new-hear r Of other countries people in this 
place can know what thing? This not has reason. 
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Teaching of things at here for moral education good, 
not good ? One class with lightning-shadow pictures 
and novels; this feeding greedy least-cultured public 
~ith coarse sweets and ·meats highly seasoned, bad for 
digestion. We not want read details of cut-up body 
in box found in river ; nor of murderer of three wives 
he buried in lime, with barrel awaiting four number ; 
nor of indecent particulars of divorce case. But this 
through goading desire for money. For mysteries, 
horrors, and scandals are treasures for paper owners ; 
are more readers. I not say paper director delighted 
when he learns of new horrible crime ; but is profit
able for his paper. In my poor opinion, .is nobler 
duty for those forming people's taste and judgment 
to raise them to higher plane ; not pander to depraved 
inclinations. Money-the untiring, ravening hunt. 
for it-is cause of nine parts .of wrong-doing. Yet, 
is not the goal : is only the· means. Often man 
obtaining the means, thereby loses. the goal. My 
cousin's little boy had silver coin for his bi~thday., He 
afraid to lose coin, not know in what place put it. He 
buy a purse with the coin, and then discovered he not 
had coin to put in it. Tears fall from his eyes. Wise 
men have done similar foolish things. Yet my ear 
hear-say of rare men who not worship money. If 
one found in this city, .. would be suspicion his clear
brightness suffer eclipse. But within the four seas 
poor men constantly found patient and content. We 
read in Tao Teh King: & He who knows when he has 
enough is rich.' We have thus rich poor men. Content 
in poverty is better than discontented wealth. ' When 
the mind is settle, roots of vegetables are fragrant.' 
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Been seen in our country officials, from Chi-t'ai to 
Ti-pao, in what manner they were in old time corrupt 
in extortion. . Power abused to obtain money ; 
money abused to obtain power. In ten thousand 

.generations same· lust for gold. I read in Old 
Contract Holy Classic of people worshipping Cow
child of Gold, symbol of money. Thus worship is in 
place-place. Saying is: 'Every man has his price'; 

. he do anything for money, if sufficient given. This 
I not believe ; for honest man is guided by principle. 
But honest man not great constantly found to refuse 
million taels. If men be bought, love of country is in 
what place ? . They will sell country for gold. The 
new-hear papers' owners will spread poisonous doc
trines and cause disorder, discontent, and rebellion. 
If men consider acquisition of money or profit chief 
object, as Meng-tsz tells us: 'Ministers will serve 
their sovereign for the profit of which they cherish 
the thought ; sons will serve their fathers, and younger 
brothers will serve their elder brothers from the same 
consideration ; and the issue will be that, abandoning 
benevolence and righteousness, sovereign and minister, 
father and son, younger brother and elder, will carry 
on all their intercourse with the thought of profit 
cherished in their breasts. But never has there been 
such a state of society without ruin being the result.' 

But ruin to the State not is sole result from frenzied 
struggle for profit in so-called civilised countries. The 
individual is ruined; have times in honour, or peace of 
mind, or body health or by early death. I see men 
in streets.. of Mei-li-pang hurrying on with faces 
anxious artd careworn, willing slaves of the Demon 
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Gold they worship by day and dream of in black night, 
with faculties chained to the task-ai-ya ! They 
would cry out piteously if tyrant forced them in that 
manner. But they their own tyrants and not can be 
free. They acquire wealth; but in truth are poor. 
For their thoughts are all on money schemes for mak
ing more and the fear to lose what they have. Enjoy
ment of life not for them ; and broken in health, look
ing back, they convinced of their mistake and mis
calculation. Is sad to die on hard, dreary road .that is 
believed to lead to goal of happiness-attained alto
gether not. Many of population thus deceived. Is 
lonely road ; for money-hunter is selfish, having but 
one thought. He same as Yang. In words of 
Meng-tsz : ' The principle of the philosopher Yang 
was, " Each one for himself." Though he might 
have benefited the whole empire by plucking out a 
single hair, he would not have done it.' 

Nine parts of crime caused by desire . for money 
or equivalent. Pride, vanity, dislike of work, im
patience, gambling, and other things urge it. •· But 
social considerations are pricking spur. Not having 
money, a man sage, virtuous, and learned is disre
garded and shunned; for his garments are old and 
worn, his dwelling is mean, his heart expended-he 
can what do ? 'To be poor without murmuring is 
difficult.' Having money, though man illiterate and 
stupid, is praised and sought ; his garments are- new 
and elegant, his mansion is grand, his manne~ arrogant 
-he what not can do ? Is soine excuse for poor 
man if tempted by crime to struggle out of morass of 
misery ; knowing that with money he may avert 
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crime7s consequence. A great poet of the Ying 
Nation said :-

' Get place and wealth, if possible, with grace; 
If not, by any means get wealth and place.' 

The struggle to obtain money by trade is cause of 
nations' crimes. I not give-say details ; I but give 
examples: forcing us to accept opium from ln-di; 
obliging us to open ports to trade ; Ying cotton forced 
on ln-di ; conquests of many countries to find new 
markets. Thus with nations, as with inen. 

Touchstone is test of gold's purity ; gold is test of 
man's purity. It is test of friendship ; even of the 
ties of relationship. The love between brothers has 
grown cool in dividing father's property; husband 
and wife have quarrelled about sordid profits-thus 
love of what value ? In hour of need if you ask for 
assistance of a friend, you quickly know he is r~l 
friend or only has the name. A man tell me of 
friend he know for inany ·years ; he ask to borrow
give him two taels. With excuses he was refused. 
Friendship not worth two tatls ! 

In our friendship, Tseng Ching, many times test 
been made ; time-time pure gold. Without mixture 
of baser metals-self-interest, patronage, display, and 

. other motives. . With you and revered Sun Yat-sen, 
I rich in friends. ' Of all sentiments binding one 
person to another, friendship is. the noblest '-these, 
words of Conti. It inspires man to perfect his virtue, 
that he be worthy of his friend. In weakness, what 
support ! In endeavour, what spur ! In trouble 
what consolation ! In gladness, what increase ! 
••• World's money not buy these blessings. 



LETTER XL: JANUARY 2, 1912 

To Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

My dear friend, I not have patience wait for 
your return-~etter-new-hear thus joyful and 
wonderful ! ' · 

Our origin land Kwang-:tung has proclaimed Ming 
Ch'uen; other provinces throwing off Imperial 
authority ! Seeds of liberty and reform sown by 
Sun Yat-sen, carelesS of personal danger, place-place 
within the four seas, now coming up with vigorous · 
growth ; choking rank weeds of Manchu corruption. 

You say queue is discarded, and that students and 
soldiers seize pass-come men in the streets and cut off. 
that symbol· of subjection to . ruling dynasty, called 
T a Tsing ! This, how good I 

My friend, I now time am perplexed by conflicting 
sentiments ; great desire to go to our leader Sun Y at
sen, our associates, and look-see your face i also, great 
desire remain with cherished orte. I not have decision 
between love of country and love of promised wife ; 
one saying' Come!' other saying' Stay I '-1 am as: 
one in mid-stream, exhausted ; · not knowing if more 
good return, or proceed. 

Glorious is reincarnation of black-haired 'race with 
myriad reforms under republic! In short space of 
time our beautiful dream come true ! We awake 
from sleep of centuries. We but maintain unity 'and 
we become powerful, free from foreign control, and 
equaf with world's nations. We not wish give law 
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to them; we not wish they give law to us. Peace 
was doctrine of our Master and the Sages ; peace
time-time our aim. Yet necessary be strong ; for 
weakness is in ten thousand square despised and abused. 

I read in new-hear paper that Ying King-Family 
make agreement that not more of the deadly drug be 
sent from ln-di below period of seven years to our 
provinces not growing the noisome poppy. Thus 

· seven ten and three years' quarrel, war and land rob
bery, because of opium, will end. Not is good history 
for Ying-ka-Ii. Thus was our weakness abused. 

Contempt for weakness is basis of people's ·character 
in this country. It has beginning in the child ; he 
early detects it in the parents. Result is loss of respect ; 
I not say reverence, for that little understood in 0-sei-

.lia. Child wants have one thing, wants do one thing, 
wants myriad things. Fond parents they can how 
refuse l Babe thus young and tender ; not can be 
cruel. It cries ; appease it in what fashion ? Give 
thing it desires; must not break fine spirit. That 
time child older, that time can be corrected. More 
child obtains, more it wants. Parents turn round on 
themselves and beget impatience ; correction neces-

. sary. The child not see justice if his wants refused 
now day, granted above day. Laments loudly ; to 
pacify, has his will. In thus fashion child encouraged 
in wilfulness. Growing older, have times punished, 
have times caressed, boy disregards parents ; . not 
respecting them. They declare he beyond control 
and cease struggle, to have peace. Being free, boy 
goes with idle companions. To be manly he drink 
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great much Pia, use word pla-ti, scatter his money in 
horse-bettin"g and Pi-lia, and with women that smile. 
in the street. With thus weak parents, same bad 
result with daughter. She frequent public dances 
unattended, mixes with bad people, drinks wine, has 
little Spanish smoke, and will to house return-comB 
at Tsz. Have time she brings, disgrace on family. 

Parents protest they loved children too much. 
Love what fashion? To be means of making off
spring ~elfish and vicious, to cause them be hated, · 
not is love. As years pass this class boy and girl not 
listen talk of parents, laugh at advice, and yield to 
example of companions. Not a blessing, but a punish
ment to father and mother. Father if justified cursing 
his son--son, in cursing his father, even more justified. 
This not filial piety as the Master taught. Thus my 
opinion now while. , 

To be strong in body and mind, 'firm as the roots 
of the bamboo,' is top desire of men in Mei-li-pang. 
This give-say for what reason they not polite.. Be 
polite is take lower seat ; they not. do that. They 
not want assistance ; their saying is : ' Help your
self.' At rice if you wait be served you remain hungry, 
measured one stupid thing. In crowd at ticket-office, 
at iron-road carriage, at theatricals in ten places, that 
while time you not push and use force, you may be yet 
waiting. Short while above, man was thrust off plat
form under fire-cart arid crushed. To have seat at 
lecture-hall, you if not strong you m~st stand. · If 
you polite you not enter hall. , 

At here you not see quiet order, in crowds as in 
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Middle Kingdom. In our big cities with great 
population thick. in narrow streets, you not see push
ing with hands or elbows, nor quarrelling, drunken
ness, insults nor fighting. Men willing to move one 
side to allow passage. We not desire follow example 
of roughness. · In this place they, if borrow our quiet 
order in crowds, and our respect for old age, gain good 
reform • 

. More respect is shown to young athlete than to old 
sage; more fame for known boxer or player of Foo-poh 
or Kli-kei than for statesman, poet, musician, or painter. 
I speak of nine parts of the people. For what reason 
thus false j~dgment ? ' Is the worship of strength ; 
the teaching of ' Sport.' 

But nations have same judgment. If you weak, 
you are despised ; if you strong, they have respect and 
politeness. The stranger think people of 0-sei-lia 
have much roughness for others and small considera- . 
tion or sympathy. This not so constantly. Each 
week I read of men and women, and have times chil
dren, saving lives at great risk. Not is just to say of 
ten partS of population, they are thus and thus. That 
thing we look~ee not can be judged by outside edge. 
Within hard covering of the pineapple is the sweet, 
juicy fruit. At here they hide sentiment; they think 
show of sympathy weakness. One man I see face 
day-day in eat-meal room is that class. He holds 
himself in thus control, he not smile ~t vertex point of 
comic thing. He interesting for companion as dead 
fish. I not great constantly have contr~l to be this 
fashion strong. That time I let go heart, or drink 
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two, three cups of Pia, I have happy laugh and feel 
more strong with weakness of laughing; 

Is deceiving to measure men from appearance. 
You, if do that, think they not have sympathy and 
consideration for the neighbour. Two days above 
walking in street I look-see labour-man bearing on 
shoulder long board. Seeing face of friend, he quickly 
round turns body and board and strike person on head 
side and make him down fall.· The tray he carry on 
head also fall,· and many sweet cakes scatter in the 
mud. Pass-come people stop step, seeing in what 
fashion person down knocked and greedy boys eating 
muddied cakes ; and they laugh merrily. They not 
ask if he injured; only two, three examine person; 
he also laugh. They laugh for . what cause ? Is 
because labour-man foolish and inferior to behold
ers ? Or is because beholders sup~rior to man down 
knocked? I have pot decision~ 

Example in same class I notice in food inn. Well
clothed haughty woman had chair behind, and, not 
having knowledge it was taken to other tab~e, ~at 
down--on ground boards. Was roar of laughing on 
four sides. I help heavy woman to stand body ; but 
she away go in anger, not giving thanks. One more 
example. A soldier acquired in war fracture of jaw. 
He for three, five moons wear head-bandage and not 
could speak convenient. His visiting associates at 

· hospital had merriment for strange sounds he make 
that time he attempts speech. He suffer pain, but 
he have big gall and smile. Is possible they believe 
it more good find amusement even in misfortune than 
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add sorrow to pain. This philosophy, not? Thus 
sympathy not is expressed ; is weakness. 

Yet, if sympathy felt, I consider fraction be shown. 
For if altogether not shown, how suit ? And sym
pathy, that time is sincere, is beautiful sentiment. Not 
,having it, friends not have friendship. 'Compassion 
is that which is victorious in the attack and secure 
in the defence.' Is sf!ictly enjoined in Gautama 
Buddha's doctrine. His four sublime conditions are: 
'(1) Love; (2) sorrow for the sorrow of otherS; (3) 
joy in the joy of others ; (4) equanimity with regard 
to one's own joys and sorrows.' This last injunction 
Buddha find obeyed in this country. 

Rejoicing with ypu for rising fortune of origin 
· land, may every blessing come to you I 



LETTER XLI : MARCH I o, I 9 I Z. 

-
Cf'o Tseng Ching from Hwuy-ung 

D
ear friend, your welcome return-letter with 
wonderful new-hear was peace-soothe to my 

· heart. I also have greaf thing to tell. In 
short space of time we see face again-below 
period of eight years. I return to Kwang-tung go in 
three, five days. Sun Y at-sen he write ask me come 
to him and help in work of new republic • • ~ he 
and I only ones living of original'ten eight associates. 
Event how great ! Sun Y at-sen now time President 
of Republic! Victorious in life-ambition-. to away. 
drive Manchu tyrant and establish Ta Chung Hua Min 
K woh throughout the ten eight provinces ! .. Is diffi
cul~ all believe I Think one thing, Tseng Ching, at 
now is end come to monarchy in Middle Kingdom
end .of king-rule begun by Chow dynasty-; period 
more long than 3000 years ! In truth, our Bqpk of 
History Records, the Shoo King, speaks oflives ofYao 
and Shun beginning a millennium more early.. This 
great event in our history, not ? 

Ai ! my friend, I have -made decision regarding 
return to origin land, or at here stay. My country 
must be one number consideration-thus I leave Mei
li-pang and cherished one. Ai-ya ! I not can tell 
you in what manner I give her my departure's notice. 
I see in face she have great surprise and great sorrow. 
She softly entreat me not leave her. I before alto-· 
gether not believe she have thus affection. I measure 

285 
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myself same claSs as mule-stubborn, not having com
passion •. But letter was day before sent to Sun Yat
sen announcing departure ; I could what do ? Yet 
for me was tearing heart-day for our knotting fixed 
for April 2nd ! Must wait till- I return-come, in 
three, five moons. How I feel, I can what say ? · 
But I compose heart and speak of my leader, of my 
country ; that moons slip quickly by and we be 
together for life's remainder. Smiles come again to 
sweet face ; but was as faint sunbeams shining through 
the mist. ·I speak-talk of this for what good l · I 
abuse patience, have fault. 

G~eat events, great reforms, my ear hear-say. 
From your graceful pencil, from my revered leader, 
and from public papers. We have already army of 
quarter million men, with good soldier -law and · 
w.eapons. When we have wealth from development 
of our vast agricultural, mineral, and industrial re
sources; when we have arsenals, foundries, yards for 
ship-building, and many of the requirements of 
nation's power,-think-think of the millions of de
fenders we may have to maintain our rights. Other 
nations have thought of this, not have ? 

You tell me Peking and other large cities possess 
nine parts of advantages of foreign capitals: electric 
fire for lighting streets and houses, for power in 
machinery; telegraphs and telephones ; great number 
of new-hear papers; and many factories, cotton and silk 
mills, and myriad other works employing thousands 
of men and women. 

According to I look, is danger proceeding too 
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quickly; being as the spendthrift son of a miser. Not 
good in correcting fault to By to other side edge ; not 
change austerity for wantonness, nor timidity for reck
lessness. Better is be true to old-time wisdom and 
follow the MEAN between extremes--the virtue 
between two vices. 

You speak of reform in relations of the sexes. ·This 
is matter of top importance with us. We have time
time desired measure of equality. Women, as human 
beings, have rights equal to men. We for centuries 
not grant this, for we considered women not having 
a soul, a hereafter. Girls not had share in property 
left at parent's death. For them was necessary ma~
riage, that they not starve. ·They not more have 
claim on family if married ; they belong to husband's 
family. If they be divorced and not find another 
husband, they can what do? Thus they careful not 
give reason for divorce, and must suffer bad treatment 
and cruelty without opposition. Only run-go-out 
is suicide. . Women occupy position of servant .to 
father, husband, and son. Not having education, . 
.they but little above idiocy ; simply the means for 
child-bearing. Was no union of mind ; husband not 
know other social life than men's society The 
softening influence of women, with respect and refine
ment, in what place ? Short time above Viceroy 
Chang Chih Tung declared that ~the true relation 
which exists between man and wife is utterly at 
variance with the prattle about a man and a woman 
having equal power.' Viceroy he dare speak-mouth 
in thus fashion if married to woman like my 
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cousin's wife i He say, in the words of the Sht 
King:-

' I will have nothing to do with a wasp, 
To seek for myself its painful sting.' 

In truth, ages before in our history we read that 
woman was equal with man. Are instances when 
she held rank superior to man in poetry, in servi~e to 
the country, even in leading armies, like Jong Oak of 
the Fa Kingdom. Is possible woman walk too far in 
man's territory, thus was pushed too far back in her 
own territory. 

We reformers desire women have equal rights with 
men, in general sense; in few things, subject require 
inv~tigation. But each sex must not encroach on 
sphere. of other. We not w~nt women be soldiers 
and coolies; nor men be babe-nurses and makers of 
women's under-garments. We not wish for scandal 

·of male doctors attending on women in child-birth or 
in sickness ; be equal scandal that female doctors 
attend on men. Women not capable of supplying 
wants of their sex, for what reason ? They can have 
same skill and courage as men They not require 
restrict activities to only house service, embroidery, 
and the making of clothing. 

I have content you telling me, Tseng Ching, that 
our women at now cease to cramp feet by binding. 
Cruel and foolish custom! Manchu kings not 
introduce. Been custom one millennium. Some 
women in this country have also desire for small feet, 
and have heels hand's-breadth high in middle of foot's 

, sole. Vanity of having little feet, for what purpose? 
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Large feet not serve ? They ugly, for what reason ? 
Men not have sorrow if feet large. They useful, 
not ? that time for walking they not too big. They 
not useful that time they too small for walking. · Is 
curious in what manner opinion formed ! Some bar
barians wear large rings in nose, some make scars on 
face, students in Jih-rin-man-kwoh obtain them in 
sword-fighting-these and ten thousand other foolish 
things men and women uphold with pride, because is 
'Fashion '-woman's God they worship, and for 
whom they willing suffer any pain. They not give 
thus worship to their Shangti •. 

Thus Sun Yat-sen arrive at Shang-hai in January, 
answer to call of our reformers. Provisional President 
of Republic ! Yet this great triumph he not consider 
for himself-he willing to "yield office people if wish; 
is for his origin land. You read, not read confession 
made in February by the Emperor Hsuan T'ung in 
decree ? These some of his words : ' WE have • • • 
memorials ••• requesting Us speedily to adopt the 
Republican form of government to avoid further 
bloodshed, and ••• WE cannot bear to see the 
millions in misery for the glory of One Family.' 
Short time below came momentous last decree from 
the Dragon Throne ! ' It is now evident that the 
hearts of the majority of the people are in favour of 
a Republican form of government. . • • _ WE • • • 
hereby invest the sovereignty in the people, and decide 
in favour of a Republican form of constitutional 
governl'Ilent.' Thus on 25th day of 12th moon of 
3rd year of Hsuan .T'ung, the Emperor abdicated: 

T 
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had exhausted the mandate of Heaven. The sun of 
freedom has risen ! Now time is for us correct our 
faults and lay foundations of a great and virtuous 
nation. 

In ages past men come to us, break down outer wall, 
and enter house. We not desire have the stranger. 
As our Tso Chuan-go-time my constant companion
says : ·,If one is not of my nationality, his heart is 
essentially different.' In this manner we thought, as 
many think who not have raised body to other countries. 
But we not strong enough away drive house-breakers. 
As prosperity is constantly followed by adversity, mis
fortune is followed by happiness. Is but matter of 
time. - The cup of destiny holds drink sweet and 
bitter: if top side bitter, is bottom side sweet; if 
top side has sweet, bottom side has bitter Change 
is the law of the universe. As Lao-tsz tells us : 
' I:Iappiness is ever built up on the back of misery ; 
misery is ever lurking under happiness.' 

With us, invasion of our country was bitter ex
perience. . Result was what ? We have eyes opened 
to look-see our faults and our weakness; thus we 
learn to have strength and not have more invasion. 
Originally we not willing to learn; but, below space 
of time, Middle Kingdom say to theW estern Nations : 
' Do you teach me what should be my aims. Be to 
me as the yeast and the malt in making sweet spirits; 
as the salt and the pruries in making agreeable soup.' 
Thus each year we learn more and acquire strength, 
and not have fear of other invasion. The bottom 
side of cup sweet. But the sweets of trade enjoyed 
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by invaders will be followed by the bitter consequence 
of up-raising a new formidable trade rival that may 
equal, even surpass other nations. Opiniol} of M. 
Simon, who knew us well, was: 'The day that they 
take a fancy to engage in Western industry will mark 
a disastrous day"for Europe.' Mark, Tseng Ching, 
these my words : We, if seek the sweets of revenge for 
wrong done to us, shall certainly taste the bitter enmity 
of the united nations. To be strong in defence is 
just ; to be strong for offence is sharpening axe for 
our own decapitation. In· the Holy Book of the 
Christians is much truth in saying : ' He that conquers 
with the sword shall perish with the sword.' History 
tells us same. Thus the not-come be one of peace. 

In few days I away go from Mei-li-pang. In this 
place I have many acquaintances; men and women 
for whom I have esteem and affection; I have sorrow 
leaving them. But there is one • • . gave me 
glimpse of Heaven's beauty in her accomplishmentS, 
her manner, her character-her love. • • • Ai-ya J 
is difficult leave her, as for the thirsty traveller to take 
the cool drink from his lips. Yet is only for .short 
period of three, five moons; at end, joy awaits me,. 
how great I not can say. Consolation for me in the 
interval will be see face, our revered leader and 
associates, and work for rising majesty of our country. 



NOTICE 

Poor H wuy-ung was destined never to return 
to Ausu-alia and his love; nor even to see 
his native land again and participate in the_ 

triumph of his leader, his friend Tseng Ching, and 
comrades. 

The ship on which he embarked to take him 
to Hong-kong encountered stormy . weather as it 
neared the Chinese coast, and a heavy sea coming 
aboard swept the deck, carrying away a seaman and 
the unfortunate patriot H wuy-ung. 

J• A. MAKEPEACE. 
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GLOSSARY 

Accuse-instructor : lawyer. 
Admiral Fling-tsz : Captain 

Flinders. 

Ch'i: anger. 
Chinese numeral system : 

' ten five ' means ' ten 
and five,' i.t. ' fifteen'; 
' four ten five/ ' forty
five ' ; and so on. ' One 
and two parts' (in ten) 
means ' one-tenth and 
two-tenths.' ' Ten parts ' 
means ' wholly ' ; ' ten in 
hundred,' 'ten per cent'; 
and so on. The Chinese 
had the decimal system 
before it was thought of 
in Europe. · 

Chi-t'ai: viceroy. 
Ch'oo Shoo: 'limit of heat.' 
Chu-jin : promoted scholar ; · 

corresponds to our M.A. 
degree. 

Ch'un Fun : ' the vernal 
equinox.' 

City of the Rams : Canton. 

Fa-lan-si : France. 
Fan Kwei : foreign devils. 
Feng-shuy: demonology, 

superstition - literally, 
' wind, water.' 

Fire-head : cook. 

Five Hindrances : Sensual
ity, Malevolence, Sluggish 
Mind, Worry and In
decision. 

Fu-t'ai : governor. 

General Kol-dong : Gen
eral Gordon. 

Give-say: explanation. -
Great Western Isles : Great 

Britain and Ireland. 

Hanlin: Imperial Academy, 
or College of the For est of 
Pencils, founded nearly a 
thousand years ago. It 
was abolished in 1912. 

Heaven-terrace: verandah. 
Ho-lan-kwoh-jin: the Dutch. 
House-master : landlord. 
Hung-mao : the English. 

I Ho Kwan: the Patriotic 
Harmony Fists, i.t. the 
Boxers. 

Indian cross : the swastika. 
In the college gate : a dis

ciple of Confucius .. 
Isles of the Seas : Japan. 

The Japanese are 'the 
little brown men' and 
'the Rising Sun Nation.' · 

I-ta-li-kwoh : Italy. 

Five Blessings: Long Life, · Jesus sect: the Protestants. 
W ealth,Tranquillity, Love Jih-rin-man-jin : the Ger-
ofVirtue, and Happy End. mans. 
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K'ang: sleeping place
underneath the brickwork 
is the flue of a fire which in 
the winter gives warmth. 

Kay : vegetables. 
Keu : laissez-faire. 
.King-kowa : Kin gower. 
King's Family : Govern-

ment. 
Ko-ah-na : the iguana ; 

commonly called 'goanna.' 
Koo-ka-pa-la : the kooka

burra. 
K'ung : Confucius ; also al

luded to as the Master, 
the Great Master, the 
Prince of Men, the Per
fect Sage, the Throneless 
King. • 

Kuo Min Tang: the Chinese 
revolutionary party. 

K wun : mandarin (from 
Portuguese ' mandar,' ' to 
command ' ) ; there are 
Dine grades, each with its 
button of different colour 
and material. 

Lan-tan : London. 
Lao-shih : respectable-liter

ally, ' old and solid.' 
Let go heart, to : to be of 

good cheer. 
Li : about the third of a 

mile. . 
Lih Ch'un : ' commence

ment of spring.' 
Lih Ts'iu : ' commencement 

of autumn.' 

Lord of Heaven sect : the 
Roman Catholics. 

Man and Han : Manchu and 
Chinese. 

Meh-pi-si: the Rev. J~ A • 
Makepeace. 

Mei : United States of 
America; also alluded to 
as the Flower Flag 
Country. 

Mei-li-pang : Melbourne. 
Middle Kingdom : China ; 

also alluded to as the 
Celestial Kingdom, the 
Flowery Land, the Eigh
teen Provinces, Chung 
Kwoh (the Middle King
dom) Ta Tsing Kwoh 
(the 'Great Pure King
dom), Ta Chung Hua 
Min K woh (the Great 
Flowery People's King
dom). The Chinese are 
'the black-haired race.' 

Ming Ch'uen: people power, 
i.e. republic. 

Ming-yen : ' bright eyes,' or 
fortune-tellers. 

Moh-kang : Morgan. 
Moh-lai-cul : Molia~. 
Mow: about one-sixth of an 

acre. 

New Contract Holy Book: 
New Testament. · 

New Golden Mountains : 
Australia (' 0-sei-lia). 
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Ngo-lo-ez: Russia. 
Not-come, the : the future. 

Officer Yamen : police court. 
Old Contract Holy Classic : 

Old Testament. 
Origin-accuse : plaintiff. 

Pi-al-pi : Bealiba, 
Picul: I 33 lbs; about .17 

piculs equal one ton. 
Piece fault: apology. 
Pih Loo : 'white dew.' 
Place-place : everywhere. 
Polite Worship : week-thus, 

' Polite Worship day six ' 
is Saturday. 

Pomegranate : emblem of 
large families. 

Recording-faculty: memory. 
Resemble-remember : fancy 

I remember. 

Son of Heaven: Emperor of 
China. 

Sze : from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 

Tael : was worth about three 
shillings and fourpence. 

Ta Han : ' severe cold.' 
Ta Lu-sung : Great Lu~on ; 

from Lu~on, one of the 
Philippine Islands, nearest 
to China; i.t. Portugal. 

T'ang: southern China. 
Tao Chih : a famous brigand. 
Tao-tai : an bfficer of the 

third rank ; intendant of a 
circuit. 

T'ap: pagoda. 
Ta Shoo : ' great heat.' 
Ta Tsing : ' the Great Pure 

Dynasty,' founded in 1644 
A.D. 

Tatz-alz : Tattersall's. 
Three Auspicious Stars : 

Happiness, Wealth, and 
Age. 

Samshu: intoxicant. Three Kinds of Abundance: 
Seang Keang: 'hoar frost Goodfortune, Years,.Male 

descends.' Offspring. 
Seao M wan : ' the grain Three Lights : Sunlight, 

begins to fill.' . · Moonlight, and Starlight. 
Seao Shu : ' slight heat.' Three Obligations : the re-
Seo : from 9 to 11 p.m. lations between -sovereign 
Self-come fire: gas. and subject, father and 
Shangti: missionaries' term son, husband and wife. 

for the Supreme Being. Three Powers of Nature : 
She King, the : the Book of Heaven, Earth, and Man. 

Odes. · Three Sins: Sensuality, 
Si-pan-ya : Spain. Malevolence, and Stupid-
Sing Ch'i : Sunday. ity. 
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Time-time : always. ' 
Ti-pao : village official, an

swerable for the behaviour 
of the families in his 
district. 

Ti-tsang : the ruler of Hell. 
T'seng-ming : • clear bright

ness.' 
Ts? Chuan : Book of Aphor

Isms. 
Tsz : from I I · p.m. to 

1 a.m. 
Tung Chi : • winter solstice.' 
Tsu Hsi: the Empress-Dow-

·ager ; nicknamed the 
' Old Buddha.' 

Wang : stolid conceit. 
White day : daytime. 
Wi-lah : Wheeler. 
Worship Hall : church. 
Wu-ki: nonsense-literally, 

' without book.' 

Yellow Springs, the : the 
hereafter. 

Yew: from 7 to 9 p.m. 
Yin : from S to 7 a.m. 
Ying-ka-li : England. 
You : beautiful. · 

Zi-feh : from the Australian 
slang' zHf,' a beard. 
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